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Abstract 
 The encroachment of market-based practices on public education has resulted in the 
creation of vouchers, charter schools, virtual schools, home schools, and other forms of 
educational choice.  While there has always been choice in education in the United States for the 
wealthy and White, the current conception of school choice, in theory, allows equal access to 
education for all.  Undergirding the neoliberal practice of school choice is a connection to a 
troubling past of capitalist oppression and settler colonialism.  Like settler colonialism, the 
practice of school choice has resulted in the displacement of educators, families, and students, 
inequality between different racial and socioeconomic groups, and the disappearance of 
traditional neighborhood public schools and their communities. 
 Through the utilization of Indigenous epistemology and narrative methodology, this 
inquiry seeks to tell the story of Mirkwood Middle School in Lake Town, a small town in central 
Florida, where the community turned to charter schools as a means to promote local control of 
education.  The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the politics and policies behind a 
traditional neighborhood middle school that has remained public and refused charter conversion 
despite being surrounded by a charter school district in order to provide insight into the 
complexities of school choice and organizational adaptation (McCormack & Milne, 2003).  
Based on a framework of settler colonialism, I have chosen to present the findings as a story 
because stories represent Indigenous forms of understanding that weave together complex webs 
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of truths (Bishop, 1995; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012). Mirkwood Middle School is a story of 
refusal, survival, and adaptation in the face of persistent pressure to convert to a charter school.   
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
School choice is common parlance today.  Laypeople, politicians, and scholars alike use 
the terminology of choice when discussing education.  Ravitch (2010b) describes school choice 
as the application of market theory to education.  Indeed, students and parents today navigate a 
complex menu of choice options in education, from traditional neighborhood public schools, to 
charter schools, magnet schools, private schools, voucher programs, virtual schools, and 
homeschools.  A central tenet of the idea seems to be that when schools compete, the entire 
educational system thrives.  Others argue that applying market theory to education, however, 
creates a system where some students, teachers, and schools are winners, while others become 
losers.  One common concern, which I discuss in more detail in chapter two, is that choice seems 
to worsen segregation by race and class (Frankenberg, 2009; Frankenberg, 2017; Frankenberg, 
Siegel-Hawley, & Wang, 2010).  However, as Rowe and Lubienski (2017) highlight, it is 
because of larger societal patterns of segregation that schools are segregated; the schools 
themselves, in other words, are not the culprits of segregation.  The original efforts to 
desegregate schools after Brown (1954) then, were doomed to fail because of deeper structural 
issues in the United States that the educational system itself could not address.  Some see charter 
schools as a way to address this very issue and do what traditional public schools could not 
(Stulberg, 2015).  Stulberg (2015), for example, postulates that charter reform is “a new civil 
rights movement” (p. 35). 
  
       
 
 
 
2 
From the late 1970s to the present, both Democrats and Republicans have championed 
accountability and choice in education in various ways.  Indeed, it has been one of the only 
major issues in an increasingly bifurcated period of politics in which the two major political 
parties have converged (Alexander & Alexander, 2012; Dar, 2016; Dougherty & Henig, 2016; 
Fusarelli & Fusarelli, 2015; Scott, Lubienski, & DeBray, 2014; Shipps, 2011).  President 
Reagan, heavily influenced by his advisor Milton Friedman, helped begin the movement towards 
the deregulation and privatization of public education which eventually converged with the 
charter school movement (Shipps, 2011).   
The statutory origins of the modern American charter school are found in Margaret 
Thatcher’s school reform legislation of 1988 (Alexander & Alexander, 2012).  Thatcher’s “opt-
out” schools were meant to “bypass Labour controlled local education authorities” and “were 
designed to be incorporated as privatized business models with laissez-faire competitive and 
entrepreneurial freedom from state regulatory and labor union constraints” (Alexander & 
Alexander, 2012, p. 53).  While President Reagan and President Bush I advanced the 
circumventing of public authority over public education, it was during President Clinton’s term 
in office that “the thrust of the charter school concept changed dramatically” (Alexander & 
Alexander, 2012, p. 54).  While the accountability and choice movement seemed to reach their 
pinnacle in the No Child Left Behind of the President Bush II administration, it was under 
President Obama and his Secretary of Education Arne Duncan (who presided over Chicago’s 
Renaissance 2010) that the influence of the federal government over education reached a climax 
in Race To The Top and Common Core State Standards (Fusarelli & Fusarelli, 2015).  Although 
the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), passed in 2015, gives states more latitude in self-
determining educational policy, the trend towards furthering educational choice at the federal 
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level continues through the Trump administration as he and his Secretary of Education, Betsy 
Devos, are staunch choice and charter school advocates.  Trump’s fiscal year 2019 budget, 
fittingly subtitled Efficient, Effective, Accountable, substantially increases charter school and 
choice funding by 1.6 billion dollars while decreasing funding for traditional public education by 
5% overall (Balingit et al., 2018).  The budget is not surprising, though, as it is part and parcel of 
a continuing trend of attacks on the public school system and towards the marketization of 
education (Harris & Witte, 2011).  A major concern with ESSA is whether or not the states will 
be able to appropriately monitor questions of equity in education (Egalite, Fusarelli, & Fusarelli, 
2017). 
         Although the lines of demarcation between public and private have never been clear, as 
1970s deregulation gave rise to an audit culture (Apple, 2005), the clarity between the two 
spheres became even more increasingly hazy (Loss & McGuinn, 2016).  Vouchers and charter 
schools allow private educational institutions to funnel public funding towards private ends, 
finding themselves in a gray area between public and private.  Furthermore, charter schools have 
stricter selection processes for students than traditional public schools, meaning any supposed 
success of charter schools is contingent upon the selection of apt students who perform well on 
standardized testing, but one method of many for measuring academic growth (Ravitch, 2010a).  
“Charters with lotteries tend to attract the best students in poor neighborhoods, leaving the public 
schools in the same neighborhood worse off because they have lost some of their top-performing 
students” (Ravitch, 2010a, p. 135).  Additionally, many charter schools regularly “avoid students 
with high needs, either because they lack the staff to educate them appropriately or because they 
fear that such students will depress their test scores” (Ravitch, 2010a, p. 134).  While there are 
certainly charter schools that justly choose students and keep them in their schools rather than 
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council them out when they become academically and/or behaviorally unmanageable, those seem 
to be the aberration (Ravitch, 2010a).  Also, the commonly echoed adage in educational market 
theory that competition supposedly boosts performance of schools and students is problematic 
(Elder, 2010; Lubienski, 2006; Preston, Goldring, Berends, Cannata, 2012). 
The regular public schools are at a huge disadvantage in competition with charter 
schools.  It is not only because charter schools may attract the most motivated students, 
may discharge laggards, and may enforce a tough disciplinary code, but also because 
charters often get additional financial resources from their corporate sponsors, enabling 
them to offer smaller classes, after-school and enrichment activities, and laptop 
computers for every student.  Many charter schools enforce discipline codes that would 
likely be challenged in court if they were adopted in regular public schools; and because 
charter schools are schools of choice, they find it easier to avoid, eliminate, or counsel 
out low-performing and disruptive students. (Ravitch, 2010a, p. 136-137) 
Problem Statement 
The problem I will address in this dissertation is the furtherance of displacement, 
inequality, and disappearance within educational choice scenarios resulting from vestiges of 
colonialist principles in the U.S.  Long before institutions such as public education gained a 
foothold in the United States, the doctrine of settler colonialism was governing the exploitative 
development of the colonial world.  The United States is a settler colony (Wolfe, 2006).  By 
using settler colonialism as a framework, then, I am able to understand the structure of school 
choice as a logical outcome of a settler colony.  Discussing Wolfe’s (2006) oft-cited axiom that 
settler colonialism is a “structure, not an event” Rowe and Tuck (2017) describe Wolfe’s 
“phrasing [as] incalculably helpful in crafting arguments which activate the urgency and 
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obligations of attending to settler colonialism across disciplines, even in works which do not 
immediately appear to be concerned with Indigenous land” (p. 6). 
Also problematic is that the whole of education in the United States, whether public, 
private, or anywhere within or outside that binary, is intrinsically part of a colonized structure.  
In other words, from an Indigenous perspective, discussing the public-school system as 
colonizing private schools or charter schools and the choice/market theory model as colonizing 
public education is tactless at best.  Along with the erasure of Indigenous peoples through 
cultural and biological genocide, educational systems in place in Indigenous societies are 
devastated when the colonizer arrives.  Therefore, there is a certain insensitivity in applying 
settler colonialism as a metaphor to school choice.  It is certainly not my intention to trivialize 
the plight of Indigenous peoples.  This is why although settler colonialism is present 
metaphorically in school choice scenarios, I seek to provide evidence that there are literal 
connections between the tenets of settler colonialism (displacement, unequal relationships, 
disappearance) and the structure of school choice. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the politics and policies behind a 
traditional neighborhood middle school that has remained public and refused charter conversion 
despite being surrounded by a charter school district in order to provide insight into the 
complexities of school choice and organizational adaptation (McCormack & Milne, 2003).  
Based on a framework of settler colonialism, I have chosen to present the findings as a story 
because stories represent Indigenous forms of understanding that weave together complex webs 
of truths (Bishop, 1995; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012).  This dissertation is a way for me to 
address and come to terms with the fundamental dilemma of how the United States came to be 
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formed, complete with the stealing of lands and the cultural and biological genocide of 
Indigenous people, so that I will be able to more deeply understand why issues like societal and 
school segregation seem both rampant and irreconcilable.   
Guiding Question 
         Patel (2014) describes educational research as part of the settler colonial structure of the 
United States.  Therefore, I will not employ the term “research” when not part of a direct citation 
in this dissertation due to the imperialist and colonialist etymology of the term (Denzin, Lincoln, 
& Smith, 2008; Smith, 2012).  The guiding question for this study is: In what ways can 
Indigenous ways of understanding provide insight into the complexities of school choice and 
organizational adaptation and change? 
Rationale 
         Today, about four decades into the accountability movement, it appears as if some of the 
supposed educational woes described in “A Nation at Risk,” like declining student achievement 
and teacher shortages, are no closer to being resolved by the market model Chubb and Moe 
(1990) prescribed that has been widely implemented.  While addressing the Reagan Institute 
Summit on Education in April of 2018, Betsy Devos invoked vestiges of the rhetoric of 
educational failure by saying “our nation is still at risk” (Kamenetz, 2018, para. 8).  Is it too soon 
to claim an educational system based on a market model has failed (Viteritti, 2010)?  This type 
of study has the possibility of giving educational leaders and scholars in education and other 
fields further insight into the treatment of humans using the ethics of the market.  
The capitalist system, and globalization theory which speak of ethics, hide the fact that 
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their ethics are those of the marketplace and not the universal ethics of the human person. 
It is for these matters that we ought to struggle courageously if we have, in truth, made a 
choice for a humanized world. (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008, p. 1) 
Alfred (2009) echoes the previous sentiment about the effects of colonialism on Indigenous 
peoples.  “Cultural dislocation has led to despair, but the real deprivation is the erosion of an 
ethic of universal respect and responsibility that used to be the hallmark of indigenous societies” 
(Alfred, 2009, p. 43). 
While there is some academic literature discussing the benefits of charter schools and 
choice, a majority of the literature is an echo chamber critical of choice.  As I will present in 
detail in chapter two, study after study point to disproportionate benefits among different racial 
and socioeconomic groups.  Many authors are clear that the structure of choice further bifurcates 
the already segregated American society.  Beneath the structure of choice, however, is a structure 
of colonialist exploitation that an Indigenously framed study, such as the one I am proposing, 
will shed new light upon.  For those like myself who have grown weary of school choice studies 
speaking in circles, this study will present a different explanation of how the American 
educational system reflects a hidden colonial past, present, and future, and thus, why it continues 
to discriminate against people of color and lower socioeconomic status. 
Mirkwood Middle School is representative of the policy stories that buildings tell 
(Yanow, 1995).  Through policy on school choice, the building and programs at Mirkwood have 
changed dramatically.  While Mirkwood contains the original building, the policy of educational 
competition has caused the creation of an arts academy and a modernization of the school.  Since 
its opening in 1964, Mirkwood Middle School continues to serve the population of Lake Town.  
Currently absent from the building, though, are students that through policy attend schools other 
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than their traditionally zoned public school.  While part of the rationale for selecting Mirkwood 
Middle is based on my experience as a teacher at the school, this inquiry presents a unique 
situation of school choice that will add to the literature of educational scholarship.  The building 
itself is a testament to the effects of policy on physical structures. 
Background of the Inquirer-I Exist, That is All, and I Find it Nauseating 
I self-identify as a 39 year-old White male and am a citizen of the United States.  
Although I do not know the exact nature of my ancestry, I have heard that I am of largely 
western European heritage and my maternal great grandfather’s family emigrated to the US from 
Wales.  It is rumored that I have Indigenous blood (Ojibwe/Chippewa) on my paternal side and 
that my paternal great grandfather was a member of a Jewish mafia group in Detroit called The 
Purple Gang.  Tuck and Yang (2012) would probably criticize my claim to “Indian blood” as the 
“move to innocence” of “settler nativism.”  Yet, I am neither claiming Indian blood nor moving 
towards innocence.  I am guilty.  However, if it is indeed important to understand who I am as a 
scholar and human being, then the stories my family passed down to me, whether of ancestral 
nature or not, are of relevance to this scholarship.  I also wonder if my “claim” to Jewish blood is 
a “move to innocence.”   
After receiving bachelor’s and master’s degrees in music at Florida State University, I 
completed my first year of teaching as an interim chorus teacher at a K-12 developmental 
research school in Tallahassee.  The following summer I came across exactly what I was looking 
for as a teacher—a full-time guitar teaching position at a middle school called Mirkwood Middle 
School (pseudonym) in the rural area of Lake Town (pseudonym), Florida.  Within minutes I 
was on the phone with the principal, interviewed within a few days, and was hired immediately.  
Not only were full time guitar positions hard to come by, apparently, highly qualified certified 
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guitar teachers were rare then as well.  It was a dream come true.  I was going to start my own 
guitar program at a newly founded, cutting edge arts academy.  I quickly packed up everything I 
owned into a rental van and drove about five hours south to begin a new life in a rural area of 
central Florida.  Little did I know, however, I was about to be launched into the middle of a town 
in a schismatic educational situation that would forever change the direction of my life. 
Background of the Inquiry 
 In 2003, just a few years prior to the commencement of my employment at Mirkwood 
Middle School in 2007, the rural town of about 10,000 went through an arduous ordeal.  
Claiming being slighted by the larger school district, highly visible members of the community, 
lawyers, business people, and educators alike, created a plan to locally govern the town’s 
schools.  The aim was to create a K-12 charter school district.  At the time, Lake Town had four 
elementary schools, one middle school, and one high school.  Per Florida charter school law, in 
order for a successful conversion to occur greater than 50 percent of a school’s faculty followed 
by greater than 50 percent of a school’s parents would have to vote yes on conversion.  When all 
was said and done, the outcome the town’s educational visionaries wanted fell slightly short.  
Three of the four elementary schools voted to convert to charter status.  The town’s high school 
voted to convert, while Mirkwood Middle School voted against conversion.  This left one 
elementary school and the middle school under the control of the larger school district.  The 
remaining schools, three elementary and one high school, became poised to traverse new and 
uncertain ground.  The loss of the middle school created a gap in the seamless K-12 charter 
educational system the framers wanted.  Within time, however, plans were in the works for a 
start-up charter middle school, Bree Academy (pseudonym).  Because of this knowledge, the 
larger district decided to start the arts academy at the traditional middle school as it knew it was 
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going to compete with the charter middle school.  When Bree Academy opened in 2008, the 
impact to Mirkwood Middle was immediate.  Students with some of the top standardized test 
scores in the school left for Bree Academy and our school grade over the next several years 
began to drop dramatically.  The demographics of the students in my classes got economically 
poorer, less White (in a majority White community), and had greater special needs.  These trends 
would only continue over the years until the demographic and socioeconomic makeup of 
Mirkwood did not reflect the surrounding community (See Appendix B).  I knew at my core 
there was something wrong with this practice, yet I could not quite put a name to it.  I came to 
despise what was happening in what I believed to be an isolated occurrence.  I had no idea this 
was happening on a national, even global, level.  As the effect of Bree Academy became greater 
on Mirkwood, my classes became more difficult to teach due to larger amounts of behavior 
issues.  As our grade dropped, we were subjected to greater accountability measures.  Groups of 
people from the district and state levels would frequent our classrooms with clipboards and 
rubrics, adding further worries to an already stressful position.  As teachers, we had to attend 
greater amounts of professional development and trainings to increase our pedagogical aptitude.  
Although no one ever said so, it seemed as if the administration and teachers were ultimately 
blamed for the “failure” of Mirkwood.   
Almost every year after the second full-time equivalency (FTE) count, I would end up 
with a slew of new students in my classes at Mirkwood.  Upon getting to know these new 
students and their educational history, it was almost always a chorus of iterations on “I got 
kicked out of Bree” when I asked how they ended up at Mirkwood.  I note “before the second 
full-time equivalency (FTE) count” because students must be present at the first and second FTE 
counts in order to count towards a school’s standardized test scores and grade.  Bree Academy 
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administrators removed these students, exactly as Ravitch explains, in order to avoid tarnishing 
their school’s grade.  Although not a direct causation, rather correlated, the grade of Mirkwood 
Middle School declined dramatically after Bree Academy opened.  Within a few years, 
Mirkwood, a historically B and C school, dropped to an F, while Bree Academy, just a few miles 
south, has maintained an A grade every year it has been in operation (See Appendix C).  Also, 
like Ravitch describes, Bree garnered corporate sponsorship from Apple and were able to 
provide every student with an iPad.           
Theoretical Framework-Settler Colonial Theory and Organizational Adaptation     
         The theoretical framework of this dissertation is Settler Colonial Theory (SCT).  Though 
Fanon (1963) addresses the settler in detail in The Wretched of the Earth and I, along with others 
involved in colonial studies, draw on his thought frequently, I focus on the ideas presented by 
Veracini (2011) in the introductory essay of the inaugural issue of Settler Colonial Studies as he 
presents specific criteria (displacement, unequal relationships, and disappearance) that must be 
met in order for settler colonialism to be at work.  It is in these criteria that I undertake asserting 
a connection between settler colonialism and school choice.  Also, Veracini (2011) distinguishes 
between settler colonialism and (regular) colonialism, understanding that certain terms within 
Indigenous and colonial studies (colonialism, settler colonialism, anticolonial, decolonial, 
Indigenous studies, postcolonial, etc.) have unclear meanings (Andreotti, 2014; Daza & Tuck, 
2014; Kauanui, 2016).  Although colonialism and settler colonialism are “intimately 
intertwined,” the executors of each want contrasting things (Veracini, 2011, p. 1).  While the 
colonist desires to exploit the colonized for labor, the settler colonist longs for the colonized to 
disappear (Veracini, 2011).  Disappearance, the “logic of elimination” (Wolfe, 2006, p. 387), 
which will extinguish the relationship between the settler and native (Veracini, 2011), can take 
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the form of biological and/or cultural genocide (Wolfe, 2006).  Wolfe (2006) finds the concept of 
cultural genocide to be problematic, however, as cultural assimilation programs have a direct 
impact on colonized people’s capacity to stay alive.  The similarities between colonialism and 
settler colonialism involve an original displacement of the colonized and unequal relationships 
between the colonizer and the colonized (Veracini, 2011).  Settler colonialism adds a critical 
third element: disappearance of the colonized (Veracini, 2011).  Disappearance, as stated, can 
and has taken the form of genocide.  In the United States, various means for achieving this goal 
such as homicide, state-sanctioned miscegenation, the issuing of individual land titles, native 
citizenship, child abduction, religious conversion, and reprogramming through missions and 
boarding schools have been used (Tuck & Gaztambide-Fernandez, 2013).  At some boarding 
schools, such as Richard Henry Pratt’s infamous Carlisle Indian Industrial School, “the tribe 
could disappear while its members stayed behind” (Wolfe, 2006, p. 397).  
The concept of tribally owned tribal lands did not mix with the burgeoning capitalist 
United States filled with private property (Wolfe, 2006).  Wolfe (2006) satirically describes 
“Indians” as the original communist menace to the United States.  This form of economic 
structure, which Marx called “co-operation,” “is based, on the one hand, on ownership in 
common of the means of production, and on the other hand, … each individual has no more torn 
himself off from the navel-string of his tribe or community, than each bee has freed itself from 
connexion [sic] with the hive” (Marx, 1887, p. 233). 
Using poststructural theory, Veracini (2011) describes the significance “that the 
genealogy of ‘indigenous’ as a conceptual category during the twentieth century is inherently 
connected to a perception of vulnerability” (p. 4).  So, then, even using the term indigenous 
employs a deficit perspective.  Additionally, the binaries set up by critical theorists, including 
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Marx, Fanon, and Freire (1970/2000) can be problematic yet usually contain an element of truth.  
For example, just as Freire set up a neat binary (oppressor versus oppressed) rife for 
deconstruction, it is possible to deconstruct settler colonialism as an “us versus them” dichotomy 
as well (Kauanui, 2016).  It is even more problematic, as Tuck and Yang (2012) comment, that 
“under Freire’s paradigm, it is unclear who the oppressed are, even more ambiguous who the 
oppressors are, and it is inferred throughout that an innocent third category of enlightened human 
exists …” that “invoke[s] the same settler fantasy of mutuality based on sympathy and suffering” 
(p. 20).  In Fanon (1963), however, it is at least clearer who the colonizer and colonized are.  
And whereas Freire seemingly calls for the decolonization of the mind in such sentiments as 
“sooner or later the oppressed will perceive their state of depersonalization and discover that as 
long as they are divided they will always be easy prey for manipulation and domination” (Freire, 
1970/2000, p. 145), Fanon calls for colonization to be met with violence (Tuck & Yang, 2012).  
The opening sentence of The Wretched of the Earth, “national liberation, national renaissance, 
the restoration of nationhood to the people, commonwealth: whatever may be the headings used 
or the new formulas introduced, decolonization is always a violent phenomenon” (Fanon, 1963, 
p. 33) immediately makes Fanon’s purpose clear.  Employing Christian theology in an ironic 
fashion, as colonizers being mostly from Europe tend to fallaciously exercise Christian 
principles, Fanon (1963) repeatedly argues that in decolonization the last shall be first and the 
first shall be last, even if, in transitioning from last to first, the colonized do so in death.  It is 
unclear, to me at least, why the teachings of Christ have been largely misconstrued to mean a 
fixation on domination of the world and the oppression of the Other (Rhee & Subedi, 2014).  
Colonial and neo-colonial ideas of spiritual guidance or spiritual path operate from 
Eurocentric logic that separates civil (civilized, moral, etc.) and uncivil (uncivilized, 
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immoral, etc.) ways of being spiritual.  This hierarchy of binary is evident when we 
consider how various Indigenous belief systems have historically been destroyed through 
the oppressive colonial aggression and saving missions. (Rhee & Subedi, 2014, p. 340) 
It seems that the guise of Christianity has been used by the colonial system as a smokescreen for 
the insatiable lust for land common in settler colonialism.  Although there are examples of settler 
mentality in the Judeo-Christian tradition presented in the Bible, for example, the concept of the 
Promised Land and its obvious relationship to Manifest Destiny, the teachings of Jesus fail to 
condone the subjugation of the less fortunate and the stealing of land, people, and resources as 
conducive to Christianity. 
         The subject of the land grab, both in choice of words and conceptually, is prevalent in 
school choice scenarios, especially when traditional public schools convert to charter schools.  In 
both conversion and startup charter schools and voucher programs funding is siphoned away 
from the public sphere for implicitly and/or explicitly private ends.  This concept is connected to 
settler colonialism.  Wolfe’s (2006) mantra that settler colonialism “destroys to replace,” is 
evident in the current pattern of audit culture, accountability, and neoliberalism in education.  
The proliferation of charter schools and voucher programs, i.e. private “land grabs” of public 
goods, causes the displacement of students from traditional neighborhood public schools, the 
perpetuation of inequalities between different racial and economic classes of students in different 
types of schools, and the erasure and disappearance of an idealistically universal system of 
public education.  Patel (2014) refers to the practice of seizing land, resources, cultural practices, 
and goods of a desired location reflective of settler colonial practices in the dismantling of public 
education. 
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As one of the last public spaces in the United States, education has experienced a surge of 
privatization that acts in keeping with a genealogy of land grabs.  What were once public 
schools, with names like Washington Elementary School or Paul J. Robeson High 
School, are increasingly renamed and claimed for private interests, with many locations 
simultaneously claimed and linked through private ownership, under the names of 
Harlem Children’s Zone, Kipp Academy, and MATCH. (Patel, 2014, p. 362) 
Patel (2014) goes on to relate the systematic eradication of Indigenous people through reliance 
on blood quantum laws with the systematic eradication of traditional public schooling through 
the use of accountability.  Drawing on a Washington Post article by Fenwick (2013), Patel 
(2014) describes that the settler logic of elimination “is present in the land grabs of public 
schooling spaces that use the law and metrics of achievement as codified strategies to claim 
property, specifically through the marginalizing and eroding of histories and place-based 
knowledges of communities” (p. 363).  While some posit that the fear of a complete eradication 
of the traditional public schooling sector is speculative at best, pointing out that private schools 
and charter schools currently only make up a small fraction of K-12 educational institutions 
(Cooper & Randall, 2008; Higgins & Abowitz, 2011), the echo chamber-like attention given to 
charter schools seems to be adding further fodder to the idea that charter schools are taking over 
the traditional system of neighborhood education.  However, comparatively the complete 
eradication of Indigenous peoples was/is a gradual process.  As Alfred and Corntassel (2005) 
tell, contemporary methods of settler colonization are far subtler than they were historically. 
Also, as was the case in the public-school erasure in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, 
sweeping changes can occur to an entire school system through a swift act of legislation and a 
governor’s signature.  While charter schools are a vehicle for transforming the educational 
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landscape, they happen to have striking similarities to settler colonialist practices.  Likening 
charter schools to post-colonies, Stern and Hussain (2015) describe them as places of “continual 
domination by imperial economic and political action” (p. 69).  They opine: 
charter schools as being temporal: a stage of educational institutionalism when the 
(settler-)State recedes into a managerial role (i.e., what a neoliberal critique would call 
deregulation) to allow alternative forms of jurisdiction over black and brown bodies 
without necessarily losing control over them. (Stern & Hussain, 2015, p. 71) 
Like charter schools, as reflective of the choice movement and the currently ideal vehicle in the 
move towards privatization of education, choice is temporal.  The settler state is now in a period 
of letting the market control education in order to exert covert supervision over people as 
consumers.  “Despite the rhetoric of independence from bureaucracy and liberation from unions, 
charter schools set up colonized kids to desire, assimilate into, and reap the benefits of the 
continual projects of neoimperialism and neocolonialism on the globalscale” (Stern & Hussain, 
2015, p. 73). 
 The theoretical framework of settler colonialism will help answer the primary inquiry 
question of this dissertation because it provides insight into the complexities of the marketization 
of schooling and organizational adaptation.  Since at least 1492, Indigenous peoples of the 
western hemisphere have been surviving and adapting to the onslaught of settler colonization and 
its various manifestations through capitalism and neoliberalism.  In a similar manner, an 
Indigenous lens gives a different perspective on the subject of school choice.  Also helpful in 
discussions of organizational adaptation, I will draw on Morgan’s (1998) thought that 
organizations are open systems that “need careful management to satisfy and balance internal 
needs and to adapt to environmental circumstances” (p. 44).  The organization, in this case 
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Mirkwood Middle, must adapt to its environment, in this case charter schools and accountability, 
in order to survive in the system of educational competition. 
Inquiry Design 
 In this study, I employed the qualitative methodology of narrative inquiry and use some 
self-reflection throughout.  The purpose is to present a narrative of a traditional neighborhood 
middle school that has remained public and refused charter conversion despite being surrounded 
by a charter school district in order to provide insight into the complexities of school choice and 
organizational adaptation (McCormack & Milne, 2003).  Based on a framework of settler 
colonialism, I have chosen to present the findings as a story because stories represent Indigenous 
forms of understanding that weave together complex webs of truths (Bishop, 1995; Kovach, 
2009; Smith, 2012).  The technique of narrative inquiry is relevant for this study because it 
demonstrates Indigenous ways of knowing as storytelling is commonly used in Indigenous 
construction of knowledge.  
Definition of Terms 
         Because there are many definitions of the terms I use throughout this study, it is 
important to present definitions that represent the concepts I envision as closely as possible. 
Capitalism is an economic system based on competition, maximizing profit, and the 
exploitation of resources and people.  Reflecting on the relationship between capitalism and 
colonialism, Fanon (1963) writes: 
Capitalism, in its early days, saw in the colonies a source of raw materials which, once 
turned into manufactured goods, could be distributed on the European market.  After a 
phase of accumulation of capital, capitalism has today come to modify its conception of 
the profit-earning capacity of a commercial enterprise.  The colonies have become a 
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market. (p. 64) 
         Neoliberalism is a development in capitalistic theory and practice that seeks to give 
unregulated free reign to the market.  I agree with Apple (2005) that the following definition 
deserves to be quoted in its entirety as it clarifies the differences between classical liberalism and 
neoliberalism. 
Whereas classical liberalism represents a negative conception of state power in that the 
individual was to be taken as an object to be freed from the interventions of the state, 
neo-liberalism has come to represent a positive conception of the state’s role in creating 
the appropriate market by providing the conditions, laws and institutions necessary for its 
operation.  In classical liberalism, the individual is characterized as having an 
autonomous human nature and can practice freedom.  In neo-liberalism the state seeks to 
create an individual who is an enterprising and competitive entrepreneur.  In the classical 
model the theoretical aim of the state was to limit and minimize its role based on 
postulates which included universal egoism (the self-interested individual); invisible hand 
theory which dictated that the interests of the individual were also the interests of the 
society as a whole; and the political maxim of laissez-faire.  In the shift from classical 
liberalism to neo-liberalism, then, there is a further element added, for such a shift 
involves a change in subject position from ‘homo economicus,’ who naturally behaves 
out of selfinterest and is relatively detached from the state, to ‘manipulatable man,’ who 
is created by the state and who is continually encouraged to be perpetually responsive.  It 
is not that the conception of the self-interested subject is replaced or done away with by 
the new ideals of ‘neo-liberalism,’ but that in an age of universal welfare, the perceived 
possibilities of slothful indolence create necessities for new forms of vigilance, 
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surveillance, ‘performance appraisal’ and of forms of control generally.  In this model the 
state has taken it upon itself to keep us all up to the mark. The state will see to it that each 
one makes a ‘continual enterprise of ourselves’ . . . in what seems to be a process of 
‘governing without governing.’ (Olssen, 1996, p. 340) 
School Choice refers to the implementation of neoliberal principles to educational policy 
and practice.  EdChoice (2018), formerly the Friedman Foundation for Educational Choice, 
describes school choice as an approach that “allows public education funds to follow students to 
the schools or services that best fit their needs—whether that’s to a public school, private school, 
charter school, home school or any other learning environment parents choose for their kids” 
(“What is School Choice?,” para. 1).  Others, such as Ravitch (2010b), describe school choice as 
the application of the marketplace to education.  Schools and school districts, run like businesses, 
compete with each other for students, funding, and resources.  Like businesses that are subject to 
the whims of the market, some schools succeed while others fail.  
Charter Schools find themselves in a void somewhere between the classical public and 
private spheres in a growing trend towards the privatization of education.  Technically public 
schools, charter schools can be privately managed and are given greater autonomy than 
traditional public schools in exchange for higher accountability.  “Although these ‘choice 
schools’ are not equivalent to traditional elite private schools, the students who attend them 
become valued as elites within the framework of selective public schools.  This privileging is 
made possible by neoliberal discourses that promote competition, choice and mobility” (Carroll 
& Gaztambide-Fernandez, 2016, p. 344). 
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Settler Colonialism is the specific framework I employ in this dissertation.  I discussed 
the term in detail in a previous section.  To summarize, I refer to Rowe and Tuck’s (2017) 
definition of settler colonialism as: 
The specific formation of colonialism in which people come to a land inhabited by 
(Indigenous) people and declare that land to be their new home.  Settler colonialism is 
about the pursuit of land, not just labor or resources.  Settler colonialism is a persistent 
societal structure, not just an historical event or origin story for a nationstate.  (p. 4) 
A Traditional Public School is a school that has an attendance zone and is under the 
governance of a larger school district.  Sometimes called neighborhood schools, these zoned 
schools are the educational institutions students attend when they do not attend any type of 
choice school, such as magnet schools, charter schools, or private schools.  For the context of 
this study, a traditional public school is indigenous/native. 
Indigenous refers to populations of humans who lived in regions of the earth such as the 
Americas and Australia before European conquest into the areas.  Those groups of people 
historically Indigenous to the western hemisphere, for example, were living in the area before 
1492.  Countless Indigenous tribes still inhabit areas affected by colonization, which is the case 
in the United States.  The term Indigenous can refer to plants and animals as well.  Indigenous 
forms of knowledge are constructed and passed down primarily through oral traditions. 
indigenous refers to members of a community with historical ties to the place, not having 
tribal affiliation or stewardship of the land prior to Western colonization.  I consider students 
zoned for a particular school to be indigenous to that school.  In choosing to attend a choice 
school, then, families participate in cultural displacement. 
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A Charter District is a group of charter schools under the governance of one board of 
governors.  A larger county-based public school district oversees and authorizes charter school 
districts.  For the purposes of this dissertation, all of the schools in a charter district are 
geographically close to each other with one board of governors for the district.  There are some 
Educational Management Organizations (EMOs), for example, that govern multiple charter 
schools around the state of Florida.  I do not consider these to be districts because they have 
more than one board of governors.   
A Charter Authorizer is an entity that can sponsor a charter school or district.  In 
Florida, county-based public school districts and universities can sponsor charter schools.   
Delimitations of the Inquiry 
 This is a study of Mirkwood Middle School using narrative inquiry as the methodology, 
settler colonialism as the framework, and asks how Indigenous epistemology can provide insight 
into the complexities of school choice and organizational adaptation and change.  Because of the 
specificity of these philosophical traditions and how they intersect, this study will potentially 
miss phenomena other traditions could address.  Additionally, the stipulations for participation in 
the study could potentially leave out voices that would offer different perspectives on the subject 
of the study.  
Summary 
         In this chapter, I have introduced some of the major ideas of this dissertation.  In chapter 
two, I present literature addressing six main themes: 1. The connection between colonialism, 
capitalism, and neoliberalism; 2. Displacement resulting from educational choice; 3. Inequality 
in educational choice scenarios; 4. Disappearance resulting from educational choice; 5. 
Ethnically-focused charter schools; 6. Educational competition.  Chapter three focuses on the 
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qualitative methodology of narrative inquiry I employ in this dissertation.  I present my 
understanding of narrative and how I use it to present the story of this dissertation.  In chapter 
four, I present the story of Mirkwood Middle School situated in Lake Town, while the final 
chapter attends to the discussion and implications of the study and its contribution to educational, 
Indigenous, and colonial studies scholarship. 
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Chapter Two 
Literature Review 
 Settler colonialism, capitalism, and neoliberalism are interrelated dominant structures in 
the United States.  Pradella (2017) notes “the importance of colonialism and imperialism in 
capitalist development” (p. 575), emphasizing that capitalist principles have been present in 
western systems of thought and practice from historical colonialism to contemporary 
neoliberalism.  Exploitation is common among the three systems, albeit covert and indoctrinal in 
most instances (Fraser, 1995; Gewirtz, 1998).  Fanon (1963) writes, “for centuries the capitalists 
have behaved in the underdeveloped world like nothing more than war criminals.  Deportations, 
massacres, forced labor, and slavery have been the main methods used by capitalism to increase 
its wealth, its gold or diamond reserves, and to establish its power” (p. 100).  Freire (1970/2000) 
refers to these furtive exploitative practices of the oppressors as manipulation.  Others, such as 
Alfred and Corntassel (2005) observe contemporary colonizers use more subtle means, such as 
the careful erasure of histories and geographies of exploited and oppressed peoples, than their 
historic counterparts in accomplishing their goals. 
 Literature discussing the effects of capitalism and neoliberalism on education resulting in 
accountability and the choice model is prevalent.  However, literature coupling settler 
colonialism to educational choice is scarce.  Because specific literature on school choice through 
a lens of settler colonialism other than some loose coincidental connections is nonexistent, I 
draw upon Veracini’s (2011) three tenets of settler colonialism as themes for this literature 
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review.  The three themes endemic in settler colonialism are displacement of the colonized, 
unequal relations between colonizer and colonized, and disappearance of the colonized through 
cultural genocide (Veracini, 2011).  Although I might be constructing this gap in the literature 
based on my assumptions, this study has the potential to connect education and colonialism in 
unique ways. 
 I located articles from peer-reviewed journals and books using the databases Education 
Source, ERIC, and Google Scholar.  For the first part of this review, I used the search terms 
settler colonialism, capitalism, and neoliberalism.  In some cases, I used variances on these 
terms.  For example, I substituted neoliberal for neoliberalism in some cases.  I used the search 
terms school choice, charter schools, settler colonialism, colonialism, displacement, unequal, 
and disappearance for the second part of this review.  Similar to variances on terms in the first 
strand, I used settler colonial rather than settler colonialism.  In using this method, I found 86 
articles of relevance to this review.  When adding the terms New Orleans and Hurricane Katrina 
I found an additional 21 articles of relevance to this review.  This made a total of 107 pieces of 
literature.  After carefully analyzing these pieces of literature, I further narrowed the initial 
amount to 101 articles due to superfluous connections between school choice and settler colonial 
ideas.  For example, the disappearance of the achievement gap is not of relevance.  As a means 
of further narrowing all searches, in some cases, I stipulated a time frame of 2008 to 2018 in 
order to keep the literature pertinent and current. 
 There are 101 pieces of literature that appear in the thematic portion of this review.  Of 
these 101 pieces, 80 are articles, six are books, seven are book chapters, four are reports, two are 
dissertations, one is a curriculum for civic dialogue based on issues surrounding Hurricane 
Katrina, and one is a position paper.  All of the 80 articles I present appear in peer-reviewed 
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scholarly journals and fall mainly into three categorical types--empirical, theoretical, and 
historical.  The majority of the articles, 61 of them are empirically based studies and discussions.  
Thirteen articles are largely theoretical while five are mostly historical.  The remaining article is 
a literature review.  As an addendum, due to a committee member’s suggestion, I added sections 
on ethnically-focused charter schools and empirical studies of educational competition.  This 
added 12 sources to this literature review. 
 I begin this literature review by connecting settler colonialism to capitalism and 
neoliberalism.  The purpose of this is to show that settler colonialism undergirds the critiques of 
capitalism and neoliberalism in education.  Second, I present literature considering the three 
tenets of settler colonialism that Veracini (2011) theorizes beginning with displacement.  
Displacement happens frequently in school choice situations due to school closures.  Next, I 
explore the unequal relationship between traditional public schools, choice/charter schools, and 
private schools, and the students, teachers, administrators, and families within them.  Unequal 
relationships within education have been exacerbated by the long-term demonization of the 
public realm throughout the neoliberal period.  Fourth, I investigate the literature on the 
disappearance of traditional public schools through the marketization of education and the 
cultural genocide of students and families.  In some cases, students cannot attend their zoned 
neighborhood school because it has been closed and a charter school with stricter student 
selection practices has opened in its place.  I understand there is bound to be some overlap in 
thematizing the issues of displacement, unequal relations, and disappearance.  For example, 
displacement can lead to disappearance and unequal relations can aggravate displacement, etc.  
At times, I will focus on the case of education in post-Hurricane Katrina New Orleans as it 
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depicts all three principles of settler colonialism both literally and metaphorically.  Finally, I 
present literature on ethnically-focused charter schools and educational competition. 
Connecting Settler Colonialism, Capitalism, and Neoliberalism 
In this section, I present literature that connects settler colonialism, capitalism, and 
neoliberalism.  Indeed, the literature shows the three practices not only connected, but also 
influencing each other as if on a continuum of exploitation.  Considering Wolfe’s (2006) oft-
cited mantra that the practice of settler colonialism destroys to replace, Klein’s (2007) notion of 
disaster capitalism seems to logically follow.  In Klein’s (2007) words, “I call these orchestrated 
raids on the public sphere in the wake of catastrophic events, combined with the treatment of 
disasters as exciting market opportunities, ‘disaster capitalism’” (p. 6).  Consider the post-9/11 
increase of the military industrial complex or the post-Hurricane Katrina overhaul of the 
educational system in New Orleans as examples of disaster capitalism (Perez & Cannella, 2011).  
While disaster capitalism could be an extreme interpretation of a policy window (Kingdon, 
1984), Klein (2007) is undeniably critical of Friedman (1962/1982), who, in Capitalism and 
Freedom postulates: 
Only a crisis actual or perceived produces real change.  When that crisis occurs, the 
actions that are taken depend on the ideas that are lying around.  That, I believe, is our 
basic function: to develop alternatives to existing policies, to keep them alive and 
available until the politically impossible becomes politically inevitable. (p. 7) 
Critiquing this idea, Klein (2007) notes: 
For more than three decades, Friedman and his powerful followers had been perfecting 
this very strategy: waiting for a major crisis, then selling off pieces of the state to private 
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players while citizens were still reeling from the shock, then quickly making the 
‘reforms’ permanent. (p. 6) 
One of Friedman’s powerful followers was Ronald Reagan.   
Building on the reactionary rhetoric of Barry Goldwater and Richard Nixon, Ronald 
Reagan took office in 1980 with both a trickle-down theory that would transform 
corporate America and a corresponding visual economy. 
The twin images of the young black male ‘gangsta’ and his counterpart, the 
‘welfare queen,’ became the primary vehicles for selling the American public on the need 
to dismantle the welfare state, ushering in an era of unprecedented deregulation, 
downsizing, privatization, and regressive taxation. (Giroux, 2006, p. 2) 
What Giroux describes is the beginning of the neoliberal period.  The deregulations of the 1970s, 
well documented by Kingdon (1984) and discussed in depth regarding education by Dorsey and 
Plucker (2016), coupled with the war on the public realm (Apple, 2005), combined to create a 
powerful period of privatization.  The crisis in education, sometimes traced to A Nation at Risk, 
made it easier for politicians and private interest groups to prescribe neoliberal market-based 
approaches and turnaround policies in order to “fix” education and schools in the United States 
(Mette, 2013). 
In New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, educational reformers used disaster capitalism as 
a vehicle for erasing the traditional public school system within the city.  Scholars have made 
note of public figures who used Friedman-esque rhetoric in discussing the “opportunities” for 
rebuilding New Orleans after the storm for the benefit of the elite (Akers, 2012; Beabout, 2014; 
Buras, 2011; Johnson, 2012; Klein, 2007; Saltman, 2009).  Klein (2007) believes disaster 
capitalists actually finish the work of the original disaster by erasing what was left of the public 
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sphere and rooted communities.  This seemed to be the case in post-Katrina New Orleans.  
Saltman (2009) describes three major privatization goals enacted after the hurricane: 1. The 
implementation of the largest ever experiment in school vouchers; 2. The allowance for 
enormous profits in education rebuilding by contracting firms with political connections; 3. The 
allowance of the replacement of a system of universal public education with a charter school 
network designed to participate in the dispossession of poor and African American residents 
from their communities.  Wolfe (2006) refers to this insatiable desire for territory (charter school 
conversions of traditional public schools) as one of the hallmarks of settler colonialism. 
 Capitalism is a logical result of histories of racism, slavery, colonialism, imperialism, and 
nationalism (Stern & Hussain, 2015).  Stern and Hussain (2015) characterize charter schools as a 
mechanism the State employs for managing the bodies and behavior of people of color.  
Moreover, charter schools provide both colonial schooling and imperial education (Stern & 
Hussain, 2015).  Citing Paperson (2010), Stern and Hussain (2015) tell that imperial education is 
training for inclusion in the metropole while colonial schooling is a form of management of 
ghetto populations.  “Colonial schooling is a type of disciplining that controls its pupils by 
rendering them critically and normatively illiterate, with little to no chance for higher education” 
(Stern & Hussain, 2015, p. 72).  Students of color who attend these types of charter schools: 
are both cheap labor and the labor reserve army; they fail to create any real social concern 
as racial discourses around laziness, behavior, and innate intelligence naturalize the 
colonial situation.  Never meant to be included into mainstream American society, these 
students are forced to the margins and are controlled through their lack of human capital 
to acquire gainful employment. (Stern & Hussain, 2015, p. 72) 
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The authors suggest that capitalist and neoliberal principles within education assist in keeping 
the colonized in subservience to the colonizers and oppressors.   
Similarly, Shahjahan (2011) draws connections between neoliberal educational policies 
and the global exploitation of colonized labor.  Indeed, “colonial schooling played a significant 
role in disciplining the minds and bodies of the colonized for imperial profit” (Shahjahan, 2011, 
p. 196).  Others have further “theorize[d] a historical linkage between colonizing education and 
neoliberal schooling” (Burns, Nolan, Weston, & Malcolm, 2016).  Critiquing Richard Henry 
Pratt, founder of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, Burns et al. (2016) link colonialist 
education and neoliberal schooling in three ways: 1. Proponents of colonialist and neoliberal 
reform use oppressive, racialized, and class assumptions to apply the market as a model for 
human interaction; 2. Just like the purpose of colonialist schools were to take the native culture 
out of the students (cultural genocide), neoliberal schools privilege the private over the public 
and position communities of color as deficient; 3. Both colonialist and neoliberal schools use 
pro-masculinity and pro-individualism to reposition schools as providers of educational services, 
students and knowledge as commodities, and education as privatized.   
Baker (2017), drawing on Vimalassery, Pegues, and Goldstein (2016), describes colonial 
unknowing as “a conceptual failure to represent, acknowledge, and/or map the ongoing and 
constitutive role of colonial and racial dispossession in contemporary neoliberal capitalism” (p. 
145).  Others, such as Arvin, Tuck, and Morrill (2013), compare colonial unknowing to 
transforming Indigenous populations into ghosts.   
Within settler colonialism, it is exploitation of land that yields supreme value.  In order 
for settlers to usurp the land and extract its value, Indigenous peoples must be destroyed, 
removed, and made into ghosts.  Extracting value from the land also often requires 
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systems of slavery and other forms of labor exploitation.  These simultaneous processes 
of taking over the land (by killing and erasing the peoples with previous relationships 
to that land) and importing forced labor (to work the land as chattel slaves to yield high 
profit margins for the landowners) produced the wealth upon which the U.S. nation’s 
world power is founded.  Profit is obtained by making property out of the land, as well as 
out of the body of the slave.  The triad relationship among the industrious settler, the 
erased/invisibilized Native, and the ownable and murderable slave is evident in the ways 
in which the United States continues to exploit Indigenous, black, and other peoples 
deemed ‘illegal’ (or otherwise threatening and usurping) immigrants, which is why we 
describe settler colonialism as a persistent structure.  (Arvin, Tuck, & Morrill, 2013, p. 
12) 
As the authors allude to, the land acquisition, desire for profits, and exploitation of people of 
color common in capitalist and neoliberal systems have a long history in settler colonialism. 
Displacement 
In this section, I present literature on displacement resulting from school choice.  
Displacement can occur to students, teachers, administrators, and families.  Consider, for 
example, the displacement that happens in urban areas frequently when traditional public schools 
close due to competition or convert to charter schools during gentrification processes 
(Christianakis & Mora, 2011; Lipman, 2008).  Many scholars have described the role choice 
plays in displacement through empirical studies (Baker & Foote, 2006; Buras, 2009; Buras, 
2016; Cascio & Lewis, 2012; Christianakis & Mora, 2011; Cook & Dixson, 2013; Davis & 
Oakley, 2013; De la Torre & Gwynne, 2009; Dixson, Buras, & Jeffers, 2015; Jack & Sludden, 
2013; Lefebvre & Thomas, 2017; Lipman, 2008; Lipman, 2009; Lipman & Haines, 2007; 
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Means, 2008; Smith & Stovall, 2008; White, 2016), theoretical studies (Abowitz, 2010; Barkan, 
2013), historical studies (Saiger, 2013), and reviews of research (Kohli, Pizarro, & Nevarez, 
2017; Sunderman & Payne, 2009).  Some scholars focus on specific cities like Atlanta, Chicago, 
Detroit, New Orleans, Philadelphia, and Washington D.C. where major educational reforms 
regarding choice have taken place.  In Chicago, for example, school closing policies have 
resulted in myriad displaced students.  “The success of a school closing policy crucially depends 
on a large supply of ‘better’ schools and on an intentional strategy to enroll displaced students in 
these schools” (De la Torre & Gwynne, 2009, p. 25).  Positing that Chicago’s Renaissance 2010 
policy has resulted in massive student displacement and urban gentrification, Lipman and Haines 
(2007) speak to cultural devastation as they write “the displacement of thousands of public 
housing families has torn apart the community's social fabric and bred devastating uncertainty” 
(p. 489), and “the discourse of failure and ‘cleaning out’ and ‘rebuilding’ is rooted in 
demonization of the low-income African Americans to be displaced” (p. 492).  This politics of 
containment contributes to a racist system of displacement designed to make the inner cities 
“safe” for White residents leaving the suburbs and “returning” to gentrified urban areas (Smith & 
Stovall, 2008).  City planners promote charter schools to attract White residents back to 
gentrified areas, even though “longtime lower-income residents oppose them for fear that the 
schools would draw in more newcomers and eventually lead to further displacement” (Davis & 
Oakley, 2013, p. 85).  
Others discuss choice as a more general phenomenon, for example, framing choice as a 
capitalist and neoliberal acquisition of the public schools.  Neoliberal policies have had 
devastating effects that “legitimate displacement and discipline of low-income students of color 
and their families” (Lipman, 2009, p. 216).  Furthermore, “a large majority of displaced public 
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housing residents and students will not be admitted to new developments and schools.  They face 
an extremely tight affordable housing market while children are transferred from one school to 
the next with few good schools available” (Lipman, 2009, p. 225).  Means (2008) has similar 
sentiments regarding the connection between neoliberalism, gentrification, and school choice to 
Lipman.  He writes, “once schools are targeted and closed, students are forced into schools 
outside of their neighborhoods and into communities that are being stressed by an influx of 
people from both public housing demolitions and school seizures” (Means, 2008, p. 88).  Baker 
and Foote (2006) describe a common occurrence when schools compete within a neoliberal 
framework--some succeed while others fail; often, there are direct correlations.  For example, 
when two schools are in direct competition, such as in Baker and Foote’s (2006) longitudinal 
empirical study, one ends up with a greater number of high achieving students while the other 
receives an influx of poor, minority students from a closed school across town.  Sometimes these 
changes destroy a school’s connection to its community (Baker & Foote, 2006).   
Other authors discuss the role of organizations like Teach for America (TFA) in 
reforming public education.  “As charter schools (and TFA) grow in prominence and institutional 
clout,” Lefebvre and Thomas (2017) posit: 
they run the risk of becoming stagnant, or at a minimum less innovative, in similar ways 
to purported failing public schools.  Although TFA and charter schools approach 
education from a neoliberal paradigm, they are at the same risk of failing their students. 
(p. 367) 
White (2016) regards Teach for America’s diversity initiative as paradoxical, claiming that the 
commitment TFA espouses to improving inner city schools filled largely with students of color is 
done at the expense of the teachers of color who are already committed to those locations.  
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“TFA’s diversity initiative, while potentially praiseworthy, neither negates nor redresses the 
harms of its policy commitments that have disrupted the professional lives of Black teachers 
broadly and undermined their pedagogical contributions to children” (White, 2016, p. 28).  
Abowitz (2010) believes school choice displacement would not be as rampant if laws prohibited 
for-profit educational management organizations to run charter schools.  “Charter schooling laws 
dominated by ‘freemarket thinking’ disfavor the kinds of redistribution measures that are 
necessary to achieving the common school ideal in schools considered to be public” (Abowitz, 
2010, p. 698).  In addition to TFA and for-profit entities, foundations and philanthropists have 
played crucial roles in educational reform as well.  As Barkan (2013) conveys, however, 
plutocracy in education can be problematic. 
The mega-foundations have the resources to shape public policy but they have no 
accountability to the public or to the people directly affected by their programs.  When a 
foundation project fails—when, say, … privately operated charter schools displace and 
then underperform traditional public schools—the subjects of the experiment and the 
general public suffer.  The do-gooders can simply move on to the next project.  Without 
countervailing forces, wealth in capitalist societies already tends to translate into political 
power; big philanthropy reinforces this tendency. (Barkan, 2013, p. 637) 
Although I will present literature on the waning dissimilarity between public and private 
as contributing to disappearance later in this chapter, the hazy lines between public and private in 
education, Saiger (2013) suggests, contributes to displacement as well.  Saiger (2013) describes 
charter schools as occupying a void between public and private realms.  Though charter schools 
are given a blanket status as public institutions, when it comes to First Amendment 
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Entanglement clause issues, Saiger (2013) considers charter schools private because “they are 
privately established and managed” (p. 1166).  
Using disaster capitalism as a guide, I now turn to literature lending credence to the idea 
that while the residents of New Orleans were still displaced and reeling from the destruction of 
their city by Hurricane Katrina, those in power were rebuilding the city as a school choice 
experiment.  DeGravelles (2009) presents the theme of displacement as a linguistic conundrum 
as the media used the word “refugee” to describe the displaced residents of New Orleans Post-
Katrina.  Because New Orleans looked like an unrecognizable foreign country ravaged by 
disaster, journalists and commentators used the term “refugee” because it was symbolic and 
powerful (DeGravelles, 2009).  Contrarily, some discussed the term as being disproportionately 
used to describe Black people and offensive since a person cannot be a refugee in her or his own 
country (DeGravelles, 2009).  DeGravelles (2009) sees this argument as something more 
complex.  
I read the debate about the word ‘refugee’ as part of a much broader trend of the Katrina-
related discourse:  the ‘Third World-ing’ of New Orleans.  It seemed that after the storm, 
the only language available to Americans to understand and describe the situation was a 
language of Otherness in which New Orleans became ‘not America’ in a wide range of 
contexts and media.  In this crisis of both vocabulary and national identity, the rhetorical 
boundaries of Americanness were revealed to be quite permeable as reporters, politicians, 
and theorists argued for the inclusion or exclusion of New Orleans and its people. 
(DeGravelles, 2009, pp. 139-140) 
Essentially, the discourse was powerful.  “For many Americans, the most shocking images of 
Katrina were the images of dire poverty that seemed, to them, to be coming from a foreign 
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country” (Crocco, 2007, p. 58).  In order to alleviate the shock of such atrocious displacement, it 
seems some downplayed the situation by discussing New Orleans as something other than 
America and its residents as something other than Americans. 
 Discussing the history of New Orleans, DeGravelles (2009) frames the Katrina 
circumstance in historical context by asserting that New Orleans has many times been referred to 
as something other than American.  Part of the reason why New Orleans is sometimes thought of 
as a foreign city, DeGravelles (2009) explains, is its unique history. 
Historically, the city was founded and grew under French rule, was governed by Spain 
from 1763 to 1801, and then returned to the French, all before the Louisiana Purchase in 
1803 and Louisiana’s statehood in 1812.  European influence is clear in much of the 
city’s layout and architecture, and creolization has fostered a unique mix of elements 
unlike anywhere else in the United States. (DeGravelles, 2009, p. 146) 
If the history of New Orleans speaks to anything, it speaks to the thought that not only was it 
founded differently, by the French instead of the English, but also that it was dominated by 
Catholicism rather than Protestantism like the English settlements (DeGravelles, 2009).  This 
Otherworldliness of New Orleans was intensified by images of what appeared to be a war zone.  
At the time, Americans were bombarded with depictions of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars.  It 
seemed convenient to think of this “French” city full of people of color in extreme poverty as 
simply another warzone in a country far away. 
 Hurricane Katrina, some believed, provided the catalyst for long awaited change many 
believed New Orleans needed.   
In the case of public education in New Orleans, it was a multi-decade march of violence, 
withdrawal, disinvestment, and eventually a dismantling.  The radical and sweeping 
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changes to New Orleans’ public school system after Hurricane Katrina were steeped in 
race and class antagonisms and a revanchist approach to the city. (Akers, 2012, p. 44) 
When those in power use catastrophe (disaster capitalism) to bring radical change to people that 
the powerful believe do not know what is in their best interest, it is a form of colonialism and 
imperialism, and a furthering of the normality of White supremacist ideology (Dixson, Buras, & 
Jeffers, 2015; Tuck & Gaztambide-Fernández, 2013).   
The Heritage Foundation and the Bush Administration, among others, in allocating 
monies for the (re)building of (charter) schools in New Orleans, negated the public system that 
the city previously knew (Saltman, 2009).  Additionally: 
the firing of all 7500 of the employees in the Orleans Parish School District, a majority of 
whom were Black teachers, administrators, and paraprofessionals, had a devastating 
effect on the racial balance of not only the education community in New Orleans but also 
the Black middle class.  The displaced teachers and administrators were replaced by 
young and predominantly White transplants from ‘education reform’ organizations like 
Teach for America (TFA), New Leaders for New Schools, and the New Teacher Project. 
(Dixson et al., 2015, p. 289) 
The treatment of New Orleans’s Black veteran teachers has been part of a racially 
inspired project of dispossession, including displacement of indigenous Black teachers, 
abrogation of their property rights, and disregard for the place-based knowledge, cultural 
contributions, and racial justice activism that informed their work for more than a 
century.  (Buras, 2016, p. 155) 
There is a historical link between the Post-Katrina dismantling of New Orleans’s public schools 
and displacement of its teachers and administrators and the loss of many African American 
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educators’ jobs after the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education ruling (Rousmaniere, 2013).  Similar 
to desegregation being overwhelmingly thought of as a positive change in our history despite 
some negative consequences, the takeover of New Orleans’ traditional public schools by charter 
schools and neoliberal ideology, which many would see as a positive change, has had a negative 
impact on the community and place of New Orleans.  Dixson et al. (2015) have shown that 
despite political commentary that the charter experiment in New Orleans has been successful, the 
early returns on the system of education in New Orleans is dismal. 
 King (2011) describes racism as a “legacy of slavery” caused by “the structural inequality 
that mitigates against the equitable inclusion of Black people in the society and through beliefs 
about Black inferiority” (p. 348).  In Spike Lee’s (2006) documentary, When the Levees Broke, 
Michael Eric Dyson interestingly makes a connection between the busses taking the displaced 
residents of New Orleans to other areas in the country and the slave ships that took Africans 
away from their homes and families (2006).  While a counter rationalization could be made that 
the busses were removing the impoverished residents of New Orleans for their benefit to safer 
locations, whereas the slave ships removed Africans from their homes in order to exploit them 
for free labor, this relationship illustrates that: 
in post-disaster environments, social institutions operationalize a biopolitics of 
disposability that is deeply rooted in histories of colonization.  Colonial histories, as 
elaborated upon, reinforce racio-economics or commonsense justifications of racial 
hierarchy that articulate and define protocols of disaster mitigation, preparation, and 
response in different global contexts. (Nix-Stevenson, 2013, Abstract) 
The aftermath of Katrina, although complex, furthered the idea that African Americans are still 
in slavery.  The capitalist opportunistic intrusion into New Orleans after Katrina augmented a 
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“neoliberal elitist view of disasters or crises as opportunities to demolish public housing, displace 
countless people, lower taxes, bring in lower wage workers, and re-imagine and remake a city to 
serve the vested interest of a few” (Nix-Stevenson, 2013, p. 135).  The literature seems clear that 
the massive displacement caused by Hurricane Katrina provided the catalyst for the complete 
erasure of New Orleans’ system of education.  An overwhelming majority of the displaced 
stayed displaced.  As Sastry and Gregory (2014) show in their empirical study of displacement 
locations of Hurricane Katrina victims, just under one third of the displaced residents of New 
Orleans actually returned to the dwelling in which they resided prior to the hurricane.  It follows 
that many children did not return to their former school.  And even though Recovery School 
District officials attempt to legitimize historical erasure, disinvestment, and displacement, 
students and community members are continuing to fight for historic schools in New Orleans just 
as they did in the past (Buras, 2009). 
Unequal Relationships 
 Before delving into the literature on unequal relationships, a brief discussion of the 
similarities and differences between equality and equity is in order.  There is a common 
misconception that equity and equality are interchangeable concepts (Parsons & Turner, 2014).  
“Equality denotes a state of sameness or similarity,” while “equity usually pertains to the 
distribution of resources, both quantity and quality, according to need with equality as the end 
goal” (Parsons & Turner, 2014, p. 100).  Parsons and Turner (2014) surmise their “historical 
trace” of the two words “illustrates that presentism, an orientation that situates racial inequality 
and racial inequity in education as contemporary challenges rooted in the present, is inaccurate” 
(Parsons & Turner, 2014, p. 109).  “An examination of history suggests that when the U.S. 
addressed inequality and inequity in education caused by racial policies with policies that heavily 
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considered race progress towards equality and equity in education was made” (Parsons & Turner, 
2014, p. 110).  Neoliberal policies lend to unequal relationships because they shift the focus from 
collective engagement to individual self-interest (Wilson & Scarbrough, 2018).  One policy that 
hinders the progress of equality and equity is colorblindness (Kohli, Pizarro, & Nevarez, 2017; 
Parsons & Turner, 2014).  “The literature that names colorblindness as racism, as manifested in 
school policies such as punishment and curriculum, shifts the analyses from individualizing 
explanations of inequity back to institutionally driven, systemic patterns of displacement, 
dehumanization, and criminalization” (Kohli, Pizarro, & Nevarez, 2017, p. 190).  Colorblind, 
race-less, and race-neutral laws and policies undermine the severity of structural inequality by 
turning attention to individual measures of equality such as meritocracy (Knoester & Au, 2017).  
Herein, lies a specific instance of crossover between the settler colonialism themes of 
displacement and unequal relationships in the literature. 
Perhaps one of the most important historical scholars on unequal relationships between 
the different social classes is Freire (1970/2000).  Freire speaks of oppressors and oppressed and 
of cultural invasion as a means of what he terms antidialogical practice.  The process of cultural 
invasion occurs as the end result of colonial conquest.  Once conquered, the oppressors impose 
upon the conquered their beliefs, values, morals, ethics, etc., in an act of final subjugation; not 
only have the oppressors conquered the oppressed physically, they now attempt to erase any 
connection the oppressed have to their former culture and assimilate them to their own.  “All 
domination involves invasion—at times physical and overt, at times camouflaged, with the 
invader assuming the role of a helping friend” (Freire, 1970/2000, p. 153).  Consider, for 
instance, in Orwell’s 1984 when O’Brien, the oppressor, gives Winston, the oppressed, the 
banned book by Goldstein.  Nygreen (2016) recognizes “the reality of institutionalized and 
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interlocking structures of oppression” by defining “schooling as inherently oppressive, and 
located the causes of educational failure in the broader system of inequality rather than 
individual students, parents, or teachers” (p. 207).  The system of inequality rests at “the 
intersection of policies and programs born from neoliberalism, consumerism, and social 
Darwinism that potentially bludgeon the unitary system and put the essence of egalitarianism and 
equality of educational opportunities out of reach for many children from impoverished 
backgrounds” (Tienken, 2013, p. 296). 
 In addition to Freire, many scholars have discussed inequality in educational choice, 
usually through a critical theory lens via empirical studies (Beal & Olsen Beal, 2013; Brown & 
Makris, 2018; Darby & Saatcioglu, 2015; Frankenberg, 2017; Frankenberg, Siegel-Hawley, & 
Wang, 2010; Johnson, 2017; Knoester & Au, 2017; Lee, 2016; Lubienski, 2013; Mette, 2013; 
Nygreen, 2016; Ramey, 2013; Rich & Jennings, 2015; Rodriguez, 2017; Rowe & Lubienski, 
2017; Scott, 2013a; Stitzlein, 2013; Tienken, 2013; Wilson, 2015; Wilson & Scarbrough, 2018), 
theoretical studies (Dorsey & Plucker, 2016), historical studies (Holley-Walker, 2007; Holley-
Walker, 2011; Lubienski, Gulosino, & Weitzel, 2009; Nelson, 2017; Shepherd, 2016), reviews of 
research (Kohli, Pizarro, & Nevarez, 2017; Scott & Holme, 2016), and literature reviews 
(Verger, Fontdevila, & Zancajo, 2017).  These scholars routinely describe educational inequality 
as existing between groups who differ in socioeconomic and racial backgrounds; the White 
middle and upper classes generally being the recipients of any benefits regarding school choice.  
Although advocates of school choice believe “choice and competition will create better 
educational opportunities for disadvantaged children” (Lubienski, Gulosino, & Weitzel, 2009, p. 
601), calling school choice a new civil right, the theme of (re)segregation in school choice 
literature is common (Darby & Saatcioglu, 2015; Knoester & Au, 2017; Nelson, 2017).  
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Frankenberg, Siegel-Hawley, and Wang (2010) find that “black students in charter schools are 
far more likely than their traditional public school counterparts to be educated in intensely 
segregated settings” (p. 82).  Citing Cooper (2007) and Scott (2013a), Wilson (2015) describes 
the structure of school choice as aggravating “inequality by reinforcing segregation, unfair 
resource distribution, and absolving public officials from providing quality education to all” (pp. 
6-7), while Ramey (2013), using settler colonial terminology notes, “under the logic of 
eliminating low-performing schools, school closures … tend to target communities of color” (p. 
1264).  Scott and Holme (2016) discuss expansive changes in urban school districts across the 
United States such as rapid gentrification of cities with vast wealth inequality, “market-oriented 
school policies aimed at increasing school choice and private operation of district schools, and 
hypersegregation within cities and across metropolitan areas” (p. 251).  Among the types of 
educational policies that use capitalistic principles are “charter schools, vouchers, merit pay for 
teachers and students, mayoral control, contracting, school closures, and the use of high-stakes 
standardized assessments to judge student learning and school and system quality” (Scott & 
Holme, 2016, p. 251).  Examining “the transformations in metropolitan areas and how the 
demographics of schools and school systems have reflected the growing racial and economic 
divide between cities and suburbs,” Scott and Holme (2016) find “that the trends that left the 
urban core’s infrastructure, schools, and housing to deteriorate have created ripe conditions for 
market-oriented reforms to take root” (p. 254).  Scott and Holme (2016) “also argue that these 
reforms have exacerbated divides in increasingly unequal cities” (p. 254).   
Holley-Walker (2011) calls for a second era of desegregation by pointing out that some 
desegregation cases in the south from the 1960s and 1970s are still lingering in the courts.  The 
original venture at desegregation never came to idyllic fruition because current school choice 
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policies and practices are not helping the goal of racially and socioeconomically balanced 
student populations in schools (Holley-Walker, 2011).  These racial imbalances expose structural 
inequalities that are embedded in the policy structures and processes of educational choice 
(Rodriguez, 2017).  Among structural inequality processes is the gentrification of urban centers, 
a crossover theme to displacement, which shows segregation and inequality based on race and 
class (Brown & Makris, 2018).  Rich and Jennings (2015) find that “information and choice 
alone will [not] address spatially unequal access to high-quality schooling, or that they will 
equalize opportunity for children trapped in inferior schools,” and “without addressing the 
broader social and economic determinants that shape the quality of options available to families, 
the expansion of choice will do little to empower families in their educational decisions” (p. 
1093).  While the majority of the literature is in agreement about choice leading to school 
segregation, Rowe and Lubienski (2017) comment that the research on school choice is still 
apprehensive about “whether between-school segregation is a cause or result of larger patterns of 
social segregation, particularly in terms of residence” (p. 340).   
Some districts utilizing student assignment policies as a means to combat racial 
segregation are experiencing promising results (Frankenberg, 2017).  “Whether these policies are 
effective takes on an increasing urgency because current population projections estimate there 
will be no racial/ethnic majority in the United States within a few decades—a reality that our 
public schools are already experiencing” (Frankenberg, 2017, p. 244S).  Also, Beal and Olsen 
Beal (2013) suggest lessons education could learn from the National Football League, in 
particular, the reverse-order draft.  If this were used in education, the worst schools would gain 
from selecting the best students which would help create greater competitive parity (Beal & 
Olsen Beal, 2013). 
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Compounding unequal relationships in choice settings are educational management 
organizations (EMOs) (Stitzlein, 2013).  “EMOs tend to disconnect schools from communities, 
conflate private interests with public life, favour [sic] economic understandings of individuals 
and democracy, privilege freedom over equality without sufficient justification, and avoid the 
more costly aspects of good citizenship education” (Stitzlein, 2013, p. 263).  From a curricular 
standpoint, for-profit educational management organizations are more interested in emphasizing 
rote memorization of facts than “cultivating advanced skills like reading comprehension and 
complex thinking” and “how power works across different groups of people” (Stitzlein, 2013, p. 
272).  Using critical discourse analysis, Stitzlein (2013) seeks to discover how for-profit charter 
schools are preparing students for citizenship.  Stitzlein’s (2013) methodology posits that 
traditional public schools prepare students to be good citizens.  For-profit charter schools 
emphasize individualism, choice, and markets and tend not to focus on the beneficial collective 
ideas of social good, citizenship, and democracy (Stitzlein, 2013). 
Turning to New Orleans, a look at its history shows a city steeped in diversity.  It has a 
troubled history of colonialism, slavery, multiculturalism, religion, and natural disasters (Crocco, 
2007).  One of New Orleans’s defining characteristics is its relationship with nature.  Because of 
its precarious seating below sea level, New Orleans has had many complications with its levee 
system over the course of its history (Crocco, 2007).  Spike Lee’s (2006) When the Levees Broke 
presents information suggesting that the last time the levees were rebuilt, they were not built to 
code and would fail in winds over a category one hurricane.  Thus, there was an illusion of 
security in New Orleans.   
Another of New Orleans’s defining characteristics was its large African American 
population of 67% and a poverty rate well above the national average, at least before Katrina 
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(Crocco, 2007).  The schooling system of New Orleans, pre-Katrina, was beset by problems.  
Poverty and large minority populations tend to result in schools falling below acceptable levels 
of performance (Zimmerman & Vaughan, 2013).  Although New Orleans was on track for a 
major education overhaul, Hurricane Katrina became a catalyst for the enactment of neoliberal 
educational reform policies.  In the aftermath of Katrina, the Secretary of Education allocated a 
large sum of money to specifically build charter schools, not rebuild traditional public schools in 
New Orleans (Parsons & Turner, 2014).  The Governor of Louisiana, Kathleen Babineaux 
Blanco, a Democrat, used the money to create a new charter school district and enacted several 
laws concerning charter schools in New Orleans (Parsons & Turner, 2014).  Of the most striking 
changes to educational legislation were Acts 35 and 42, which, among other things, allowed for 
the firing of all public school employees in New Orleans and changing “the state’s original 
ruling that required charter schools, like public schools, to serve the same or greater percentage 
of students qualifying for free or reduced lunch” (Parsons & Turner, 2014, p. 106). 
The outcomes of these drastic changes to the New Orleans education system have had 
mixed reviews.  Despite having one of the most expansive choice systems in the United States, 
80% of New Orleans students attend charter schools, Zimmerman and Vaughan (2013):  
find that low-income students attend schools closer to home than their peers despite 
having fewer quality school options in their neighborhoods.  These findings suggest that a 
lack of resources, transportation, and information may hinder low-income students’ 
access to higher performing schools far away from home despite New Orleans’ policy of 
open enrollment. (p. 164) 
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While the aim of unmitigated school choice appears positive in theory, in practice, many of low 
socioeconomic status continue to remain underserved.  Other results of the New Orleans charter 
school takeover were: 
(1) the ability to quickly and exuberantly refurbish particular schools serving the wealthy 
like Lusher charter school in Uptown New Orleans, (2) access interpretations that inhibit 
free, and continued right of entry to a public school because of ‘hidden’ admissions 
requirements (e.g. parent participation standards that influence the child’s continued 
acceptance as a student in the school), (3) a decentralized system that results in some 
children and their parents searching for a school (e.g. 20+ different entities operating 30 
schools at one point in time), and (4) the creation of a business model for education that 
encourages cuts in school expenditures, adversely impacting teachers, students, and 
communities (for example by eliminating enrichment programs and services for children 
with special needs and failing to provide adequate facilities/instructional materials for 
students and teachers).  (Perez & Cannella, 2011, p. 60) 
The influence of choice, it appears, has nonetheless made it more difficult for students and 
families to navigate a complex menu of educational choices rather than simply being able to 
attend a zoned neighborhood school. 
 Addressing the school-to-prison pipeline, Tuzzolo and Hewitt (2006) found that 
Hurricane Katrina exacerbated an already unduly harsh discipline system in New Orleans, which, 
similar to national trends, unfairly targets African American males.  In the aftermath of the 
storm, a “prominent concern is that many RSD schools exhibit what students have referred to as 
a prison-like atmosphere while their discipline policies penalize and remove students instead of 
providing support and facilitating positive growth” (Tuzzolo & Hewitt, 2006, p. 60).  
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Additionally, parents have reported “that instead of expelling students, some schools have simply 
adopted an informal ‘push out’ policy” (Tuzzolo & Hewitt, 2006, p. 64).  Parents have described 
receiving filled out withdrawal papers from school administrators and being told to find another 
school for their child(ren) (Tuzzolo & Hewitt, 2006).   
Tuzzolo and Hewitt (2006) conclude by calling for more considerable attention to matters 
of equity in New Orleans.  Of the recommendations the authors suggest are “New Orleans 
schools should focus on enhancing educational opportunities and addressing the lingering and 
unaddressed trauma and grief that many students continue to face over a year after the hurricanes 
ravaged the city” (Tuzzolo & Hewitt, 2006, p. 67).  New Orleans schools were in a unique 
position to counsel the children of the city.  Instead, however, the neoliberal educational system 
of New Orleans helped reestablish and continue the cycle of inequality (Tuzzolo & Hewitt, 
2006). 
Disappearance 
 As the literature suggests and I highlighted above, the themes prevalent in settler 
colonialism intersect in various ways.  Although disappearance is implied in some of the 
previous discussion, the theme deserves some additional attention here.  As Veracini (2011) 
explains, “in the case of settler colonialism, domination was instituted as a means to facilitate 
indigenous disappearance, but the settler coloniser [sic] would consider equality, recognition, 
and reconciliation, provided that indigenous disappearance could be exacted otherwise” (p. 8).  
Wolfe (2006) correspondingly adds to this idea.  “Whatever settlers may say—and they generally 
have a lot to say—the primary motive for elimination is not race (or religion, ethnicity, grade of 
civilization, etc.) but access to territory.  Territoriality is settler colonialism’s specific, irreducible 
element” (Wolfe, 2006, p. 388).  If considering privatization as the disappearance of the public 
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realm, the growth of accountability and charter schools over the past several decades can be seen 
in a commensurate reduction of traditional public schools, conversions of these schools to charter 
schools, and the acquisition of previously traditional public schools by charters schools and their 
management organizations as public land grabs by the private realm.  Indeed, Wolfe’s (2006) 
notion that settler colonialism destroys to replace can be seen in the slow disappearance of 
traditional public education.  Contemporary colonizers use subtle means to accomplish goals 
(Alfred & Corntassel, 2005).  For example, a key to causing the public realm to disappear and 
creating what Apple (2005) calls an audit culture: 
is the de-valuing of public goods and services.  It takes long-term and creative ideological 
work, but people must be made to see anything that is public as ‘bad’ and anything that is 
private as ‘good.’  And anyone who works in these public institutions must be seen as 
inefficient and in need of the sobering facts of competition so that they work longer and 
harder.  When the people who work in public institutions fight back and argue for more 
respectful treatment and for a greater realisation that simplistic solutions do not deal with 
the complexities that they face every day in the real world of schools, universities, and 
communities, they are labelled as recalcitrant and selfish and as uncaring. (pp. 15-16) 
“This criticism of schools and educators overlaps with the neoliberal critique of government that 
has dominated public policy discourse over the past forty years” (Dougherty & Henig, 2016). 
 Quite a few scholars echo the theme of public realm disappearance through empirical 
studies (Donovan & Lakes, 2017; Dougherty & Henig, 2016; Johnson, 2017; Scott, 2013b; 
Shiller, 2018) and theoretical studies (Cooper & Randall, 2008; Dorsey & Plucker, 2016; Henig, 
2009; Higgins & Abowitz, 2011; Smrekar & Crowson, 2015; Tell, 2015; Waldow, Falkenberg, 
& Rothe, 2017).  Among the policies enabling the reduction of the public realm is deregulation.  
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The practice of deregulation grew substantially during the 1970s as a reaction to “perceived 
government overreach and inefficiencies” (Dorsey & Plucker, 2016, p. 425).  Many of the 
regulations under attack were established during the Progressive Era to combat potential 
monopolies, during the Great Depression and New Deal era to stabilize the market, and during 
the Great Society era to address mounting social concerns (Dorsey & Plucker, 2016).  Although 
the push towards deregulation during the 1970s and onward seemed to encompass many areas 
such as transportation, aviation, telecommunications, banking, and the environment (Dorsey & 
Plucker, 2016), some suggest the push towards accountability in education, for example No 
Child Left Behind, has actually increased regulation within it (Dougherty & Henig, 2016: 
Smrekar & Crowson, 2015).  Commenting on the regulation of education, Smrekar and Crowson 
(2015) claim: 
To be sure, whatever the norm, locally controlled schooling thus far into the 21st century 
has acquired a far different meaning from our pictures and interpretations of localism 
from decades past.  There has, indeed, been a marked centralization of policymaking and 
a standardization of both curricula and performance expectations, considerably reducing 
the discretion of localities.  Discretionary spending has been reduced, regulatory 
oversight has increased, performance expectations increasingly come from nonlocal 
sources, and even our old-time images of ‘neighborhood schooling’ in America seem to 
be fast disappearing.  Indeed, just what is a public school today and who controls it?  The 
answer is by no means clear amid our current array of charters, magnets, vouchered 
schools, forprofits, themed schools, virtual schools, zoned schools, reconstituted schools, 
and newly rezoned schools. (p. 3) 
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Henig (2009) certainly agrees with the contradictory nature of localism (the touting of local 
control coupled with massive centralization of educational control) surmising that it has been 
waning for over a century.  While public realm disappearance appears to be metaphorical, much 
of the literature points towards a very literal disappearance of schools, traditional, charter, 
private, or otherwise, and the students, teachers, and administrators within them.  Shepherd 
(2016) argues that the most extreme and destructive form of school choice is homeschooling.  
“Choice makes it impossible to achieve the public schools’ traditional civic objectives; it is 
impossible for students to learn to live together when entire demographic groups have used 
choice to abandon public schools” (Shepherd, 2016, p. 342). 
Trends towards the marketization of schooling are not unique to the United States 
(Verger, Fontdevila, & Zancajo, 2017).  In Europe, for instance, disappearance of local schools is 
common (Waldow, Falkenberg, & Rothe, 2017).  Discussing various aspects to consider when 
moving towards privatization in education, Waldow, Falkenberg, and Rothe (2017) posit: 
Particularly important among these aspects is the question of which actors are active in 
the education market, especially the nature of the providers of private schools.  These 
range from parents’ initiatives trying to prevent the disappearance of the local school (a 
phenomenon not uncommon e.g. in East Germany) via churches and other charities to 
companies running chains of private schools as for-profit business enterprises.  A point to 
be remembered in this context is that even ‘non-profit’ actors have an economic interest, 
needing to create sufficient income to remain in business. (p. 247) 
In the United States, Johnson (2017) argues that the disappearance of White schools in urban 
centers is due to neighborhood racial isolation--Rowe and Lubienski (2017) echo this sentiment.  
Likewise, Shiller (2018) believes educational reform involving closing schools (i.e. 
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disappearance) has unfairly targeted urban communities largely made up of students of color and 
students of low socioeconomic status.   
In cities like Cleveland, Detroit, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New York, and 
Chicago, schools have been closed en masse.  District leaders have claimed that closing 
schools must happen because of district budget shortfalls or because of poor academic 
performance, but there is no research to support closing schools as a strategy for 
improving student outcomes. (Shiller, 2018, p. 24) 
Although some claim choice is empowering for traditionally marginalized people and 
communities, Scott (2013b) notes:   
The potential for empowerment through democratic governance at the district and school 
level is disappearing in the very urban districts where communities of color fought just a 
generation ago for control over schools.   
Although parents who are able to secure seats for their children in charter and 
voucher schools might indeed be satisfied and even feel empowered, other parents and 
students may find themselves absent from the vision of empowerment through school 
choice. (p. 70) 
The contradictory influence of neoliberalism on public institutions like education (e.g. 
deregulated regulation, regulated deregulation), Tell (2015) concludes, has caused “public 
authority and public right [to] have essentially disappeared” (p. 4). 
 Let it be clear that there is literature on charter school disappearance (see Carlson & 
Lavertu, 2016; Jameson 2017; Karanxha, 2013; Paino, Boylan, & Renzulli, 2017; Paino, 
Renzulli, Boylan, & Bradley, 2014).  Charter schools are subject to the same whims of the 
market as traditional public schools and private schools and are not directly responsible for the 
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disappearance of other schools.  The larger system of performance accountability and choice is 
more directly responsible for school failure, disappearance, and closure.  However, as Karanxha 
(2013) notes, charter schools can close due to both governance and financial mismanagement 
and maladroit oversight by authorizers.  Paino et al. (2014) agree that market, bureaucratic, and 
financial accountability help support whether or not a charter school will close.  In this way, it 
seems, charter schools have greater chances of disappearing than traditional public and private 
schools.  Indeed, Jameson (2017) chronicles 94 charter school closures out of a study of 293 
charter schools in Florida from 2005-2016.  The goal of increasing educational opportunities, as 
Paino et al. (2017) postulate, has heightened accountability to the point that school closure is a 
common consequence of charter school policy.  The National Alliance for Public Charter 
Schools (NAPCS) estimates over 200 charter schools closed nationally during the 2014-2015 
school year.  “These schools closed for a variety of reasons, including low enrollment, financial 
concerns, and low academic performance. … The school closures during this school year provide 
evidence that the accountability part of the charter school model is being upheld” (NAPCS 
Report, 2015). 
Others comment that the growth of charter schools has caused the disappearance of urban 
sectarian schools (Brinig & Garnett, 2012; Cooper & Randall, 2008; Doerr, 2012; Garnett, 2011; 
Department of Education, 2008).  Cooper and Randall (2008) report it is particularly challenging 
to the traditional private school sector that private schools in some areas are converting to charter 
schools.  Similar to vouchers, parents can send their children to religious charter schools without 
having to pay for it (Cooper & Randall, 2008).  Responding to the concern of privatization, 
Cooper and Randall (2008) warn that “fear of competition, not so much from private schools but 
particularly from privatized ones using charter or voucher approaches, is real and growing, 
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although still in most places it is more a threat than a reality” (p. 219).  Garnett (2011) recounts 
the disappearance of Catholic schools from urban areas.   
Today, while the diversity of the secular school sector is blossoming thanks to an 
explosion in charter schools over the past two decades, the religious sector is 
diminishing.  The primary, but not exclusive, driver of this trend is the rapid 
disappearance of Catholic schools from the educational landscape.  More than 
1600 Catholic schools, most of them located in urban neighborhoods, have 
closed during the last two decades. (Garnett, 2011, p. 34) 
Further elucidating the effect of charter school growth on Catholic schools, Brinig and Garnett 
(2012) explain that “charter schools may fill the educational void left by Catholic schools' 
disappearance from our cities-a possibility about which we remain dubious-but, at least thus far, 
they do not appear to replicate Catholic schools' positive community benefits” (p. 33).  It is 
ironic that this effect of charter schools and accountability on faith-based schools was framed as 
a crisis by the Bush administration in 2008.  As Bush stated:  
Yet for all the successes, America’s inner-city faith-based schools are facing a crisis.  
And I use the word “crisis” for this reason: Between 2000 and 2006, nearly 1,200 faith-
based schools closed in America’s inner cities.  It’s affected nearly 400,000 students.  
They’re places of learning where people are getting a good education and they’re 
beginning to close, to the extent that 1,200 of them have closed.  The impact of school 
closings extends far beyond the children that are having to leave these classrooms. The 
closings place an added burden on inner-city public schools that are struggling.  And 
these school closings impoverish our country by really denying…future…children a 
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critical source of learning not only about how to read and write, but also about social 
justice. 
We have an interest in the health of these institutions.  One of the reasons I’ve 
come is to highlight this problem and say to our country: We have an interest in the 
health of these centers of excellence.  It’s in the country’s interest to get beyond the 
debate of public/private, to recognize this is a critical national asset that provides a 
critical part of our nation’s fabric in making sure we are a hopeful place. (Department of 
Education, 2008, p. 89) 
Moving on, some scholars report in a poststructural manner that the distinction, if indeed 
there ever were clear lines, between public and private sectors in general and in education is 
eroding (Cooper & Randall, 2008; Higgins & Abowitz, 2011; Lubienski, 2013; Lubienski, 2016; 
Saiger, 2013).  Cooper and Randall (2008) describe an educational system made up of three 
sectors: public, private, and a hybridized sector somewhere in between public and private.  Up to 
90 percent of education in the United States is controlled by public monopolies (Cooper & 
Randall, 2008).  Thus, fear of the private realm completely taking over public system of 
education, Cooper and Randall (2008) believe, is wholly baseless.  Higgins and Abowitz (2011) 
further this theme of unwarranted anxiety about the disappearance of the public realm.   
Public schooling is enacted within this tension: between the singular public of 
the nation-state and the government representatives that are charged with carrying 
out the will of the Public, and the multiple, more localized publics of everyday 
problems and issues. (Higgins & Abowitz, 2011, p. 378) 
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In other words, Higgins and Abowitz (2011) ask what exactly is public education and how can it 
be privatized when all schools are serving at least some public good.  Lubienski (2016) addresses 
this concern immediately by postulating that: 
Distinctions between ‘public’ and ‘private’ are problematic, especially when imposed in 
some area of social life, such as education, where individual and collective interests are 
articulated and contested in institutions.  We embrace the idea of a private sector, for 
instance, but may have substantial difficulty defining it (much less agreeing on a common 
definition) when it comes to organizing particular institutions.  After all, such a concept 
can include autonomous institutions that depend on the state for protective regulation, 
clientele, or funding, or individual education endeavors that reject any outside 
interference.  A private education sector might encompass non-profit schools that serve a 
given community without state support and for-profit companies offering online 
schooling.  On the other hand, the idea of a ‘public school’ may seem to be an obvious 
example of a public sector institution but is in fact complex and contested, changing 
across time and space. (Lubienski, 2016, pp. 193-194) 
While Lubienski (2016), Cooper and Randall (2008), and Saiger (2013) seem to be in agreement 
that there are no clear distinctions between public and private entities, Lubienski (2013, 2016) 
argues that although privatization is real, it is in fact the privatization of educational 
policymaking that is substantially effecting public schools; the private sector is exerting greater 
influence over public policymaking. 
Yet the declining distinctions [between public and private] are not simply reflecting some 
organic process, but instead the intended strategy of a policy agenda that highlights 
differences between sectors while at the same time promoting the superiority of one over 
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the other.  This policy agenda clearly benefits private interests that gain control of 
resources and influence, while the advantages for the public are not as clear and exist still 
largely in the theoretical realm. (Lubienski, 2016, p. 206) 
Even though Cooper and Randall (2008) propose public education is a monopoly and it is 
laughable to believe the private sector could exterminate public schools, the influence of the 
private sphere over education, as much of the literature suggests, has been growing steadily.  
Given enough hypothetical time, the complete disappearance of a traditional public education 
system is possible. 
Ethnically-Focused Charter Schools 
 Adding further complication to the ideas presented in this literature review is that within 
the policy of choice, despite being a means for furthering colonizing principles, underrepresented 
ethnicities and communities can create schools that reflect their values.  In particular, charter 
schools have become a vehicle for navigating self-determinacy in Indigenous communities and 
communities of color.  Within the space of choice, marginalized groups can address strict notions 
of accountability while creating a space for culturally relevant pedagogy.  Reflecting on the 
creation of Hālau Kū Māna, an ethnically-focused charter school in Hawaii, Goodyear-Ka'opua 
(2013) tells: 
In the short term, our small group of educators and parents wanted to break out of settler 
state–enforced zones that were neither safe nor stimulating for our Native youth.  Instead, 
we aimed to build an educational space where students could feel nurtured yet challenged 
and where Kānaka would be as likely to be kumu (teachers, sources) and school leaders 
as we were to be security guards and bus drivers.  In the long term, we aimed to intervene 
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in the larger public education system, not just creating a single refuge in which to hide 
out but inciting and inspiring deep currents of change. (pp. 86-87) 
Goodyear-Ka'opua (2013) suggests that the end goal of self-determination is more crucial to 
some Indigenous Hawaiians than supporting an idyllic form of public education.  From an 
Indigenous perspective, both the school choice system and the traditional public school system 
are representations of settler colonialism.  The school choice system provides a space for 
resistance to settler society, whereas, in many cases, the traditional public school system does 
not.  However, this freedom is not without constraints.  No Child Left Behind is but one method 
in which the settler state regulates the cultural safety zones found in ethnically-focused charter 
schools (Goodyear-Ka'opua, 2013).  “Just enough ‘culture’ is allowable, so long as it does not 
threaten or undermine settler-colonial relations of power” (Goodyear-Ka'opua, 2013, p. 8).  
Concern has been raised regarding increasing patterns of voluntary segregation in school 
choice scenarios.  Ironically, ethnically-focused charter schools simultaneously address cultural 
inclusivity while segregating those same cultures.  Drawing on Fraser’s notion of counterpublic 
spaces, Wilson (2010) highlights a troubling aspect of charter school reform as: 
the risk of ‘balkanizing’ schools into particular arrangements of family and community 
groups, with their own specific values and agreements.  On the one hand, charter schools 
— at least those created by marginalized groups around their own interests — may be 
promising spaces of civil society, in effect expanding public discourse.  On the other, as 
created away from mainstream institutions, these schools may actually be secluded places 
of ‘otherness’ that shut down public exchange and conversation. (p. 650) 
While Wilson (2010) agrees that charter schools fit the requirements of Fraser’s “counterpublic,” 
they abandon the end goal of an “integrated educational public, where students and parents 
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engage across lines of interest, difference, and privilege about matters that concern them all” (p. 
663).  Also, while charter schools might fit the requirement of autonomy and local control, 
Castagno, Garcia, and Blalock (2016) point out that in “Indian Country” charter schools should 
address the notion of “tribal sovereignty, which is tethered to the trust relationship between the 
federal government and tribal nations” (p. 229).   
 Pragmatic applications of charter schools for addressing cultural relevance shows “very 
few programs working with Native students have been able to demonstrate success according to 
both local terms and on NCLB terms” (Anthony-Stevens, 2013, p. 112).  Similar to Goodyear-
Ka'opua (2013), Anthony-Stevens (2013) explains that the relatively short time period given to 
show growth from an accountability standpoint does not usually recognize change or 
acknowledgement from a cultural standpoint.  “Such a paradox severely limits the both/and 
potential embedded in charter school autonomy, often prematurely devastating the efforts of 
local communities to serve students marginalized by the masked one-size-fits-all approach to 
education” (Anthony-Stevens, 2013, p. 112).  Anthony-Stevens’s (2013) study of a Southwestern 
Indigenous charter school finds that within the larger frame of school accountability the cultural 
achievements of the closed charter school went unrecognized.  Looking at ethnically-focused 
charter schools using a narrative approach, she calls “attention to the overlooked human effects 
and implications of school reform that are shallowly overlooked by policy” (Anthony-Stevens, 
2013, p. 329).  In what Anthony-Stevens (2013) calls both/and identities, ethnically-focused 
charter schools can offer students to be “school learners and members of Native communities” 
(p. 329).  Simultaneously, students are able to learn both societal and localized, community and 
ethnically-based knowledge.  However, Anthony-Stevens (2013) cautions against the notion that 
charter schools are the answer to issues in Indigenous education.  The data Anthony-Stevens 
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(2013) presents is indicative of dilemmas in charter school policy.  It seems that if charter 
schools were not held to the same accountability-based practices and retribution, education 
through charter schools in Indigenous communities might flourish. 
  Other accounts of ethnically-focused charter school ethnographies include Reeves’s 
(2009) study of the Ha:sañ Preparatory & Leadership School, Pearce, Crowe, Letendre, 
Letendre, and Baydala’s (2005) study of Mother Earth’s Children’s Charter School, and 
Fenimore-Smith’s (2009) study of Eagle High School.  Findings from the studies include: 
accessing charter school policy is a means of interrupting patterns of colonization (Reeves, 
2009); charter schools allow publicly funded education that considers the needs of communities 
(Reeves, 2009); ethnically-focused charter schools are more able to meet the mental, spiritual, 
and physical needs of Indigenous children than traditional public schools (Pearce, Crowe, 
Letendre, Letendre, & Baydala, 2005);  
One of the attractive features of most charter schools is liberation from tired or 
unsuccessful structures and routines; however, uncertainty on how to address the dual 
purposes of the school led teachers to fall back on the familiar, inserting bits of culture 
into an essentially traditional subject-centered school framework; (Fenimore-Smith, 
2009, p. 11) 
Eagle High School incorporated culture-based curricula, connection to community, incorporation 
of Native language(s), and a purpose that includes not only academic achievement, but also 
cultural competence and preservation in its proposed design but struggled with the actual 
implementation (Fenimore-Smith, 2009); and attempts at integrating Indigenous knowledge into 
western academic disciplines perpetuates the hegemony of western epistemology (Fenimore-
Smith, 2009). 
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 Anthony-Stevens (2013) recommends that educational researchers continue to collect 
critical ethnographies that take into consideration the human element of education.  “‘Fight-
back’ ethnographies have to be heard, again, and again by their most elusive audience—policy 
makers” (Anthony-Stevens, 2013, p. 353).  Additionally, “expand[ing] educational research that 
privileges the voices of minoritized children and families [is] a way of analyzing both the hopes 
and costs of schooling on-the-ground and in minoritized communities” (Anthony-Stevens, 2013, 
p. 353).  
Educational Competition 
 Many studies have commented on the effects of competition on schooling.  Yoon (2016) 
argues that young people selected to attend a choice school will see themselves as a type of new 
elite.  Using a critical socio-phenomenological approach, Yoon (2016) studied how children 
construe the policy of school choice.  After doing observations of several schools and interviews 
with students, Yoon (2016) found that those students already in dominant and privileged groups 
were more likely to participate in school choice and reify their status through their schooling 
choices.  Future studies of school choice, Yoon (2016) suggests, should “pay closer attention to 
how particular schools of choice may resemble and resonate with the phenomenon of (elite) 
private schooling” (p. 384). 
 In a study of competition in 81 traditional public elementary schools in Arizona, 
Maranto, Milliman, and Hess (2010) postulate that traditional schools where collaboration 
between teachers and principals is high, teacher control of curriculum increased when new 
charter schools were slated to open nearby, whereas schools with low collaboration saw little 
change in teacher curricular control.  Using a mail survey to assess changes in teacher curricular 
control from 1994-1998, Maranto et al. (2010) hypothesized that “threatened entry [of charter 
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schools] has a larger, positive impact … for the high collaboration schools relative to the low 
collaboration schools” (p. 123).   
With threatened entry, the major plausible goal of districts is to ward off actual charter 
school startups, which, according to this prior research, are often instigated by 
dissatisfied district teachers, and so the district may elect to increase teacher curriculum 
control in order to reduce this dissatisfaction. (Maranto, Milliman, & Hess, 2010, p. 130) 
The authors suggest future research in the area of educational competition could involve studies 
that look at when increased accountability from charter schools actually reduce the amount of 
teacher curricular control, especially since No Child Left Behind (Maranto et al., 2010). 
 In Chicago elementary schools, Kamienski (2011) studied the comparative performance 
of charter schools versus public schools.  Using market theory as a framework, Kamienski 
(2011) located competitive areas around 13 charter schools in Chicago and compared the 
differences between traditional public schools and charter schools both within and outside these 
competitive areas.  Findings of Kamienski’s (2011) study included that there is no significant 
difference between charter schools and traditional public schools in general within Chicago but 
there is at least some difference between the two types of schools within the defined competitive 
areas in Chicago.  Kamienski (2011) suggests further research examining charter school 
operations “from a curricular, programmatic, and operational point of view” (p. 177). 
 Turner (2018) looks at marketization based on racial diversity.  Using socio-cultural 
policy analysis, Turner (2018) describes how administrators and school board members market 
racially diverse schools to upper- and middle-class White families as a means of 
cosmopolitanism and commodification of difference.  Through interviews, observations, and 
reviewing archival materials, Tuner (2018) seeks to understand why certain marketing and 
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communication strategies were used with different demographic constituencies.  One of the 
findings of Turner’s (2018) was that districts are using multiracial capital to market their schools.  
“Intentions to sell racial capital tried to appeal to a thicker notion of diversity by 
acknowledging and emphasizing how all students may gain from interracial and intercultural 
interactions and knowledge” (p. 811).  The end goal, Turner (2018) believes, was to market 
racial capital to middle- and upper-class White families, not necessarily to families of color, due 
to the value assigned to Whiteness.  While Turner (2018) does not have any explicit 
recommendations for further research, she calls for an awareness of the challenges in countering 
Whiteness. 
 Linick (2014) examines the second-level effects of charter schools, that is, “the effect a 
charter school has on the performance of students and schools already in operation” (p. 3).  He 
laments that while “there are many well-executed, rigorous studies of market-based reforms,” 
“whether these studies capture the true effects of competition and not simply the effects of 
choice, autonomy, or policy-specific context is not clear” (Linick, 2014, p. 3).  Specifically, 
Linick (2014) looks at how charter schools effect public school districts.  Linick (2014) wonders 
if charter schools have indeed reduced bureaucracy, promoted collaborative educational 
conditions, and improved efficiency in public schools through competition as much of the 
theoretical literature on choice claimed.  Linick (2014) cautions that we not equate choice with 
competition.  “Competition only exists when choice is coupled with an effort by one or more 
party to produce results superior to other involved parties” (Linick, 2014, p. 10).  Inconsistency 
in measurement and definition of choice and competition has obscured the true impact of school 
choice reform (Linick, 2014).  Linick (2014) calls for future research to bring clarity to these 
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concepts, otherwise “studies of charter school competition are likely to continue generating noise 
but little light” (p. 11). 
Closing Thoughts 
 In this review of the literature, I have thematized school choice through a settler colonial 
framework.  Although some of the literature I focused on was theoretical, I used the case of New 
Orleans as an empirical example in some instances.  The six broad categories I explored were (a) 
the connections between settler colonialism, capitalism, and neoliberalism, (b) the displacement 
caused by school choice, (c) the unequal relationships between different groups of people in the 
educational marketplace, (d) the disappearance of neighborhood schools, their students, and 
cultures, by means of privatization, (e) ethnically-focused charter schools as a way of 
interrupting educational colonization, and (f) educational competition. 
 It was necessary to connect settler colonialism as a historic (and currently underlying) 
form of capitalism and neoliberalism; Wolfe (2006) describes settler colonialism as a structure, 
not an event.  Namely, settler colonialism is constantly undergirding structural realities in the 
United States.  The settler colonist’s insatiable pursuit of land mirrors the capitalist’s desire for 
profit. 
 Veracini’s (2011) three principles of settler colonialism guided three strands of this 
literature review.  Within the strands of displacement, unequal relationships, and disappearance, 
are closely connected practices and theories.  For example, when schools close due to increased 
accountability the students, teachers, and administrators are displaced, the displaced students are 
most likely of color and/or of low socioeconomic status suggesting inequality is a factor, and as 
traditional neighborhood schools disappear students and families lose a major aspect of their 
culture.  As much of the literature shows, the principles found within settler colonialism 
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coincide.  This is why it was difficult to find literature that only discussed one of the themes.  
Within the theme of displacement, for instance, even if the author does not discuss unequal 
relationships or disappearance, the two other themes are implied. 
 There seems to be a gap in the literature that school choice has not been written about 
explicitly through a settler colonial lens.  While much of the literature, again, mentions practices 
and theories within settler colonial studies, that many connections have not been made between 
choice and settler colonialism leaves a gap in the literature that misses phenomena structuring the 
very fabric of society.  Some of these connections are metaphorical, i.e. the disappearance of the 
public realm, but literal connections are inherent in this discussion as well.  In New Orleans, 
there was a literal displacement caused by Hurricane Katrina of people largely of unequal 
relations (lower socioeconomic status) many of whom literally disappeared from the city and 
never returned. 
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Chapter Three 
Methodology 
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the politics and policies behind a 
traditional neighborhood middle school that has remained public and refused charter conversion 
despite being surrounded by a charter school district in order to provide insight into the 
complexities of school choice and organizational adaptation (McCormack & Milne, 2003).  
Based on a framework of settler colonialism, I have chosen to present the findings as a story 
because stories represent Indigenous forms of understanding that weave together complex webs 
of truths (Bishop, 1995; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012).  This purpose is guided by the question: In 
what ways can Indigenous ways of understanding provide insight into the complexities of school 
choice and organizational adaptation and change? 
Though some critical theorists differ, the concept of settler colonialism, in that it is 
critical of the abuse of power, inherently belongs to the critical tradition (Daza & Tuck, 2014; 
Denzin et al., 2008; Rowe & Tuck, 2017).  Usually traced back to Marx, the critical tradition 
encapsulates the struggle of oppressed classes against the tyranny of the elite.  Marx was 
particularly concerned with the plight of the working class and continues to remind “us that 
capitalism never sleeps” (Jaramillo & McLaren, 2008, p. 202).  The oppression of the workers, 
Marx claimed, permeated not only their purpose in their jobs, but also the very core of their 
existence (Crotty, 2015).  Additionally, the root of the critical tradition in Marxism began a move 
away from the supposed objectivity of positivism towards the notion of reflexivity and 
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acceptance of subjectivity in inquiry and theory (Ulysse & Lukenchuk, 2013).  Fanon (1963) 
cautions, however, that Marxian analysis must be “stretched” when addressing the “colonial 
problem” (p. 39), while Denzin and Lincoln (2008), Brayboy (2005), and Brayboy (2013) warn 
that critical theory cannot function within Indigenous settings without modification. 
This world divided into compartments, this world cut in two is inhabited by two different 
species.  The originality of the colonial context is that economic reality, inequality, and 
the immense difference of ways of life never come to mask the human realities.  When 
you examine at close quarters the colonial context, it is evident that what parcels out the 
world is to begin with the fact of belonging to or not belonging to a given race, a given 
species.  In the colonies the economic substructure is also a superstructure.  The cause is 
the consequence; you are rich because you are white, you are white because you are rich. 
(Fanon, 1963, pp. 38-39) 
Ulysse and Lukenchuk (2013) believe “critical theory seeks to transform human conditions 
materially while aiming to shift and balance power dynamics between the oppressed and their 
oppressors, between those in power and their subordinates” (p. 28).  Ultimately, the purpose of 
the critical tradition is “to critique society, raise consciousness, and change the balance of power 
in favor of those less powerful” (Patton, 2015, p. 692). 
While the primary methodological tool of this dissertation is narrative inquiry, there are 
other qualitative methodological ideas--post inquiry and reflexivity--that will help inform the 
direction and purpose of this study.  Each fall under the presupposition of a postmodernist view 
of the world.  Postmodernism, although an ambiguous notion, stems from the idea that an 
absolute objective understanding of reality is not obtainable (Crotty, 2015; Grbich, 2013; Patton, 
2015).  Relying heavily on a critical view of social constructionism, most postmodernist thinkers 
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understand that our view of an ultimate truth is constructed by our interpretation of language and 
meaning.  It could be thought that no two people on earth truly understand a singular 
phenomenon in the same way.  To each phenomenon in question we bring different pasts, 
cultures, languages, religions or non-religions, and knowledges--ontologies and epistemologies.  
Additionally, meaning is lost in language as inconsequential words are assigned to represent 
things.  These words are not the things themselves, rather a way for us to blindly grasp at a 
complex world.  Our minds simply interpret the sign or signifier as the object.  Despite this idea, 
the search for meaning is not arbitrary.  “Postmodern work is often accused of being relativistic 
(and evil) since it does not advocate a universal, independent standard of truth. … Refusing the 
binary does not lead to the abandonment of truth” (St. Pierre, 2000).  The modernist defender, 
Habermas, even tells of a dark side to modernity.  “The processes [Habermas] calls the 
colonization of everyday, communal lifeworlds of human bodies by administrative systems … 
are driven by demands for profits and votes” (Frank, 1995, p. 146).  Calling for a pedagogy of 
suffering, Frank (1995) notes that postmodernism foregrounds “change while recognizing 
continuities” (p. 146).   
        Denzin and Lincoln’s plethora of methodological handbooks have dramatically 
strengthened the field of qualitative inquiry.  The 2008 publication of the Handbook of Critical 
and Indigenous Methodologies acknowledges the growth of the field towards non-Western 
knowledges, understandings, and methodological practices.  Similarly, postmodernism, along 
with interpretivism and cultural anthropology before it, considers non-western ontology and 
epistemology as noteworthy.  Barnard (2000) describes “soft postmodernists (including 
Geertzian interpretivists)” construing society as a text to be read by an ethnographer (p. 173).  
More radical postmodernists see society as a type of patchwork quilt with each patch 
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representing an area of social structure; some seams are more tightly sewn than others (Barnard, 
2000).   
Kincheloe and Steinberg (2008) define Indigenous knowledge as: 
referring to a multidimensional body of understandings that have … been viewed by 
Euroculture as inferior and primitive.  For the vast numbers of indigenous peoples from 
North America, South America, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, Asia, Oceania, and parts 
of Europe, indigenous knowledge is a lived-world form of reason that informs and 
sustains people who make their homes in a local area.  In such a context, such peoples 
have produced knowledges, epistemologies, ontologies, and cosmologies that construct 
ways of being and seeing in relationship to their physical surroundings.  Such 
knowledges involve insights into plant and animal life, cultural dynamics, and historical 
information used to provide acumen in dealing with the challenges of contemporary 
existence. (p. 136) 
Denzin and Lincoln (2008) present a series of caveats to furthering dialog between Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous epistemological and methodological practices: 1. Even when recognizing 
and utilizing non-western epistemology, western methodology continues to colonize the Other.  
“As agents of colonial power, Western scientists discovered, extracted, appropriated, 
commodified, and distributed knowledge about the indigenous other” (p. 7).  2. Certain strains of 
critical theory will not function within Indigenous studies without alteration.  “Critical theory 
must be localized, grounded in the specific meanings, traditions, customs, and community 
relations that operate in each indigenous setting” (p. 8).  3. The objectification of Indigenous 
epistemology is frequently applied in Western colonialist methodological practices.  “The 
decolonizing project reverses this equation, making Western systems of knowledge the object of 
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critique and inquiry” (p. 8).  4. There is uncertainty in the “spaces between decolonizing research 
practices and indigenous communities” (p. 8).  The influence of neoliberalism and 
neoconservatism on western economic structures is apparent in the desire to profit from 
Indigenous epistemology.  An end goal is to give power to Indigenous communities through 
culturally responsive research practices.  5. Those who are outsiders to the Indigenous colonized 
experience write as privileged colonizers.  However, allies to Indigenous communities are able to 
“deconstruct from within the Western academy and its positivist epistemologies” (p. 9).  Critical 
epistemologies that contest objectivity and neutrality are “narrative, performative 
methodologies—research practices that are reflexively consequential, ethical, critical, respectful, 
and humble” (p. 9).  Most importantly, in order to seek dialog with Indigenous scholars, Denzin 
and Lincoln (2008) suggest the construction of “stories that are embedded in the landscapes 
through which we travel.  These will be dialogical counternarratives, stories of resistance, of 
struggle, of hope, stories that create spaces for multicultural conversations, stories embedded in 
the critical democratic imagination” (p. 9).  Speaking of the importance of stories to Indigenous 
epistemology, Brayboy (2005) explains “Stories often are the guardians of cumulative 
knowledges that hold a place in the psyches of the group members, memories of tradition, and 
reflections on power” (p. 440). 
Role of the Inquirer 
There seems to be a fundamental dilemma within colonial and Indigenous studies, at least 
for this privileged, middle class, heterosexual, Christian, able-bodied, White male (continue to 
fill in all “dominant” and “normal” characteristics), that in order to fully practice and 
philosophize within the field, it is requisite to disavow my fake citizenship to an illegal country 
and return to the lands of my ancestors--somewhere in western Europe I am assuming.  After all, 
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decolonization is not a metaphor (Tuck & Yang, 2012).  Indeed, Tuck and Yang (2012) call for 
the end goal of the return of stolen lands to Indigenous people.  It is unlikely, unfortunately for 
Tuck and Yang, however, that the inhabitants of the United States and other New World 
countries will peacefully acquiesce to the demands of Indigenous scholars and people.  In spite 
of any indications to the contrary, the land the United States is situated upon is the White man’s 
Promised Land and God given right.  If I take this notion literally, I cannot possibly advocate for 
those less privileged than me.  For, in taking this literal advocacy to its ideological extreme, this 
way of life I was born into would be in jeopardy.  But would this jeopardy be any more tragic 
than what my ancestors did and I continue to do to Indigenous people and other people of color? 
Throughout the course of my doctoral studies, I have been challenged time and time 
again by professors and colleagues regarding my role as a White man in a structurally racist 
country and how I unknowingly benefit from such a structure.  My individualistic worldview has 
been shattered repeatedly, for example, as I once came to the painfully obvious realization that 
no, as a matter of fact, I have never been pulled over for “driving while Black.”  Trite as it may 
seem, although I cannot ever truly empathize with the plight of people of color or women or any 
other non-majority in a racist patriarchy, I have shed a tear or two when a reality other than my 
own removed me from my comfortable existence.  About this individualistic stance on existence 
Macintyre (1981/2013) has much to say. 
As such, I inherit from the past of my family, my city, my tribe, my nation, a variety of 
debts, inheritances, rightful expectations and obligations.  These constitute the given of 
my life, my moral starting point.  This is in part what gives my life its own moral 
particularity. 
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This thought is likely to appear alien and even surprising from the standpoint of 
modern individualism.  From the standpoint of individualism I am what I myself choose 
to be.  I can always, if I wish to, question what are taken to be the merely contingent 
social features of my existence.  I may biologically be my father's son; but I cannot be 
held responsible for what he did unless I choose implicitly or explicitly to assume such 
responsibility.  I may legally be a citizen of a certain country; but I cannot be held 
responsible for what my country does or has done unless I choose implicitly or explicitly 
to assume such responsibility.  Such individualism is expressed by those modern 
Americans who deny any responsibility for the effects of slavery upon black Americans, 
saying ‘I never owned any slaves.’  It is more subtly the standpoint of those other modern 
Americans who accept a nicely calculated responsibility for such effects measured 
precisely by the benefits they themselves as individuals have indirectly received from 
slavery. (Macintyre, 1981/2013, p. 220) 
So, in this way, I choose to accept responsibility for what my father did.  As I have troublingly 
come to terms with the sins of my fathers, or what Goodall (2005) calls narrative inheritance, I 
have been struck with the unfortunate circumstances of “White guilt” and “settler guilt.”  Indeed, 
“directly and indirectly benefiting from the erasure and assimilation of Indigenous peoples is a 
difficult reality for settlers to accept.  The weight of this reality is uncomfortable; the misery of 
guilt makes one hurry toward any reprieve” (Tuck & Yang, 2012, p. 9).  But, do I act out of guilt 
or an ideological stance of justice for all?  Smith (2012) comments on my dilemma. 
Many researchers, academics and project workers may see the benefits of their particular 
research projects as serving a greater good ‘for mankind,’ or serving a specific 
emancipatory goal for an oppressed community.  But belief in the ideal that benefiting 
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mankind is indeed a primary outcome of scientific research is as much a reflection of 
ideology as it is of academic training.  It becomes so taken for granted that many 
researchers simply assume that they as individuals embody this ideal and are natural 
representatives of it when they work with other communities. (p. 32) 
Yet even before I can even grapple with this quandary, another conundrum strikes me.  When I 
act, no matter whether out of guilt or justice, I do so as the “White savior” or “settler savior” 
even though I do not mean to be.  Am I an advocate for the predicament of those less fortunate 
than me for genuinely altruistic reasons or do I truly feel that those in dire circumstances cannot 
speak for themselves, or better yet, are not allowed to be heard, and need my advocacy and my 
voice?  As I struggle with this confusion, I seek to heed the call of Arvin, Tuck, and Morrill 
(2013) to be a settler ally who respects differences and does not attempt to erase issues of land 
and tribal belonging as I become more familiar and more proactive in my critique of settler 
colonialism and to recognize Indigenous ways of knowing.  Using Settler Colonial Theory (SCT) 
“places ethical demands on us as settlers, including the demand that we actively refuse 
its potential to re-empower our own academic voices and to marginalize Indigenous resistance” 
(Macoun & Strakosch, 2013, p. 1).  Also, I will attempt, futilely most likely, to not let the self 
reflexive portions of this dissertation study and my future scholarship turn into driveling 
confessions of “guilt, helplessness, innocence, and dismay” by this domineering vestige of a 
privileged White settler as Tuck and Gaztambide-Fernandez (2013) lament and refer to White 
academics (p. 84).  
Brown bodies become the inevitable casualty, as the exhaustion of constantly having to 
explain, to recover in and against the whitestream desire for civility, takes hold.  Only 
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white bodies remain, lessons learned, knowledge consumed, (brown) bodies replaced, 
(white) vision restored. (Tuck & Gaztambide-Fernandez, 2013, p. 84) 
         I understand that in applying an Indigenous framework to an issue that is not usually 
thought of as affecting Indigenous people, that I am indeed using settler colonialism 
metaphorically and perhaps being insensitive to the past, present, and future struggles of 
Indigenous peoples.  As I mentioned above, this framework is easily interpreted as metaphor, yet 
there are concrete connections between settler colonialism and school choice.  While there will 
be some that accuse this inquirer of perpetuating the concept that I seek to employ, I do not 
believe I am belittling the struggles of Indigenous populations.  I apply the ultimate struggle of 
Indigeneity to help myself understand to the fullest extent possible what underlies structural 
dilemmas in the United States.  For me, it helps to remove ignorance, chiefly my own, about 
Indigenous predicaments by applying them to a concept I can more easily understand.  I take 
solace in the words of Foucault as he was fumbling with a Poststructural method for analyzing 
history.  “Hence the cautious, stumbling manner of this text: at every turn, it stands back, 
measures up what is before it, gropes towards its limits, stumbles against what it does not mean, 
and digs pits to mark out its own path” (Foucault, 1972/2002, p. 18).  Snelgrove, Dhamoon, and 
Corntassel (2014) warn, for example, that non-Indigenous scholars engaged in settler colonial 
studies have the potential to reify the exact concepts they are seeking to critique.  Additionally, 
as Macoun and Strakosch (2013) remind, scholarship that further marginalizes Indigenous people 
must be avoided no matter how ethically demanding.  Finally, I continually acknowledge that I 
have benefitted from the settler colonial structure of the United States and reorient my “approach 
away from avoidance of settler uncertainty or solidarity as a type of settler identity, and towards 
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decolonization as a practice that includes nurturing a habit of discomfort” (Boudreau Morris, 
2017, p. 456). 
Narrative Inquiry 
         The primary methodology of this study is narrative inquiry.  The reasoning behind this is 
to respect the stories of lived experiences and not insult the reader with an objective scientific 
analysis and too many colonizing thoughts.  In leaving narratives largely intact, I choose to 
represent what Bochner and Ellis (2016), drawing from Frank (1995) and c (1995), call thinking 
with narrative rather than thinking about narrative.  As Frank (1995) observes, “to think about a 
story is to reduce it to content and then analyze that content.  Thinking with stories takes the 
story as already complete; there is no going beyond it” (p. 23).  Polkinghorne (1995) describes 
narrative analysis (thinking with narrative) as “a procedure through which the researcher 
organizes the data elements into a coherent developmental account.  The process of narrative 
analysis is actually a synthesizing of the data rather than a separation of it into its constituent 
parts” (p. 15).  Primarily, I choose narrative inquiry because it is one of the closest methods in 
western inquiry to Indigenous ways of understanding and transmitting knowledge.  Bochner 
(2014) likens traditional Western inquiry methods to imperialism and colonialism observing, 
“neutrality, objectivity, and detachment can function as tools of oppression and domination” (p. 
265).  Fanon (1963) agrees in his sentiment that “for the native, objectivity is always directed 
against him” (p. 76).  While humbly attempting to not colonize any facet of the process, I heed 
Smith’s (2012) call for the Indigenous project of story telling about which she says: 
Story telling, oral histories, the perspectives of elders and of women have become an 
integral part of all indigenous research.  Each individual story is powerful.  But the point 
about the stories is not that they simply tell a story, or tell a story simply.  These new 
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stories contribute to a collective story in which every indigenous person has a place.  For 
many indigenous writers stories are ways of passing down the beliefs and values of a 
culture in the hope that the new generations will treasure them and pass the story down 
further.  The story and the story teller both serve to connect the past with the future, one 
generation with the other, the land with the people and the people with the story. (p. 242) 
Stories represent and privilege differing truths and are crucial to Indigenous inquiry and 
knowledge (Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012).  Throughout Denzin, Lincoln, and Smith’s (2008) 
Handbook of Critical and Indigenous Methodologies chapters advocating and utilizing narrative 
inquiry, storytelling, autoethnography, and reflexive practices abound.  Essentially, it seems the 
lessening of objectivity and the corollary increasing of subjectivity brings traditional western 
inquiry closer to Indigenous epistemologies.  Indeed, the majority of the chapters in the 
Handbook use personal narratives and value subjective stories as a means to understand 
phenomena.  The use of creative processes from popular culture, such as drama, music, oral 
history, and narratives are means to promote revolutionary critical pedagogy (Grande, 2008).  
According to Battiste (2008), Indigenous epistemology comes from “peoples’ experiences, 
perceptions, thoughts, and memory, including experiences shared with others; and from the 
spiritual world discovered in dreams, visions, inspirations, and signs interpreted with the 
guidance of healers or elders” (p. 499).  The most significant meanings are passed down from 
generation to generation through storytelling (Battiste, 2008).  Bishop (2008), a Maori scholar, 
speaks of projects in which he gathered narratives of experience and compiled collaborative 
storying accounts.  By employing coding methods to the narratives, Bishop (2008) found that 
participants were able to acknowledge and employ self-determination, which is of vast 
importance in Indigenous decolonization. 
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During the Fall of 2017, I was fortunate to take a course in Narrative Inquiry with Arthur 
Bochner, a distinguished scholar in the field.  The major works we read were Coles’s (1989) The 
Call of Stories, Frank’s (1995) The Wounded Storyteller, Freeman’s (2010) Hindsight, and 
Bochner’s (2014) Coming to Narrative, in addition to many philosophical pieces on the nature 
and development of narrative inquiry.  Some of the major themes we learned and discussed in 
the course dealt with narrative continuity and temporality, narrative truth, remembering as 
narrating, narrative conventionality and narrative resistance, narrative ethics, narrative 
inheritance, and embodied stories.   
Often times I think of time and temporality as a human construct devoid of any real 
purpose other than to help make sense of existence and a seeming forward progress; a move from 
the past to the present to the future.  We live moment to moment.  The past and future are only in 
our minds; they do not exist.  Yet at any given moment I can recall the past and wonder about the 
future.  In this way, I simultaneously envelop the past, present, and future in one eternal moment.  
Lives are stories with beginnings, middles, and endings. 
The integrity and intelligibility of a person’s sense of self depends a great deal on the 
stories he or she uses to link birth to life to death.  When we tell stories, especially 
autobiographical/autoethnographical stories, we are moving perpetually back and forth 
between the present and the past.  Thus, narrative is deeply enmeshed in the experience 
of time – temporality. (Bochner, 2017, p. 2)  
The process of remembering is complex.  In the moments between experience and recollection, 
the mind naturally forgets, sometimes for good reason.  Freeman (2010) tells that “hindsight can 
be a source of regret and remorse, guilt and shame: I look back on my past and can find my own 
shortsightedness or wastefulness or cowardice (pick your sin) downright staggering” (pp. 26-27).  
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While looking backward can provide understanding, it can also wound and perplex (Freeman, 
2010).  Many times, in the process of recollecting and telling of past events it is necessary to fill 
in gaps using the imagination.  Therefore, there is an element of fiction in reproducing events 
and experiences in written and spoken form.  In this way, Freeman (2010) says we can turn what 
may have been mundane experiences into foundational, life-changing moments in our lives.  As I 
partake in this study, I will keep in mind that participants may not present the past of Lake Town, 
its schools, and the charter conversion objectively and accurately, but what they choose, whether 
consciously or not, to retell reflects their values.  In remembering the past as it may or may not 
have been, we both knowingly and unknowingly create fantasies of the past because “we can 
never return as we were to the past as it was” (Bochner, 2017, p. 3).  “The chronicle of memory,” 
Crites (1986) comments, “has many lacunae, yet it gives access to a past that the one who 
remembers claims as his own, an identity through many metamorphoses” (p. 156).  As I alluded 
to above, we are simultaneously both past and present.  Crites (1986) says, “‘I am rooted in a 
past with which I remain in some sense identical” (p. 156).  Further connecting the past, present, 
and future as a perpetual moment is the concept of narrative integrity.   
As a life practice, narrative integrity anticipates how we will remember what we are 
planning to do now or next.  One day in the future, the story of how I am about to act will 
be a tale I will look back on either with pride and gratification or shame and degradation. 
Which will it be?  Can I take stock of my options and authorize a story that dignifies and 
honors my actions?  By exercising narrative integrity, we seize an opportunity to make 
narrative a part of the fabric of our experience and memory as we live it. (Bochner & 
Riggs, 2014, p. 216) 
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In Bochner and Riggs’s (2014) practically titled Practicing Narrative Inquiry, the authors 
omit describing any steps or boxes to be checked when practicing narrative inquiry.  Rather, 
Bochner and Riggs (2014) trace the development of the narrative turn, what narrative seeks to 
accomplish, and discuss exemplars of narrative inquiry writing and form.  The purpose of 
narrative inquiry, in my view, is to present phenomena in a manner and structure that is naturally 
understood.  Human beings experience life with beginnings, middles, and ends.  The way we 
communicate is reflective of the natural course of our lives and helps us “make sense of the 
world” (Patton, 2015, p. 131).  
As I mentioned above, there are two major types of narrative inquiry, thinking about 
narrative or narrative under analysis and thinking with narrative or narrative analysis in which 
the product of research is a story (Bochner & Riggs, 2014).  The former type (thinking about 
narrative/narrative under analysis) is a rather positivist notion of narrative inquiry which splits 
stories apart into inherent parts for further dissection, coding, categorization, and other types of 
hard scientific analysis.  The latter notion (thinking with narrative/storytelling) is more in line 
with a postmodernist ontology and epistemology and closer to Indigenous ways of transmitting 
knowledge.  It is this latter form of narrative inquiry that I will present in the so-called “results” 
chapter of this dissertation.  The result of this dissertation will be stories.  Story and theory are 
synonymous in Tribal Critical Theory (Brayboy, 2005).  Stories are “real and legitimate sources 
of data and ways of being” (Brayboy, 2005, p. 430).  “Many Indigenous peoples have strong oral 
traditions, which are used as vehicles for the transmission of culture and knowledge” (Brayboy, 
2013, p. 96).  Those who are indigenous in the context of this study are people who have lived 
the majority, if not all, of their lives in Lake Town.   
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Narrative Selection 
The purpose of this study is to present a narrative of a traditional neighborhood middle 
school that has remained public and refused charter conversion despite being surrounded by a 
charter school district in order to provide insight into the complexities of school choice and 
organizational adaptation (McCormack & Milne, 2003).  In order to accomplish this, I seek to 
study Mirkwood Middle School in the context of the Lake Town Charter District.  Although I 
will focus on Mirkwood Middle School, some discussion of the other schools in Lake Town, 
especially Bree Academy, and the community at large will appear in this dissertation.  These two 
middle schools are representative of what happens when schools compete for students and 
resources. 
         I spent eight years learning the effects of school choice as a teacher at Mirkwood Middle.  
This experience provided me with valuable practical insight as to how the system of choice 
functions.  Once the charter middle school, Bree Academy, opened, I could see the effects 
immediately.  As I mentioned in chapter one, students who performed well on standardized tests 
suddenly disappeared from Mirkwood and the racial and socioeconomic makeup of the school 
became less White, more economically poor, and higher special needs.  Ultimately, I selected 
this narrative because the stories of schools like Mirkwood Middle will help advance the local, 
national, and global dialogue of the nuances of school choice.  Although names must be changed, 
which, admittedly, is frustrating, the story of this community and the role I was honored to play 
within it will add to the literature on the complexities involved in school choice scenarios.  While 
raising awareness about matters that arise when the market is applied to education is one of the 
goals, presenting the unique story of the community is an end in itself.  
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Significance 
In the end, I suppose, it is the voter in the larger political arena that needs various 
accounts of educational tales in order to make informed choices about politicians and policies.  
Whether or not typical voters are seeking out dissertations and other scholarly work in their 
research for political candidates is unknown.  However, I am inclined to believe they are not.  
The Florida legislature first passed charter school legislation in 1996.  This passage of legislation 
was reflective of a larger national movement towards school choice.  The first charter school in 
Florida was co-founded that same year by the soon to be governor and school choice advocate 
Jeb Bush (Horowitz, 2015).  According to a National Alliance for Public Charter Schools report, 
Florida is currently ranked eighth nationally in charter supportive legislation (Ziebarth, Palmer, 
& Schultz, 2017).  The report lists strong collective bargaining laws in a state as a hindrance to 
school choice (Ziebarth et al., 2017).  Florida legislation does not require charter schools to 
participate in larger district collective bargaining agreements (Ziebarth et al., 2017).   
In 2003, the architects of Lake Town charter school district wrote the Charter School 
Study about the possibility of converting the town’s traditional public schools to charter schools 
to sell their idea to the community.  While I will discuss this study in depth in chapters four and 
five, ultimately, many in Lake Town felt slighted by the district, especially after the Authors 
(2003) told them so.  They believed the district’s resources were going to other more urban areas 
of the county where there was greater voting power.  This narrative provides a key storyline of a 
town that turned to charter schools for the end goal of claiming responsibility for the education 
of its children, the impact it had on the community, and what transpired after the conversion of 
its traditional neighborhood public schools had unintended consequences. 
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Information Sources 
         For this inquiry, I chiefly used two information sources-- interviews and documents.  I 
utilized my personal experience and stories as well.  However, I intended to not let my 
experience and biases trump other sources of information, especially interviews, as I believe my 
story and insight are no more meaningful than those of others.  
Interviews 
I conducted two interviews with each participant.  The first interviews lasted 
approximately 60 to 90 minutes and depended on the length of time it took each participant to 
answer my questions and tell their story of Mirkwood Middle School.  I completed the second 
interviews over the phone and they lasted approximately 15 minutes.  The interviews were semi-
structured (See Appendix A).  I ended up combining the first and second interview questions for 
the first interview and asked reflective questions for the telephone follow up.  Following Rubin 
and Rubin (2011), I asked main questions to answer my chief inquiry question and follow-up and 
probing questions to provide depth, detail, vividness, richness, and nuance.  My goal was to tell 
the story of Mirkwood to the best of my ability.   
Sample and Recruitment.  The participants for this study were former teachers or 
administrators at Mirkwood Middle School with at least five years of service to the school.  
Upon IRB approval, I contacted or attempted to contact 10 participants I personally knew from 
my tenure at Mirkwood Middle School who met the criteria I stipulated.  Several never returned 
my calls and/or emails.  Several responded but did not meet my criteria of time spent at 
Mirkwood or being employed at a Lake Town school during the conversion votes.  One 
responded and was willing to participate, but we could not work out a time to meet for an 
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interview.  In the end, I had a total of four participants that went through the interview process 
with me. 
 The first interviews for Marybeth, Jimmy, and Bruce took place in their homes.  I 
interviewed Lucy in her office.  Because of my previous collegial relationship with each of them, 
building rapport and trust was not an issue.  Bruce and I would frequently end up at birthday 
parties for each other’s children over the years.  Marybeth, Lucy, and I attended the same church 
for a while.  I would see Jimmy on occasion at the hardware store he worked at as a second job 
and after he retired.  My participants were open and honest with me from the beginning.  
Additionally, I was clear at the beginning as to the anonymous nature of the findings.  I let my 
participants know that their names, names of schools, names of towns, and names of the county 
would be anonymized.  Also, being that three of my participants were no longer employed in 
education and the other very near retirement, I do not believe they felt pressured to give political 
answers or that there was going to be any rebuke from employers.  During the interviews, I was 
drawn in by their stories.  I learned things about them I never knew and felt that my relationship 
with them grew stronger. 
 Though I listened to the interviews I recorded on a digital recorder multiple times and 
even transcribed one of the interviews myself, in the end I paid a professional company, Rev, to 
transcribe the interviews for me.  It was simple, fast, less than 24 hours in all cases, and the 
transcriptions were nearly 100 percent accurate.  Upon receiving the transcriptions, I listened to 
the interviews and read along, making rare corrections as necessary.  I did not use any data 
analysis software.  Rather, I read through and listened to each interview multiple times and 
pulled pieces and sections of the stories out that were relevant.   
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Selection of Participants.  I initially wanted to give preference to potential participants 
based on the longevity of their time at Mirkwood.  For example, a potential participant who spent 
10 years at Mirkwood would have a higher probability for selection than one who spent three 
years at Mirkwood.  However, as the recruitment process commenced, the amount of time turned 
out to be inconsequential.  Only Marybeth was at Mirkwood for less than 10 years, but because 
of her service at Harlond Elementary, another Lake Town school, that combined to make about 
30 years of service to Lake Town schools.  The other three participants were each employed at 
Mirkwood for over 15 years. 
Participants.  The participants of this dissertation study were employed in Lake Town 
schools during the 2003 and 2005 charter school conversion votes as teachers or administrators 
and spent at least five years at Mirkwood Middle School.  Three, Bruce Mitchell, Jimmy Reyes, 
and Lucy Miles, were at Mirkwood Middle during the time of conversion votes and one, 
Marybeth Clark, was at Harlond Elementary.  All the participants lived and worked in Lake 
Town for significant portions of their lives and understood the culture of the town.  Two of the 
participants, Bruce and Jimmy, still live in Lake Town while the other two reside outside the 
general area.  Only Lucy is currently employed in education.  Jimmy and Marybeth have retired 
and Bruce is employed in another industry.   
Marybeth Clark grew up in Louisiana and was a music teacher in Lake Town for almost 
two decades.  In 2003, she voted in favor of charter conversion at Harlond Elementary School 
citing that much of the charter school rhetoric circulating in Lake Town made sense.  It was not 
long, however, before she became apprehensive of charter schools.  Marybeth realized she was 
caught up in the excitement of new ventures and quickly learned that charter schools were not all 
they promised.  She missed the resources and camaraderie of being with the Peregrin School 
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District and began devising a return to the larger district.  In 2006, she accepted a position at 
Mirkwood Middle School to coordinate the newly founded arts academy.  She held that position 
until 2014 when Peregrin County Schools abandoned the fine arts academy at Mirkwood and she 
moved to the district arts department for the remainder of her career.  Marybeth identifies as 
Christian and is politically conservative. 
Bruce Mitchell, originally from New York City, moved to Lake Town to attend college.  
He completed his internship at Mirkwood Middle and would go on to teach Social Studies at the 
school for the next 15 years.  The initial Lake Town charter conversion vote occurred during 
Bruce’s first year of teaching.  He told me he did not participate in the charter conversion votes 
because he felt uncertain of perceivable charter school benefit.  Bruce also recollected being 
uncomfortable with the division the charter school debate had created at Mirkwood Middle 
School and Lake Town at large.  Faculty meetings were vehement and it created a rift in the 
culture of the school and town.  He was raised Catholic and is politically liberal. 
Jimmy Reyes spent his first few years of life in Canada and moved to Florida when he 
was in second grade.  He became an art teacher at Mirkwood Middle School in 1985 and stayed 
there until his retirement in 2010.  He would teach for another year and a half at Bree Academy, 
the charter school in direct competition with Mirkwood Middle.  In 2003 and 2005, Jimmy voted 
in favor of charter conversion at Mirkwood and mentioned the “stink eye” he would get from his 
anti-charter colleagues in faculty meetings and as he would pass them in the halls.  He is 
politically liberal. 
Lucy Miles was employed for 22 years of her career at Mirkwood Middle School as a 
teacher and administrator.  During the charter conversion debate, she was an administrator and, 
therefore, ineligible to vote.  She told me that administrators were supposed to remain neutral 
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during the process, but that it was difficult to do.  She was unconvinced of the charter school 
eloquence in Lake Town and was relieved when Mirkwood teachers rejected conversion.  Lucy 
identifies as a Christian and is politically conservative. 
Documents 
         Adding another layer to my approach I made use of documents.  Of particular concern to 
this study, and perhaps more pragmatic and then I have described my multiple approaches to 
inquiry at this point, are the Florida Statutes on charter schools, the demographic information of 
Mirkwood Middle School, the demographic information of Lake Town, the Charter School 
Study (Kelly, 2003) the creators of the charter school system initially used to present the idea to 
the public, and various local newspaper articles about the issue of school choice within the town 
and the county at large. 
         The Florida Statutes on charter schools are clear in their purpose about how charter 
schools are to function in the communities they serve.  Of particular importance from Indigenous 
and critical lenses, is what the statutes say regarding social justice.  In order to check for 
compliance in this area, I analyzed the demographic information of the two schools, Mirkwood 
and Bree, and the community and compared the three for any discrepancies or violations of 
statutory mandates.  Also, I requested documentation from Bree Academy as to how they accept 
students, because, unlike most charter schools, Bree does not use a lottery for open seats.  
Charter schools are public institutions and are therefore subject to public records laws. 
         Using the anonymized report Charter School Study (Kelly, 2003), I analyzed the rationale 
behind the push to pursue the creation of a charter school district and what a charter district 
would look and act like in the town.  I also used the study to inform interviews.  For example, the 
claim about Lake Town not receiving its fair share of funding from the district or the desire not 
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to create elitist charter school.  Adding local newspaper accounts from the same period, I was 
able to describe what the debate was like between differing camps, pro-charter group and an anti-
charter group.  However, deconstructing this further perhaps would show groups of people that 
were undecided, did not care, or were even unaware of the situation, among other possibilities.  I 
had a fairly even representation of possibilities based on my participants.  There were two who 
voted for conversion, one who would have voted against conversion had she not been an 
administrator, and one who abstained from voting. 
Analysis of Information 
          Kvale and Brinkmann (2015) share insight on how to analyze interviews.  While some of 
their ideas are overly neopositivist (coding, themes, etc.), it is their thoughts on narrative, 
discourse, theoretical analyses, and deconstruction (e.g. Derrida) that were most advantageous in 
this work.  Narrative analyses, Kvale and Brinkmann (2015) posit, “focus on the meaning and 
the linguistic form of texts; they address the temporal and social structures and the plots of 
interview stories” (p. 253).  As I briefly mentioned above, Berger and Luckmann (1966) describe 
temporality and social structure as well.  In interviews, if the participants do not tell or have 
difficulties telling their story in a narrative format, it is up to the inquirer, then, to construct a 
narrative plot (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015).  Kvale and Brinkmann (2015) are careful to weigh 
the pros and cons of each type of analysis they describe.  Summarizing Frosh (2007) they say he 
“does not want us to abandon narrative analysis but rather wants qualitative researchers to hold 
on to the dialectic of deconstructivist fragmentation and narrative integration when describing 
human experience” (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015, pp. 256-257) 
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         Discourse analysis, in the Foucauldian (critical) sense at least, focuses on the portrayal of 
power in language (Foucault, 1972/2002; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015).  Paltridge (2012) defines 
critical discourse analysis as exploring: 
the connections between the use of language and the social and political contexts in 
which it occurs.  It explores issues such as gender, ethnicity, cultural difference, ideology 
and identity and how these are both constructed and reflected in texts.  It also investigates 
ways in which language constructs and is constructed by social relationships. (p. 186) 
Although Foucault did not leave a roadmap for poststructural analysis (a roadmap would run 
counter to postmodernist philosophy), his thought has spawned plenty of ideas in how to go 
about such analyses.  Ultimately, I applied the use of bricolage which Kvale and Brinkmann 
(2015) describe as “an eclectic form of generating meaning” (p. 267).  The concept of using 
bricolage in analysis fits with the postmodernist notion of multiple realities.  If there are indeed 
countless realities, then it is an advantageous idea not to fall into a trap of trying to discover or 
present those realities using only one or two methods of analysis.  According to Kincheloe 
(2005), bricolage involves bringing multiple methodological approaches, as well as a complex 
ontology and epistemology, to inquiry.  Those who practice bricolage use “as many methods as 
possible to make their way through a world of diverse meanings … These diverse meanings 
continuously circulate through language, common sense, worldviews, ideologies, and discourses, 
always operating to tacitly shape the act of meaning making” (Kincheloe, 2005, p 332).  
Bricolage allows a space for connections, such as the claim I am making regarding school choice 
and settler colonialism, between phenomena that may either seem superficially related or not 
related at all.  The use of multiple angles, methods, philosophical underpinnings, etc. allows for 
the inclusion of voices and perspectives that may not have been previously considered.  As I 
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have laid out, I used interviews and documents as sources of information.  I employed settler 
colonialist notions as a framework.  Bricolage was the most appropriate way for me, at this 
juncture, to understand and present the nuanced and complex information in this study.   
 As I stated above, I did not use analysis software to examine my interviews.  I was not 
interested in quantifying my participant’s stories or pulling out themes, though some themes 
appeared.  During the process of repeatedly listening to interviews and editing transcriptions, I 
was able to organize their stories into a somewhat cohesive narrative.  In many cases, I presented 
larger chunks of their stories and thoughts because I wanted their voices to come out in the 
narrative, not my interpretation of their voices or just my own voice. 
Quality Criteria 
         While the above section on information sources hinted at the notion of triangulation in 
this study, I prefer Ellingson’s (2011) term “crystallization” which she denotes as a postmodern 
approach to triangulation.  The triangle, Ellingson (2011) says, is too indicative of a two-
dimensional scientific shape; a shape that suggests positivist terms like rigor and validity.  Like 
bricolage, the crystal invokes a multidimensional, multifaceted approach, not only to 
methodology, but to analysis as well. 
Crystallization combines multiple forms of analysis and multiple genres of representation 
into a coherent text or series of related texts, building a rich and openly partial account of 
a phenomenon that problematizes its own construction, highlights researchers’ 
vulnerabilities and positionality, makes claims about socially constructed meanings, and 
reveals the indeterminacy of knowledge claims even as it makes them. (Ellingson, 2009, 
p. 4) 
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As I assessed the quality of this study, I kept in mind the multiple realities I suggested as I laid 
out the methodological underpinnings of this work.  While it presented difficulty in leaving out 
positivist methods of categorization and coding that my westernized mind seems to naturally 
want to do, my position is clear that I desired to tell the most representative story of the 
numerous realities involved as I could.  Differing accounts create a more viable version of 
events.  Additionally, as a proponent of reflexivity, my thoughts, biases, and desires are obvious 
throughout this study.  Some might call this a limitation.  I call it being honest and transparent in 
my role as a subjective inquirer. 
 I engaged in crystallization by using multiple forms of analysis, i.e. narrative analysis 
from a sociocultural perspective and discourse analysis from a Foucauldian power relationship 
perspective, and multiple genres of representation, i.e. interviews, documents, and self-
reflexivity.  In defining different pieces of the crystal, I created a coherent account of the 
situation in Lake Town, while understanding that what I wrote is only a miniscule part of the 
story.  Throughout the writing, I attempted to make my biases clear and offered vulnerability and 
positionality as a postmodernist who incorporates “the views of others with [my] views which 
are represented through [my] own lens but with transparency of process” (Grbich, 2013, p. 114). 
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Chapter Four 
A Schoolwork Orange 
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the politics and policies behind a 
traditional neighborhood middle school that has remained public and refused charter conversion 
despite being surrounded by a charter school district in order to provide insight into the 
complexities of school choice and organizational adaptation (McCormack & Milne, 2003).  
Based on a framework of settler colonialism, I have chosen to present the findings as a story 
because stories represent Indigenous forms of understanding that weave together complex webs 
of truths (Bishop, 1995; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012).  The guiding question for this study is: In 
what ways can Indigenous ways of understanding provide insight into the complexities of school 
choice and organizational adaptation and change?  This chapter includes the findings of this 
study obtained from interviews with four participants, Marybeth Clark, Lucy Miles, Jimmy 
Reyes, and Bruce Mitchell, stories from local newspapers, a Lake Town charter school 
document, and blog posts.  Rather than dissecting the stories of my participants in a scientific 
manner, I present larger chunks of their narratives in many cases.  Because of my own 
experience with the subject of this dissertation, at times I utilize my personal understanding to 
knit the stories together and add some insight to the circumstance.  Throughout the presentation 
of the stories, I do not name the local newspapers and other locally based documents in order to 
protect the identities of my participants.  Whenever information is not my own, however, I 
describe it as such.  I understand that even in the best disguised studies it is possible to discover 
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identifying information about the subject matter with the right amount of research.  However, I 
took careful precautions in disguising this inquiry. 
A Chronicle of Stolen Land  
 This story begins with a chronicle of land.  In the rural southeastern corner of Peregrin 
County, Florida, there is a town with a long history in the lucrative business of oranges called 
Lake Town.  Centered in what seems like endless miles of orange groves, the putrid smell of 
burning orange peels emanates from orange juice factories contained within the city.  Two 
historic towers, visible for miles, keep watch over the rolling rural landscape.  Built in the late 
1920s, Bree Tower and the Dallas Hotel sparsely dot a thriving agricultural town.  Bree Tower, 
on the northern side of the town, is the result of philanthropic work.  Surrounding the tower are 
lush Florida botanical gardens and woodlands filled with grotesquely gargantuan mosquitoes that 
might very well have the strength to carry their victims away after draining enough blood.  The 
other tower, the Dallas Hotel, seemingly out of place protrudes ten stories above a small 
downtown area that contains no other buildings higher than two flights.  It is now decrepit and 
condemned with chain link fences and no trespassing signs posted around it.  The hotel 
represents a bygone Roaring Twenties era; a time seemingly forgotten by the collective 
conscious of Lake Town.  Like other areas in the county, simply crossing the street in the city 
can move a visitor from areas of immense wealth to areas of dire poverty.  
Mirkwood Middle School may reside in Lake Town, but long ago the place on which this 
building lives served other purposes and had other meanings.  Indigenous people, the now extinct 
Timucua tribe, likely inhabited this area long before ideas like the United States and K-12 
education came to fruition.  The practices and concepts that resulted in the removal of 
Indigenous people and ways of knowing did not simply end after the United States finished 
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conquering and acquiring territory through the doctrine of Manifest Destiny.  Those practices are 
still active in the United States.  In Lake Town, for instance, Mirkwood Middle School continues 
to be a battleground for educational competition.  The Florida Statutes on school choice, Fla. 
Stat. § 1002.33 (2019), indicate that competition between schools, whether public, charter, or 
private stimulates continual improvement in all schools.  
“We Want Our Fair Share!” The Creation of Lake Town Charter Schools 
Although I discussed this in previous chapters, I will revisit the creation of Lake Town 
Charter Schools again.  Florida is unique in the nation in that school districts are county-based 
within the state.  Because of this legislation, Florida has four school districts within the top ten 
largest school districts in the United States.  On occasion, communities within the towns and 
cities of these districts feel as if their educational needs are being overlooked.  Lake Town is 
such an example.  Charter school legislation has become a vehicle for Lake Town and other 
communities to combat the bureaucracy of immense educational districts.  During 2003, the 
chamber of commerce and other leaders within Lake Town united to discuss conversion of its 
traditional public schools—four elementary, one middle, and one high—to charter schools.  
Florida passed its first charter school laws in 1996.  As the country continued to move towards 
accountability models in education, the leaders of Lake Town seized on the policy window.  
Lake Town Leaders would not be blind in creating this school system, however.  The recently 
created Pembroke Pines charter school system in Broward County would serve as an 
organizational, leadership, and funding model for Lake Town schools (Charter School Study, 
2003). 
In his Charter School Study for Lake Town, Kevin Kelly (2003), a community leader, 
using place-based Nation at Risk-like rhetoric claimed that being slighted by the Peregrin County 
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School District in funding for Lake Town schools was one of the reasons for the degradation and 
poor performance of its educational system.  The local newspaper of the time echoed a chorus of 
stories about how Lake Town was apparently not receiving its fair share of funding.  Residents 
and educators of Lake Town were protesting loudly.  The charter system offered a reprieve from 
the frustration.  Touting local control, the designers proposed to create a charter school district in 
order to take back its educational system from a corrupt governmental bureaucracy.  The rhetoric 
in the local newspaper and the Charter School Study read like a yearning for the past, when Lake 
Town was a bustling citrus capital and its wealthy and prestigious residents made decisions in 
the best interest of their city; not politicians from other towns.  Somehow taking control of its 
schools might help bring that tranquil time back.  Promoters of charter schools in Lake Town 
stated they desired to improve Lake Town schools that have been neglected for years by the 
Peregrin County School Board.  Kelly claimed Lake Town had been desperately seeking 
assistance for its schools since the late 1970s.  Although Peregrin County School Board members 
maintained the argument about funding not being allocated fairly to Lake Town was rhetoric and 
simply not true, the Charter School Study and debate in Lake Town had their intended effect.  
During 2003, the town’s teachers and parents voted on whether or not to convert their schools to 
charter schools, in the hopes of creating a unique charter district with the schools that converted.  
In order to convert a public school to charter status in Florida, first, a majority of the teachers at 
the school must approve of the conversion in a secret ballot vote.  Once that is completed, a 
majority of the parents from the school must approve the conversion.  At five of the seven Lake 
Town schools, both teachers and parents approved converting their school to charter status.  This 
created the first charter school system in Florida.  Even though the Peregrin County School 
Board would eventually pledge equality in spending for the schools in the district’s smaller 
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towns, it was too little too late for Lake Town educators and community members.  As Marybeth 
Clark remembers: 
I was a part of the vote.  We had people who came in and sold the school on the idea of 
conversion.  I was still at [Harlond Elementary] and a part of the disenchantment that a 
lot of the [Lake Town] schools and community had with the district was the district was 
not spending, or not putting forth, as much to help the [Lake Town] schools as they were 
seeing in [other areas of the county].  I get it.  I saw it and I had a daughter that went to 
[Lake Town] High School and the gym was nasty.  That’s just all I can say.  There were 
things that needed to be done to buildings.  There were just needs that were not 
addressed.  Well, that was one of the selling points that the charter used when they came 
in was we’ll be able to monitor what our needs are better.  We'll have the same amount of 
funds that they are getting and they're not spending on us. 
Much to the plight of the founders, however, two schools, one of the elementary schools 
and Mirkwood Middle School, voted not to convert and remained under the control of the 
Peregrin County school district.  The elementary school’s teachers voted overwhelmingly to 
reject charter conversion, 31-10, in 2003.  After four other schools voted to leave the county 
district, they were the first school to reject conversion.  The president of the county teacher’s 
union said the reason for the rejection was lack of information about what kind of conditions 
they would be working under and what would happen to students that needed alternative 
education.  The local newspaper reported that although the charter school steering committee 
promised more community involvement, at least one teacher wondered why the community was 
not already involved.  The teacher was not sold on the idea that charter conversion would 
magically cause the community to become more involved in its schools.  Local control, perhaps, 
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is not community control.  The charter school leaders pressed forward with the schools that 
converted.  They created a nonprofit corporation and quickly received almost a half million 
dollars in pledges and donations.  The five schools that voted to convert each had to submit 
applications for charter status to the school board.  Kelly frequently said that they would appeal 
to the state board of education if the applications were rejected; the state board being very charter 
friendly at the time.  One Peregrin County school board member, who had previously served on a 
charter school board, said she sees charter schools as a positive challenge to public schools.  
Even a state senator from the area voiced an opinion: “I think the effort, at least as I understand it 
today, is exactly what we intended to do when we made the adjustment of the charter school act 
two years ago.  I think they have the opportunity to really make their schools better.” 
Mirkwood Refuses and Refuses 
Mirkwood’s teacher vote in 2003 was 34-17 and in 2005 was 41-26, both refusing charter 
conversion.  The heated deliberation grew heavy on the faculty and staff; some became 
uncomfortable at work.  Lucy Miles explained that one of the reasons the teachers refused to 
convert was because several years earlier, before the citywide charter votes, Mirkwood teachers 
had previously considered conversion to a charter school.  The principal of Mirkwood at the time 
was trying to push charter conversion on his teachers.  He brought in charter representatives from 
charter schools in the county to encourage the idea.  One of the reasons the principal was 
interested in charter conversion for Mirkwood was because he wanted a greater say in where 
monies were allocated.  Lucy remembered the principal literally saying, I want to control the 
money.  I want to control the money.  In 2002, the same principal of Mirkwood that wanted to 
control the money was terminated for embezzling school funds.  Lucy suggested that by the time 
the Lake Town charter movement began, the teachers at Mirkwood were already tired of 
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rejecting the idea and related it to their former principal who viewed students as dollar signs.  
When the second official Mirkwood refusal came about in 2005, Bruce Mitchell recalled one 
animate teacher who was clearly irritated by the prolonged charter debate presenting a motion at 
a faculty meeting to hold a vote to never vote on conversion again.  After the second conversion 
refusal, the charter district turned to creating its own startup charter middle school.  Kelly, the 
charter school godfather of Lake Town, said the teachers at Mirkwood Middle were obviously 
entrenched in their views and not worth pursuing any further.  At least one of the reasons 
Mirkwood teachers overwhelmingly voted against conversion was fear of losing their jobs, 
benefits, and retirement plans.  Bruce explained that there were a: 
lot of strong emotions about it, lot of ... It seemed like probably why Mirkwood didn’t 
vote for the charter was the majority of the teachers at the time were pretty close to 
retirement, significant amount of years in, and the whole conception was that they'd lose 
their retirement and lose their benefits and all of that.  It was really personal for those 
people 20 years in to lose their benefits for sure, which I don’t think was ever the case, 
but the idea was that. 
After Lake Town High School teachers voted for conversion, the charter school district 
terminated several veteran teachers.  This action created enough uncertainty among Mirkwood 
teachers to finally quash the conversion.  Referring to the charter school district, Bruce 
remembers they cleaned house pretty quickly.  Similarly, in this interview exchange, Marybeth 
recollects the post-charter conversion terminations: 
Marybeth Clark:  Oh yeah. [Lake Town] High School, I can’t remember whether it was 
11 or 13 teachers were let go. 
 David Fisher:  Immediately after the conversion? 
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Marybeth Clark:  Yes.  
David Fisher: Wasn’t that part of the thing that made [Mirkwood] hesitate? 
Marybeth Clark:  That was a part of what made [Mirkwood] when it’s time to vote the 
second, or the third time, I’m not even sure which one.  Maybe it was the second time 
because the charter had been in existence, maybe a year at that point, and so they came 
back to Mirkwood to vote again, and Mirkwood went, yeah, which 11 of us are gonna 
lose our jobs?  So, there were ... Yeah.  Those kinds of things did happen.  We in 
education have had a problem through the years, and I'm just saying this very general 
[sic], teachers that didn't do their jobs, that were tenured, that stayed on and didn't do 
their jobs, and this was the charter’s way of saying, “No, we’re not gonna have it.” 
Jimmy Reyes, however, did not think the teachers’ concerns about losing their jobs were 
warranted. 
A lot of the teachers were against the charter.  They didn’t want the change.  And the 
reason why was, it was thought that as soon as a charter comes in, then the principal can 
just fire a teacher on a whim.  But that wasn’t true.  I found that that really isn’t true.  If 
you did your job, you’re safe.  And I don't think there was any tenure, either.  I didn't 
keep up with that anyway.  Tenure went out the window, according to what the people 
thought.  Because I know it was brought to vote at Mirkwood.  And I was one of the few 
that voted for charter. 
In the Charter School Study done for Lake Town, Kelly (2003) addresses the issue of the veteran 
teacher.  During his interviews with teachers, Kelly (2003) describes veteran teachers as 
apprehensive of the unknown.  In 2003, charter schools were still a fairly new concept, at least in 
practice.  It makes sense, then, that veteran teachers were concerned with due process.  
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Charter schools are given the authority to make all personnel decisions, including 
teachers.  Veteran teachers are concerned that their higher salaries and benefits would 
tempt a local board to replace them with younger, less experienced teachers who cost 
less.  They are concerned that by supporting the charter school, they might be putting 
their heads on the chopping block. (Charter School Study, 2003, p. 14) 
The county newspaper corroborates Marybeth’s story that, indeed, 11 teachers at Lake Town 
High School were terminated immediately following the charter conversion, adding to a total of 
20 teachers and seven paraprofessionals who did not have their contract renewed throughout the 
newly created charter system after its first year in existence.  They received a two-line letter that 
said, “Thank you for your service for the 2004-2005 school year.  However, you will not be 
returning for the 2005-2006 school year.”  The terminated teachers, including a Teacher of the 
Year winner and finalist for Peregrin County Teacher of the Year the previous year, filed suit 
against the charter district citing a failure to follow due process.  Although nothing came out of 
the case, the terminated Teacher of the Year emailed an open letter to the entire staff of 
Mirkwood Middle School notifying them of dubious behavior by the charter district and urging 
them to consider staying with Peregrin County Schools.  In April of 2005, Mirkwood teachers 
refused the charter district to take over their school for a second time. 
The multiple votes against conversion by the middle school were especially troublesome 
for the founders as it squashed the dream for a seamless, K-12, locally controlled school system 
in Lake Town.  It would not be long, however, before plans were in the works to create a startup 
charter middle school that would complete this goal.  Bree Academy, the charter district’s middle 
school, opened to students in 2008.  I recall a hallway conversation with a teacher at Mirkwood 
during the 2007-2008 school year in which he told me that he was leaving Mirkwood to teach at 
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Bree Academy.  We’ve been waiting for this a long time, he told me.  At the time, I did not 
understand the significance and repercussions of what he was saying to me.  After opening, the 
enrollment of Bree Academy would quickly exceed capacity which created a waiting list of 
inexorable length.  Lake Town Charter School officials, eager for more land, would continue to 
devise ways to takeover Mirkwood Middle School.  Florida educational law allows for the 
takeover of consistently failing schools by an outside educational agency, a charter school 
system, or charter conversion.  Despite repeated attempts at taking over Mirkwood, from 
multiple conversion votes to requests and demands to the Peregrin County school district to 
simply hand the school over to the charter district, the faculty of Mirkwood have consistently 
refused conversion and resisted hostile takeover.  Kelly and the charter school district remain 
steadfast in emphasizing their innocent reasons for wanting to takeover Mirkwood.  Kelly 
believes bringing Mirkwood into the Lake Town Charter System will heal a broken community.  
In a 2017 heated letter written to Peregrin County School Board members, Kelly wrote: 
The Legislature has given [Peregrin] County the opportunity to immediately eliminate an 
F school while at the same time heal the divide in the [Lake Town] community… 
…If it doesn’t happen, I guarantee you the adults will spend their time regurgitating the 
same old self-justifying and fault finding arguments that have thus far accomplished 
nothing in the past… 
…THE [LAKE TOWN] CHARTER SYSTEM WANTS DESPERATELY TO 
EDUCATE ALL [LAKE TOWN] MIDDLE SCHOOLERS ALL LEVEL ONES, 
EVERYBODY TOGETHER UNDER ONE ADMINISTRATION.  FOR THE FIRST 
TIME IN 13 YEARS, ALL MIDDLE SCHOOLERS WOULD BE ABLE TO ENTER 
[LAKE TOWN] HIGH SCHOOL ON EQUAL FOOTING… 
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…There is no margin for error.  The planning for [Bree] North is done.  Implementation 
begins July 1 with our philanthropist’s check for 1 million dollars.  At that point, the 
process will be irreversible.  [Bree] North is a two-year project.  The charter system is 
committed to addressing parents’ pleas to provide seats for the waiting list.  The system 
cannot further lengthen the process… 
…Instead, let’s agree on what’s obvious: 1) For whatever reason, [Mirkwood] kids have 
been ill-served, and 2) A strong middle school, acting as the keystone for a coordinated 
K-12 system, is what’s best for kids. 
Bobby Phillips, an outspoken member of the Peregrin school district, refers to the 
situation in Lake Town as an unequal relationship.  Because charter schools in Florida are not 
zoned schools, they are able to take students from both within and without their community.  
Although Lake Town Charter Schools claims that its converted schools serve those students and 
families within the pre-conversion attendance zones set by the county school district, startup 
charter schools like Bree Academy serve those they select from a surrounding area with arbitrary 
lines of demarcation.  Addressing the condition in Lake Town, Phillips writes: 
As I mentioned above, the [Lake Town] Charter Schools are not zoned.  Any kid that 
does not attend one of them is entitled to an education at a zoned [Peregrin] County 
school.  [Lake Town] Charter Schools always has [Peregrin] County zoned schools to act 
as a backstop.  That allows a very cynical Triangle Trade of East [Peregrin County] kids, 
particularly around the [Bree-Mirkwood] divide. 
Here’s the bottom line of that: if we think of kids primarily as data, and the 
Florida education model does, [Lake Town] imports easier/elite kids from other 
communities and exports harder/poorer kids from its own community.  I don’t care who 
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is to blame for it; I’m just stating facts.  Everyone who pays attention knows this.  
Everyone.  On all sides.  And look at how that reduces us to talking about human beings. 
Lucy commented on the growing weariness of repeated attempts by Lake Town Charter Schools 
to take over Mirkwood. 
It is a hard one.  There have been times, especially since I’ve left and just seen, heard, 
once again not witnessed myself though, and talking with [others] and different things 
it’s like, “Maybe you guys should just say yes.”  But knowing the only reason that they 
want you is because they want your property.  They don’t want the kids you serve, 
otherwise they would’ve accepted them already.  So what’s going to happen to those 
kids?  If they take over the building? 
Aristotle and Buildings Made of Bricks 
This is the story of a building rapt by educational policies that support and encourage 
competition.  Mirkwood Middle School is a structure made of bricks and mortar, nails and 
staples, wood and glue.  It houses stories in its halls, offices, and rooms.  The ghosts of its past 
wander under fluorescent, flickering lights; scuffing along waxed linoleum flooring that reflects 
the artificial light from above.  Those there in the present simultaneously live past and current 
policy.  While the policy that originally erected the structure may no longer be in place, its 
vestiges continue to exist. 
Mirkwood does not look much different than the average middle school.  Four forest 
green doors holding metal-laced glass windows offer an entrance to the building.  The doors are 
pocked and cracked and lack the ability to seal properly; the result of layers of paint buildup and 
decades of solar pummeling from the blistering Florida summer sun.  The doors open to a long, 
stark hallway, with mirroring doors at the distant other end.  Three adjoining hallways of 
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classrooms branch out to the left; on the right is the entrance to the main office, followed by a 
hallway and the entrance to the library.  The hallway to the right is lined with yearly memorial 
mosaics.  Each year, the three-dimensional art classes, led by Jimmy Reyes for decades, created 
the memorial mosaics based on current events of the day.  Beginning during the 1969-70 school 
year, the mosaics represent a historic account of what was important to the middle school 
students of Lake Town.  The 1982-83 mosaic, for example, has a model of Disney’s Epcot 
protruding out near the upper left corner.  Pieces of the Epcot mosaic are missing and the 
material underneath has eroded; the victim of student fingers.  A Mirkwood teacher told me that 
students used to line up down the mosaic hallway and would mess with the art pieces, hence their 
current state.   
Throughout the year, all the outside doors of Mirkwood are locked.  In fact, there is only 
one entry point to this structure into the office off to the right of the main hallway where a person 
must be buzzed in.  A chain-link fence surrounds the building and its acreage on all four of its 
sides; entrances through the fence are padlocked.  The idyllic days of walking onto a school 
campus to use its playground or play basketball on its outdoor court are a bygone reminiscence.  
Many of today’s schools seem to resemble correctional facilities more than educational 
institutions both in how they physically look and in regard to the quarantine that happens to its 
residents while inside.  The structure, usually made out of cinder blocks and red masonry bricks, 
looms ominously on a section of land roped off by fences and locks.  Access is restricted.  The 
residents of a school cannot leave without proper protocol.  These structures, fences, and locks 
are meant to keep citizens out and residents in.  Should a person want to gain access to a school, 
proper motive and identification must be presented to those within the first set of doors.  As one 
Mirkwood secretary informed me many years ago, Even if Jesus Christ Himself walked through 
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those doors for His second coming, He’d still have to show ID.  In some schools, students, 
visitors, teachers, and administrators have to pass through metal detectors upon entering the 
premises.   
During the early 2010s, the district approved upgrades to the front exterior of the 
Mirkwood building and on the inside, mostly in the main hallway.  The resulting appearance of 
Mirkwood may have not achieved the intended effect.  While I was teaching at Mirkwood, one 
of my assistant principals described the school’s remodeling as looking strikingly like 
McDonald’s.  The bright primary colors of the obviously tacked on facelift that was, perhaps, 
meant to look like postmodern industrial architecture, failed to distinguish Mirkwood as more 
than its often-besmirched name allowed.  I always noticed the agonizing incompatibility of the 
bright primary green of the addition with the forest green of the old roof and doors.  Marybeth 
discussed the various remodelings of Mirkwood: 
Well, the first renovation was 1.5 million.  I was not privy to the financial figures on the 
second nor the third.  But, there has been that attempt to try to make that building, 
certainly, look better.  I think that's the district trying to help that whole situation to build 
up [Mirkwood].  But, you and I both know when you're in a community where you’re 
under attack from most of the community, you could build a Taj Mahal and it’s still, you 
may go 60/40 then, but it’s still going to be ... Somebody’s gonna find something wrong 
with it. 
I remember being disappointed by the supposed remodeling of Mirkwood.  I hoped that there 
would be something to finally clear the name of Mirkwood in the community.  We had even tried 
a few years earlier to change the name of Mirkwood Middle School to no avail, naively believing 
that in removing the seemingly cursed name of the school the community would unanimously 
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show its support and care.  In the end, the school’s name remained unchanged.  However, the 
mascot name was changed to the Phoenix.  The mascot name change did draw some criticism 
from the community because the former mascot name was related to the mascot of Lake Town 
High School, a school in the charter district.  In an act of defiance, perhaps, the public school 
distanced itself further from Lake Town Charter Schools, drawing additional animosity from the 
community.  Also, the imagery of the Phoenix rising up from the ashes seemed to show to the 
community that Mirkwood understood its image as a failing school that would, eventually, 
become successful.  However, this reticent declaration of woe has not attained its desired effect 
of empathy from the community. 
Past the library on the far right wall of the main hallway is a quote that perplexed me 
when I first saw it, not in its meaning, rather, in its desired use—The aim of art is to represent 
not the outward appearance of things, but their inward significance.  Perhaps I doubted the 
philosophical comprehension of middle school students in general and wondered what purpose 
putting an Aristotle quote about art could possibly serve.  As an arts academy, it seems logical to 
cite a philosopher, but I wondered if it was just a cliché that would be lost on its intended 
audience. 
Through the far sets of double doors is a covered cement-paved courtyard.  Giant 
industrial fans attached to the metal overhang provoke the humidity and heat while spinning, 
giving an illusion of cooling.  A sizeable seldom used thirsty concrete fountain squats in a square 
planter area containing parched dirt bereft of any assemblage of plants.  On the other side of the 
courtyard is another building containing performing arts classrooms, studios, and the Black Box 
Theatre of Mirkwood Middle School.  The arts academy at Mirkwood provides a creative outlet 
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for middle school students of Lake Town.  Marybeth heard stories from parents about how 
Mirkwood inspired untapped artistic and creative potential in their children. 
To see those kids at [Mirkwood] go into [arts] majors and many of them finding a place 
where they fit ... Oh my gosh, that’s incredible, and then you would hear from parents, “I 
never knew my child was talented in this area.  I didn’t know my child could do this,” and 
all of a sudden there’s validation between parent and child.  Those things were just 
incredible. 
Similarly, I heard many tales from parents and other community members about not knowing 
Mirkwood had such a plethora of strong arts programs.  The divisive educational system in Lake 
Town may have caused accounts of positive things happening at Mirkwood to be unbelievable 
and not gossip worthy; they did not disseminate into the community very often.  Lucy expressed 
her frustration with the local news. 
You couldn’t get anything in the paper.  You couldn’t get anything in the [Lake Town] 
News which was still in business then, nothing.  We'd invite them to come every single 
time we had something and they never would.  But dad-gummit, anything charter did was 
right there on the front page.  Couldn't even get the [Peregrin County News] to come 
over.  It's like, are we invisible? 
The community unconsciously dismissed Mirkwood and, thus, stories of success at Mirkwood 
did not coalesce with the worldview that Mirkwood was a failure.  Marybeth suggested that some 
of this dismissal from the community was the sort of dismissal common in many middle schools.   
History wise for [Mirkwood], [Mirkwood] was overcrowded.  Them being overcrowded, 
and at a middle school level, those are two strikes right there.  So, way before charter 
was ever mentioned, parents would just dread the time that their child would be going to 
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middle school.  There was more anxiety than when those kids started kindergarten.  I 
mean, parents were just terrified.  Matter of fact, go back, there were many families that 
soon as their children were into school, and they may have loved being at [Harlond 
Elementary], but many of them started looking could they get them in private school and 
many of them made that drive because they hated the idea of the middle school.  They 
dreaded middle school for their child because of the overcrowding and because of the 
horror stories that they would hear. 
The local newspaper tells a different story about capacity.  In December of 2002, at least, 
Mirkwood was 200 students under capacity.   
The precarious middle school years see children trying to find themselves and figure out 
life.  There is tension and uncertainty.  It is not Mirkwood itself that the parents of Lake Town 
loathe.  It is the transition from childhood to adulthood.  It is watching one’s child lose their 
innocence.  That loss of innocence becomes synonymous with middle school, in this case, 
Mirkwood Middle School.  Jimmy suggested that Mirkwood students were not as naive as the 
students at Bree, who, seemingly were able to hold on to their innocence a little longer.  Perhaps 
that had something to do with the success of the arts program at Mirkwood.  Perhaps the 
Aristotle quote that I previously disregarded as being lost on middle schoolers was actually being 
embodied at Mirkwood.  Whether or not Mirkwood students could intellectualize the 
philosophical quote, the art they created showed an intrinsic understanding of aesthetics.  During 
our interview, Lucy reflected on her career at Mirkwood Middle and the unique opportunities the 
arts academy provided to the students. 
Twenty-one, twenty-two years of my career was there.  I still cry over what I feel is 
injustice done to those kids.  Good things, you were part of the good things.  The arts was 
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amazing for the time that we had it.  It was just amazing.  The musicals, the dance 
recitals, the concerts, sitting in the Black Box Theater and hearing those kids play the 
guitar.  They never knew that they could do that!   
During our interview, Lucy, now at a different school, pointed to an abstract piece of artwork on 
her office wall (Appendix E). 
That's a [Mirkwood] piece right there.  Yeah, bought it from [Blanche’s] kids.  There 
were six of them that just passed the paper around the table and just kept drawing kept 
coloring, kept doing whatever and then they tore it up and put it together.  Okay let me 
show you what's... It spoke to me because it was one day, it was a hard day, and we were 
getting ready to have a gallery [opening].  The gallery was going to be open that night or 
the next day or whatever and this was hanging in the gallery and I walked in and I was 
just like, “Ohh.”  And it was just like, “Oh my gosh.  I've got to have that.”  Because you 
go kind of right through here, you see outstretched arms.  It was just a particularly rough 
time for me.  Maybe I was going through the divorce then, I don't know.  Anyway, it was 
just a rough time and just everything seemed chaotic.  And of course, you have the eye up 
there, you have these outstretched arms, and as soon as I saw it it was like God telling 
me, “I'm hearing your chaos, [Lucy].  I'm hearing your chaos.”  Everything else was 
chaos, but there's those outstretched arms.  I was like, “I've got to have this.” 
Lucy was particularly drawn to stories behind visual art pieces. 
I remember one time [Blanche] had a student, Hispanic student, who I think it was 
mother died or grandmother, but somebody very close to this girl, and [Blanche] had her 
do a Day of the Dead piece.  And the girl came crying to class, and [Blanche] just said, 
“Put your emotions here on this paper.  Just do this.”  And [Blanche] said that at first 
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everything was dark and just black, wet, I mean everything.  But as she worked on it and 
worked on it and worked on it, it lightened up and lightened up and lightened up.  And it 
was so beautiful when she finished.  It was like she worked through her grief through that 
piece of artwork.  And I remember it hanging in the gallery and just being amazed at 
[what] that little girl went through and what a beautiful piece that she could put out 
there.  The arts were a huge, huge, huge positive for [Mirkwood]. 
Art Always Tells the Truth, Even When It’s Lying 
In 2007, the year before the charter middle school was set to open, I was hired to teach 
music at Mirkwood Middle School.  I was brought in with several other teachers to begin a new 
arts academy at Mirkwood in which students would choose a major in the arts from nine 
different areas of focus: music (band, chorus, orchestra, guitar), visual art (2D, 3D, graphic arts), 
dance, and theatre.  Core curriculum at Mirkwood, additionally, was slated to be infused with the 
arts.  Participants in this study and Kelly (2003) of the Charter School Study suggested the 
importance of the arts to the residents of Lake Town.  The thriving Lake Town Arts Center, 
additionally, is a testament to Lake Town’s valuing of the arts.  As Kelly of the Lake Town 
Charter School Study addresses potential curriculum direction in his charter school endeavor he 
notes “the curriculum should address and challenge academically gifted students in addition to 
children who are talented in the arts” (Charter School Study, 2003, p. 8).  Kelly (2003) also 
suggests the residents of Lake Town were bitter about losing some of their top musicians and 
artists to an auditioned arts high school in a nearby town.  The auditioned school  
has attracted other top students, particularly musicians who would have been available to 
further the [Lake Town] tradition for top concert and marching bands.  The result has 
been to fragment the community.  The families that have been drawn away are just as 
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distressed about the lack of advantages in [Lake Town] as are the families that have been 
left behind. (Charter School Study, 2003, p. 2) 
While I was teaching at Mirkwood, quite a few of my guitar students were accepted into this 
auditioned school.  When the district began competing with charter schools in Lake Town, it 
surely seemed to understand the importance of the arts as a way to attract students to Mirkwood 
Middle School.  Kelly (2003) documented this notion repeatedly as something that would 
prosper under a charter school district.   
 Educators and parents alike spoke against cutting arts and music from the curriculum.  As 
documented earlier, the history and tradition of [Lake Town] includes substantial 
participation and achievement in the visual and performing arts – particularly marching 
and concert bands and choral music.  One elementary school principal lamented the loss 
of a ‘strings’ program that had been cut from her budget.  Regular mention was made of 
the fact that most students need and appreciate this exposure and don’t receive it at home. 
The loss of arts and music was considered a false economy. (Charter School Study, 2003, 
p. 10) 
Despite the apparent importance of the arts in the charter district’s plan, perhaps due to the Lake 
Town upper echelon dilettantes, the arts did not flourish in Lake Town’s charter schools.  I 
particularly recall band teachers at Lake Town High School being especially vulnerable.  It 
seemed almost yearly during my tenure at Mirkwood a Lake Town High band teacher was being 
terminated.  Since 2013, there have been five band directors there.  Marybeth Clark told me there 
were only two certified music teachers in the four charter elementary schools and zero certified 
art teachers.  She suggested that one of the reasons for the lack of strong music programs at Lake 
Town High was the insufficient attention given to music at the charter district elementary level. 
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Of course, the high school has just been a rotating door.  They can't keep people in the 
arts because the charter has not been able to figure out what the problem is and as 
educators, we know.  When you pull out the bottom, kids don't automatically start in the 
arts at the high school level, and you have a great marching band, and you have a great 
choral department. 
In my experience as a music teacher at Mirkwood, I had to start the majority of my beginning 
guitar students at a distinctly elementary level.  It seemed that my students from the elementary 
charter schools were not coming to me with a basic understanding of music making and theory 
one would expect from spending six years in elementary music. 
Erasing Mirkwood From Lake Town 
Post charter conversion, and especially after the opening of Bree Academy, the general 
consensus from Lake Town community members and media outlets as to the status of Mirkwood 
Middle School has not been positive.  Somewhere after charter conversions took place in Lake 
Town, Mirkwood seemed to become a scapegoat.  As this story has touched on previously, there 
appeared to be a backlash from the community.  Mirkwood became forgotten.  Some members of 
the community, whether through information deficiency or simply apathy, were unaware of the 
barrage of funding pumped into Mirkwood by the district and the comprehensive arts programs 
started at the school.  Many times, while directing music performances of my students in the 
Lake Town community, I would have community leaders and members approach me and say 
they never knew Mirkwood had these kinds of programs.  In my analysis of the top newspaper in 
Peregrin County, there was very little mention of the arts academy at Mirkwood.  The local 
newspaper in Lake Town was, to put mildly, harsh in its treatment of Mirkwood.  With headlines 
like “Mirkwood Gets an F” and “Mirkwood: Conform to Uniform,” the Lake Town newspaper 
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has seemingly circulated exaggerated information to portray Mirkwood Middle School as a 
failing, prison-like educational institution.   
Bruce heard the criticism loudly.  Having taught at Mirkwood for 15 years, two children 
attending Lake Town Charter elementary schools, and his father-in-law as a former member of 
the Lake Town Charter Schools Board of Trustees, Bruce is in a unique situation in Lake Town.  
He told me about how even at official meetings in Lake Town Charter Schools, people would 
blatantly criticize Mirkwood. 
I remember an incident when my kid was in second or third grade.  [Officials at my kid’s 
charter elementary school] were talking about moving on, going up to middle school.  I 
was the department chair for the social studies department [at Mirkwood] at the time, 
and the one teacher was like, “Yeah, and these kids are going to go to [Bree Academy],” 
and she was like, “They just got 100% pass rate on the social studies exam.”  And they 
were like, “We don't know what they're doing at [Mirkwood].”  So the next day I had a 
meeting with the principal [of the charter school], and I said, “I will tell you exactly 
what's going on at [Mirkwood].”  I said, "But I don't appreciate [comments like these by 
your staff.]”  Had that meeting.  Next day, got a call back from the principal too, like, 
“Good meeting with you, hope to maintain good relations with you.”  If I heard that in 
just a few other meetings of being there, talking smack about [Mirkwood] ... It was kind 
of tough how much of the society or town around us is just down on [Mirkwood].  It was 
just such an offhanded comment, like, “We don't know what they're doing over there, but 
we got 100%.”  Well, I'll tell you what.  None of your kids are self-contained kids.  We're 
giving them the social studies test.  They're not passing it.  Anyway, you're not taking the 
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ones and the twos.  Of course you're going to [get 100%].  But that's the conception, the 
idea that they are better. 
Marybeth, similarly, discussed how Mirkwood had always been a dreaded place for Lake Town 
parents to send their children, long before charter schools were even in the picture.  It was more 
or less a sense of anxiousness about middle school in general rather than the particular school 
itself. 
In a small tight knit community like that, it becomes the gossip.  I mean, you go to the ball 
field, that's the conversation.  Oh, did you hear what happened at blah, blah, blah.  You 
go to the beauty shop, the little old ladies that, “My granddaughter's not gonna go 
there.”  It's just ... you heard those kind of things in the grocery store or wherever, the 
horror stories that was happening at [Mirkwood].  After the arts academy went there, it 
wasn't as much.  I mean, we still had issues like any middle school does.  But, it was not 
near as much.  Then, charter. 
When Bree Academy opened in [Lake Town], parents, especially those well-off, sought after 
sending their children there not only because it was a charter school and, therefore, supposedly 
better than traditional public schools, but also because, simply put, it was not Mirkwood.  During 
my interview with Marybeth, I reflected on the reasons why parents would be apprehensive to 
send their children to the regular middle school.  Although I do not live in Lake Town, there are 
similar stories about the horrors of our zoned middle school as well.  I know at my core that the 
majority of the stories are not true, yet that did not stop me from applying to send my son to the 
K-8 magnet school in my city when he was in the first grade, years before he would set foot in 
our zoned middle school.  I have sometimes used the excuse that it is because our magnet school 
is a school of the arts, something my wife and I value, but the narrative has not even escaped this 
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academic devoted to studying educational choice.  I am, apparently, not alone.  Bruce also 
discussed his mental struggle with where to send his children to middle school in Lake Town.  
Even though he taught at Mirkwood for 15 years and knew the local perception of the school was 
simply not true, he still wants his kids to go to Bree Academy.   
I am in a weird position, or I was, having two kids in the [Lake Town] charter system. 
When [Bree Academy] first came out I thought, “Well, my kids are going to go to 
[Mirkwood].”  Well, after a couple of years of the culture of [Bree Academy], I thought, 
“Well, I want my kids to go to [Bree].”  Kind of what I settled on, maybe it's to be okay 
with what I thought, but what I thought, well, I was there at [Mirkwood] to make a 
difference and it's something that I'm doing.  Doesn't necessarily mean something that my 
kids have to do.  You always want better for your kids.  I thought back to, talking about 
my background, being a middle-class kid from New York.  I got into trouble as a kid.  The 
solution for my parents was to put me in Catholic school. 
Jimmy Reyes suggested that the addition of Bree Academy to Lake Town created a schism in the 
middle school education in the town.   
I don't think [Mirkwood was] given a fair shake, honestly.  It's a good school.  I really 
enjoyed it there.  I think just the pressure of the [Bree] might give it a different 
perspective on it.  You're going to have the real bad or the real good, and there's no 
balance there. 
Bruce believes there is no equilibrium between the schools.  Instead of having two middle 
schools serving Lake Town equally, the charter system has segregated the community.  The 
narrative seems to be that the good is the racially White and economically prosperous while the 
bad is racially of color and economically destitute.  
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I've been out of the classroom for about two years now, but when I left, it was really 
difficult because ... it was certainly, too, the town divided, because there was almost 
down racial lines of the White kids wanting, or parents of the White children wanting 
them to be not at [Mirkwood] for racial reasons, I'm sure is part of it.  But also, I think it 
really came down to economics, like, “We don't want to go with these poor kids 
anymore.”  Around the time when I left, it was really a town divided because really what 
was happening was the White group was like, “We want a better school.  We don't want 
this crappy school.”  But the other side was, “We know what happens when we go to 
your school.  We get kicked out.  We get treated unfairly.”  So, I think whether it's 
cultural, whether it's economic, there were certainly still some people that were wary of 
that because they can pick and choose, and often, that pick and choosing goes down the 
racial line. 
Unlike the majority of charter schools, the application system to gain acceptance into Lake Town 
Charter Schools does not rely on a lottery; not even a queue basis either.  According to an 
administrator within Lake Town Charter Schools, a point system is used to determine acceptance 
at Bree Academy.  A committee makes final decisions on acceptance. 
The Hoity-Toity of Lake Town and The Dreaded Public Middle School 
When I first came to Lake Town, I knew nothing about the divisiveness the charter 
school debate had caused in Lake Town.  It was a town bifurcated.  After the startup charter 
school, Bree Academy, opened in 2008, the change to Mirkwood where I ended up teaching for 
eight years was immediate.  Students with some of the top standardized test scores in the school 
were gone and our school grade over the next several years began to drop dramatically (see 
Appendix C).  My classes got economically poorer, less White (in a majority White community), 
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and had greater special needs.  These trends would only continue over the years until the 
demographic and socioeconomic makeup of the school largely did not reflect the surrounding 
community (see Appendix B).  I knew at my core there was something wrong with this practice, 
yet I could not quite put a name to it.  I came to despise what was happening in what I believed 
to be an isolated occurrence.  I had no idea this was happening on a national, even global, level.  
The system of school choice in Lake Town displaces and redistributes its student population.  
Bree Academy, with a waiting list of inexorable length of students from within Lake Town, 
negligibly selects students from outside the city instead of serving the town in which it resides.  
Students within Lake Town who want to go to Bree Academy cannot because their spot is taken 
by students from surrounding towns.  These students were displaced into their home school, 
Mirkwood Middle. 
 One of the major troubles Kelly (2003) cites in the consensus of Lake Town community 
educational concerns is that all schools and all students and families should gain from a charter 
school system within the town. 
All [Lake Town] area schools should benefit.  The community feels it has been burned by 
superior schools elsewhere.  Community enthusiasm for the project falls away if the 
result were to create one or two elitist schools and leave the others as also-rans. (Charter 
School Study, 2003, p. 6) 
In the case of Bree Academy and its comparison to Mirkwood, however, this concern does not 
appear to have been implemented.  In her position as an Assistant Principal of Curriculum, Lucy 
Miles observed a literal skimming of higher performing students from Mirkwood to Bree. 
Because as an administrator, I sit here as someone who does master schedule and has to 
look at students and their test scores and everything and I sit here, and I sat at 
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[Mirkwood].  Every year the sixth-graders would get enrolled to [Mirkwood] and you're 
thinking, “Oh man, there's some really strong kids in here.”  And one by one they were 
taken off your list.  So all you're left is with a few threes and ones and twos.  … And one-
by-one, the upper crust is pulled away. … They might take you to begin with, as a one or 
a two, but they pretty much spit you out real quick.  They'll take you for the money, for 
the first FTE.  … Yeah they get money for you in October, but then they spit you because 
either you didn't make the grade, or you did something really egregious.  And they just 
tell you, “It's in your best interest to not come back.” 
Lucy also tells that at Lake Town High School they put every student in Honors or International 
Baccalaureate classes.  There are students there that cannot perform at that intensity and get 
dismissed.  At the high school level, the practices of Lake Town Charter Schools are even more 
problematic because students that are discharged from the only high school in the town have to 
be bussed by Peregrin County Schools to high schools in other areas of the county.  Lucy 
suggests that segregation occurs, not only by race and class as much of the literature describes, 
but also by ideals in this charter school scenario.  It is almost as if places like Bree Academy are 
looking for students that fit into a certain disposition. 
The charter system has done nothing but segregate.  And people complain about, even in 
big cities where there's charter schools, like Miami, Fort Lauderdale, all these places 
where they have charter schools and then they bash the public schools.  Well hello, who 
do you think we have?  Who do you think we have?  We’re doing the very best with what 
we got.  And I’m not saying that's all I mean we’ve got some really good kids here, and 
even though they were pulling them off, we had some really great kids.  They were 
missing out on some really cool kids.  Fun kids.  And then their children don't know how 
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to deal with those kind of kids.  You know what I’m saying?  You segregate yourself out 
so... You’re not always going to be protected.  What are you going to do when you get to 
college and ooh there’s [the] other, or you get out in the workplace and there are people 
who are different from you, who think different than you, who don’t have the same values 
or ideals that you do, how are you going to deal with that conflict?  And I just think it’s 
really sad.  It takes all of us to live in this world.  Not just the hoity-toities.  You know? 
As a teacher at Mirkwood, Bruce recounted a specific instance of a student getting dismissed 
from Bree that was potentially a violation of the law. 
Within a year or two of [Bree] Academy opening, we were getting the kids kicked out. 
Many of them were behavior issues and I understand that.  I've been around behavior 
issues for a long time.  I had this one student that sticks out because he was an advanced 
student, his grades were straight A’s, but he was kicked out for behavior and in his IEP 
was that he was ODD, [oppositional] defiant disorder.  I thought, “Well, how can this 
be? How can this kid be kicked out of [Bree] Academy?”  To me, that was breaking the 
law in not following his IEP, because he had straight A's coming to me.  I think he 
actually fit in and I never had a problem with him once.  I didn't have a problem.  I mean, 
granted, I knew his IEP and maybe I was able to know like, don't push this kid, he's got 
ODD.  I think that's usually the thing, is knowing he's got some pretty big buttons, so you 
don't want to push them.  But yeah, I didn't have a single problem with him, didn't have a 
single issue with him, and kicked out of [Bree] Academy. 
Jimmy, having taught at both Mirkwood for 23 years and Bree for one and a half years after 
retirement, also commented on the differences between Mirkwood and Bree. 
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My values, I think, as far as education-wise, I think education, it should be fair for 
everyone.  I had a little bit of questioning about the charter system, because, to me, it was 
sort of selective.  In fact, they advertise for the smarter kids.  Or, not to say smarter kids. 
The kids that achieve better than others and were more in tune to education.  And I could 
tell that when I was [at Bree Academy].  I could do the simplest thing, and they just 
thought it was the greatest thing.  The talent wise [at Bree] was not as good as 
[Mirkwood].  [Mirkwood] kids are more streetwise and they knew more.  I think they just 
knew about the world more and they interjected a lot of their abilities into their talent 
and stuff that they could do.  And I always had better results with those kids in art.  Those 
last three years there when it was the art school, I had the best time in the world.  I had 
the perfect studio setup.  It was just like in college.  I had rollers and everything, and 
taught the kids how to use it and stuff.  And it's almost like, okay, go at it, and they would 
come up with these great ideas and say, “I want to do this.”  So I'd help them a little bit.  
But with the charter schools, it was a smaller art room and facilities were limited, but I 
did what I could.  It was still a pretty good program.  And [the students] weren't as 
enthusiastic.  It was almost like I had to lead them on to do this, because they weren't 
exposed [to] as much, I think, as the other kids.  And like I said, these kids that had more, 
I don't want to say intellect, it's a bad word.  They already knew which direction they 
were going.  They didn't do any side traveling, where in art, you have to have that.  You 
have to go on either side and get out of the box.  The kids in the charter were more in the 
box.  They just stayed because that's just the way they were.  They were more structured.  
Even so, they were good.  They did good work, too, but I thought it was better at 
[Mirkwood], just because of the different variety of kids. 
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Displacement is the Rust on the Razor 
The story of Mirkwood Middle School in Lake Town is a collective story.  Mirkwood 
does not live independently of its inhabitants or the town in which it resides.  All of my 
participants moved to Lake Town for employment or education—from Missouri, Ohio, New 
York, and Canada via Tampa.  Like some southern towns, as Marybeth explained, those in 
power dictate policy shifts and devise ways to sell ideas that may or may not be beneficial to the 
residents. 
Businesses wise, this community is like many old southern communities.  When I use the 
term blue blood, I don't know if you get that.  But, there's those families that were the 
movers and the shakers of that town, and you did not cross them.  As long as they were in 
your court, so to speak, things were wonderful.  When they started playing on the other 
side of the fence, and I'm referring to charter at this point, that was where the public 
system was shattered.  It wasn't perfect, but it was a good community. 
One of the “blue bloods” in Lake Town is the above discussed Kevin Kelly, an attorney.  The 
godfather of the Lake Town Charter School District, he co-authored the original Charter School 
Study (2003) and continues to advocate for charter schools in Lake Town, including the push to 
takeover Mirkwood Middle School.  As for Lake Town itself, Lucy described it as: 
A good place to raise kids.  Conservative little town, just about everybody went to church.  
Things in town were either wrapped around the church and the group that you went with. 
My kids did care center work camps and different things like that, or it was around the 
athletics and my kids were involved in that as well.  But, [Lake Town] has been a good 
little town to me, I've got dear friends.  It's a nice place.  Very family, community-minded 
town. 
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Marybeth remembered discovering a disconnect between sports and the arts in the Lake Town 
community; the arts, while valued, were considered a pursuit of the elite. 
Well, we moved to [Lake Town] in '88 and when we moved there, we were moving from 
the Midwest.  My kids had been involved in sports, but they also had taken private voice.  
They were involved with the band.  They could do both in the Midwest and both were 
valued.  One of the hardest things to me was, when we moved to [Lake Town], and there 
was a hierarchy that valued the arts, but sports were so dominant as far as what you 
participated in that I didn't feel like there was value placed in the arts.  Of course, as 
being a music educator, that was very difficult for me.  We debated at great lengths 
because our children were both sophomores in high school.  Do we send them to another 
school where the arts were valued?  Of course, I'm gonna tell ya, that was a tough one. 
As one who was disenchanted with the lack of arts opportunities in Lake Town, Marybeth 
contemplated increased arts possibilities for the community.  Others, like Jimmy and Bruce, 
discovered dilemmas deeper in the structural fabric of Lake Town upon their arrival.  Jimmy, 
originally from Canada, recounted Lake Town as a one-traffic-light sort of town when he first 
arrived in 1976. 
But as far as the town itself, what I noticed was different was, they were still prejudiced 
with minorities.  In [large metropolitan areas], it was more accepted.  But in [Lake 
Town], it's just a little town, and I was told... I just thought of this.  My first year at 
[Rivendell], my, I guess you call them peer teacher now, but my peer teacher was a really 
well-liked guy.  I mean, I love the guy, he's a real nice person.  There was a KKK rally 
going on near the cemetery.  And I didn't see it, but I was told.  And I said, “KKK?” And 
I was thinking, “Do they still have that?”  But it was active here.  In fact, I was warned 
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by another teacher, I remember now, “Don't say anything out loud about that around 
anywhere, even in school.”  You can't believe that still exists because you never know 
who belongs to it, stuff like that.  It was almost like a threat, you've got to be careful.  So 
that, I just thought of that.  I guess that was the most surprising thing my first year of 
teaching.  But anyway, I just noticed that people are more prejudiced.  “Oh, the Black 
kids are always the worst behaved” and all this stuff.  But I didn't see that.  I didn't see 
that at all.  That's just, I guess, a small town.  But I imagine it's a lot better now.  I mean, 
it got better after I taught for so many years.  It wasn't as prominent. 
Lake Town made international news in 2011 when a former Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan 
ran for mayor of the town.  As an elected commissioner of Lake Town, the former Klan leader 
had voted to remove an African American city manager and civil rights leader in the town from 
office just a couple years prior to his unsuccessful run for mayor.  In the early 1970s, as an active 
member of the KKK, the same currently elected commissioner of Lake Town ran failed 
campaigns for a county school board seat and Lake Town chief of police. 
Concerning Rivendell, another school in Lake Town, Bruce, a native New Yorker, was 
shocked to learn when one of his colleagues at Mirkwood Middle attended Rivendell when it 
was the African American high school during segregation.   
And to be honest, one thing that hit me like a ton of bricks at one time, just talking with 
Ms. McLean about how things used to be, because we had teachers there, and gosh, I'm 
not sure if she's retired yet or not, but she remembers going to the all African American 
school.  We still have those schools that are there.  [Rivendell Academy] was the old 
African American high school during segregation.  That was there before.  That really hit 
me, like, wow, that was real.  Just my northern sensibilities was like, holy cow.  Just a 
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generation before me, just a woman not that many years older than I remembering going 
to school and being segregated by race, intentionally segregated by race.  It's still part of 
this town.  It's still part of people living and breathing it, if she's around and 
remembering it. 
In the Charter School Study, Kelly (2003) and coauthors, while mentioning the segregated past 
of Lake Town, suggest that racial tensions disappeared during integration and the majority of the 
townspeople willfully complied. 
During the desegregation era of the 1960s and 1970s, [Lake Town] schools – clustered 
closely together – were fully desegregated.  [Lake Town] has one of the longest 
experiences in the county with full desegregation.  City commissioners, community 
leaders, school administrators, and coaches of athletic teams have been positive 
influences.  The community has moved from a time of tension and unrest to the good race 
relations prevailing today.  As stated by a retired teacher: ‘We found that the likenesses 
outweigh the differences.’ (Charter School Study, 2003, p. 1) 
Kelly (2003) also insinuates the willingness of Lake Town to desegregate was one of the reasons 
why the Peregrin County School District began allocating greater resources to other areas of the 
county where desegregation was proving more difficult (Charter School Study, 2003).  Others 
have suggested, however, that when desegregation reached Lake Town in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s, the community was in a state of civil emergency.  Indeed, the Klan was active in 
quashing integration attempts in Lake Town and Peregrin County.  Klan members compared 
civil rights to communism and promoted boycotting the public schools during desegregation 
efforts.  In 1969, Klansmen circulated literature at Lake Town High School urging a resegregated 
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school system.  This was during the first year of African American students being integrated at 
Lake Town High School. 
 The Ku Klux Klan saw a resurgence of activity in Peregrin County during the 1920s.  
Accounts of lynchings, cross burnings, assassinations of African American leaders, and 
bombings of African American businesses surmount in the history of Peregrin County.  Local 
newspapers and historical accounts have documented instances of mob justice, some with 
prominent members of the community and local government overlooking or even condoning the 
form of justice, throughout the history of Peregrin County.  During the integration era, a high 
school-aged African American young man was shot by a Klan member in broad daylight at a 
local beach.  The young man would eventually die from his wounds.  No charges were ever filed 
against the Klan member.   
In 1943, African American leaders in Lake Town helped establish the first chapter of the 
NAACP in Peregrin County.  Shortly thereafter, those community leaders in Lake Town began 
urging African Americans to register to vote.  One of the reasons for the early African American 
activism in Lake Town surrounded the controversial closing of Rivendell High School for one 
month over the winter holiday break, as opposed to the usual two weeks, so that African 
American students employed with the citrus industry could work extra hours.  During 
integration, prominent members and concerned White parents of Lake Town joined a county-
wide initiative to oppose desegregation, especially forced bussing, and promote attending 
neighborhood schools and the freedom of choice in which educational institutions to attend.  The 
local county newspaper reported that this group was associated with the KKK, a claim the group 
denied.  While the group was perhaps not as blatantly racist as the KKK, it was similar in intent 
and proposed outcomes of educational reform.  Other anti-integration efforts in Lake Town 
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included an attempt by White parents to establish a private school for the purpose of producing 
“mature, self-reliant youth” that would “carry on the American tradition of ‘rugged 
individualism’ that has made this country great.” 
 Transition 
When educational accountability practices and charter schools rose to the fore in Lake 
Town, a resistant Mirkwood Middle School chose to abandon the path of most of the other 
schools in the town.  While the claim of community consensus made in the Charter School Study 
(2003) may not have been an exaggeration, the citizens of Lake Town were not in agreement 
regarding the end means of addressing the educational issues in Lake Town.  The communal 
push towards becoming a unified locally controlled school district was a lofty aspiration that 
does not seem any closer to a reality now as it was then.  Although Mirkwood changed direction 
to serve the artistic needs of its community, the arts being significant to the history of the town, 
Mirkwood never quite gained the prestige of its charter school neighbors, especially Bree 
Academy.   
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Chapter Five 
Discussion 
 The final chapter of this dissertation contains a summary and discussion of the inquiry, 
some interpretation of the narrative, implications, and recommendations.  Although I do not wish 
to attenuate my participants’ stories and present hasty thematicizations, there are connections 
with the literature on choice and colonialism in their narratives.  Additionally, there is at least 
one surprising revelation I gleaned from participant stories that, based on my understanding, is 
not discussed in the literature.  After I review the inquiry, I present implications for educational 
scholarship that considers school choice through an Indigenous Studies lens.  Finally, I offer 
recommendations for future research on this subject and present a final moment of reflexivity on 
the process of this dissertation. 
Summary of the Inquiry 
 The concept and practice of school choice pervades education in the United States and 
abroad.  School choice is the idea that when schools compete, the whole of education thrives.  As 
the literature has shown, however, it is unclear whether or not competition benefits students of 
all backgrounds equally (Kamienski, 2011; Linick, 2014).  From an Indigenous Studies 
perspective, school choice is an evident extension of colonial, capitalist, and neoliberal ideology 
(Stern & Hussain, 2015).  Although it might make sense to apply the concept of settler 
colonialism as a metaphor for school choice, i.e. charter schools colonizing traditional public 
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schools, the sensical metaphor is problematic because in using the logic that charter schools are 
colonizing public schools, it could also be argued that the public system colonized the locally 
controlled system of education in the United States prior to the establishment of government 
managed schools.  My intention is to show that school choice is a byproduct of a settler colonial 
state.  Disguised vestiges of our colonial past are contained in the structure of the United 
States.  Settler colonialism, specifically, occurs when invaders displace, discriminate against, and 
cause the disappearance of Indigenous populations.   
The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the politics and policies behind a 
traditional neighborhood middle school that has remained public and refused charter conversion 
despite being surrounded by a charter school district in order to provide insight into the 
complexities of school choice and organizational adaptation (McCormack & Milne, 2003).  
Based on a framework of settler colonialism, I have chosen to present the findings as a story 
because stories represent Indigenous forms of understanding that weave together complex webs 
of truths (Bishop, 1995; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012).  The guiding question for this study is: In 
what ways can Indigenous ways of understanding provide insight into the complexities of school 
choice and organizational adaptation and change?  I used the theoretical framework of settler 
colonialism to guide the inquiry and more fully understand structural dilemmas in systems of the 
United States. 
Through the utilization of narrative inquiry, I tell a story of Mirkwood Middle School 
garnered from interviews with four participants, local newspaper articles, a Lake Town charter 
school document, and reflections on my own experience as a teacher at the school.  I 
contextualize Mirkwood within Lake Town and present the controversy surrounding its refusal to 
convert to charter school status.  I find that Mirkwood faithfully serves its community despite 
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being bombarded by a barrage of dismissive gossip and attacks and has adapted to endure for the 
time being in an age of merciless educational competition.  Notwithstanding the conclusion by 
my participants and myself that Mirkwood is a benefit to the students of Lake Town whether 
they attend it by choice or mandate, the narrative that Mirkwood is a failure and a blemish on the 
community permeates the dialog.  It is my hope that stories of survival from schools crushed 
under the weight of competition serve to strengthen the idea that all schools serve a public good. 
Segregation 
Although coming to conclusions were not my intention conducting this inquiry, I did find 
several points noteworthy.  First, the story of Mirkwood lends substantiation to the broad finding 
in the literature that school choice segregates students by race and class (Frankenberg, 2009; 
Frankenberg, 2017; Frankenberg, Siegel-Hawley, & Wang, 2010).  As I mentioned towards the 
end of chapter four, additionally, one participant clearly suggested that segregation occurs not 
only by race and class but also by ideology.  This idea could be connected to other points in the 
literature, for example, Rowe and Lubienski (2017) that postulate school segregation occurs 
because of larger, structural flaws in the very fabric of the United States.  In other words, schools 
are segregated because many people, whether or not by choice, live in racially homogenous 
neighborhoods.  It makes sense, then, that the schools serving areas largely dominated by one 
race or class are not racially plural.  The original desegregation efforts tried to solve this problem 
through the creation of magnet schools and forced bussing.  These endeavors were in vain due to 
structural systems of segregation.  From an ideological standpoint, then, based on what Lucy 
said, there are those who find value in interacting with people different from themselves and 
those who do not.  Those who do not, Lucy suggested, seem to want to send their children to 
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segregated charter schools.  Whatever the case in our schools, at some point in life interaction 
with the other is inevitable.   
Still, Stulberg (2011) and others argue charter schools are the completion of educational 
civil rights.  The explanation is that charter schools can better serve the needs of marginalized 
communities due to their ability to self-determine (Davis & Oakley, 2013; Lipman & Haines, 
2007).  In the case of Lake Town, however, it does not appear as if charter schools are better 
serving the needs of students of color.  If anything, the charter schools of Lake Town are doing 
the opposite.  My participants were distinctly aware that the racial and socioeconomic makeups 
of Mirkwood Middle and Bree Academy, despite serving the same area, are suspiciously 
inconsistent in comparison.  In Appendix B, I draw attention to the racial variability between the 
schools; something I noticed during my tenure at Mirkwood from 2007-2015.  While the charter 
schools of Lake Town do not identify as being ethnically focused, the disparity of service to 
students of color, especially at Bree Academy, is alarming.  Personally, I cannot understand why 
I continue to see Lake Town Charter School busses coming to my neighborhood 15 miles away 
in a different town to take students to Bree Academy when there are students within Lake Town 
who are either on a waiting list or simply denied a place at the school.  This brings me to a 
troubling conclusion that Lake Town Charter Schools failed in its initial promise of not creating 
elitist schools.  Bree Academy is an elitist school that receives public funding yet does not serve 
the public in an equitable fashion.   
The Florida Statutes are clear that charter schools must address how they will achieve 
racial balance with the community they serve (Fla. Stat. § 1002.33, 2019).  Furthermore, the 
statutes stipulate that charter schools must use a lottery system when applications for the charter 
school exceed the number of available seats.  In these two ways, it appears that Lake Town 
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Charter Schools is infringing upon Florida Statutes, especially at Bree Academy.  It is unclear at 
this time whether or not Peregrin County Schools or the State of Florida is holding the charter 
schools in Lake Town accountable to Florida laws.  Because of the repeated patterns of social 
justice violations over a significant amount of time, presumably, there have been no 
consequences.  All of my participants expressed their frustration with the perceived injustice 
being done to the students of Lake Town.   
Political Considerations 
 In the realm of politics, both Democrats and Republicans have roundly supported 
accountability practices, especially choice and charter schools, in education for the past several 
decades (Alexander & Alexander, 2012; Dar, 2016; Dougherty & Henig, 2016; Fusarelli & 
Fusarelli, 2015; Scott, Lubienski, & DeBray, 2014; Shipps, 2011).  Generally, Democrats 
endorse charter schools because they are supposedly the great educational equalizer for students 
of color and low socioeconomic status, while Republicans underwrite charter schools because 
they offer competition to traditional public schools.  In the Florida statutes, for example, a claim 
is made that competition stimulates continuous improvement in all schools, whether traditional 
or charter (Fla. Stat. § 1002.33, 2019).  In Lake Town, neither claim seems to be the case.  Bree 
Academy is not a great equalizer due to the racial and socioeconomic discrepancy it has with the 
populations of Mirkwood Middle and Lake Town.  Also, while the competition of Bree 
Academy brought the arts academy to Mirkwood Middle School, it did not cause continual 
improvement from an accountability standpoint at Mirkwood.  Peregrin County Schools created 
the arts academy at Mirkwood Middle as a means to compete with Bree Academy.  However, 
even though myself and others are in agreement that education in the arts is a positive 
undertaking, from a standardization, school grade, accountability perspective, the arts academy 
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at Mirkwood has failed to draw in a significant number of students that receive high scores on 
standardized tests.  Although there are studies showing that education in the arts helps increase 
standardized test scores (Peppler, Powell, Thompson, & Catterall, 2014), the draw of the charter 
school was/is simply devastating for Mirkwood.  During the 2008-2009 school year, when the 
faculty of Mirkwood earnestly practiced arts integration in core classes, the school achieved a B 
grade.  Arts integration is a pedagogical concept in which teachers of core academic classes 
simultaneously address a standard in their subject and an art.  For example, a unit or lesson on 
bones and muscles in a science or anatomy class would also address kinesthetic principles in a 
dance class.  It was this sort of diligence in making connections between subjects that helped 
Mirkwood see such a high school grade.  However, 2009 would be the last time Mirkwood 
received a grade higher than a C (See Appendix C). 
 This brings me to one of the most surprising revelations I had in conducting this 
inquiry.  I was well aware, based on previous reading, of the convergence between Democrats 
and Republicans on the issue of accountability in education in charter schools.  However, it did 
not occur to me that Democrats and Republicans also diverge from support of charter schools for 
reasons of equity and competition.  I should have been aware that not all Democrats, being one 
myself, support these types of policies, but for some reason it was not until I heard it from both 
my liberal and conservative participants that I realized this was a major finding and made the 
connection that our representatives, whether Democrat or Republican, do not seem to be 
perceiving our unease with this issue.  Hearing both liberals and conservatives critically question 
the ethics of competition in education and point out the injustice done to children in the name of 
accountability was both surprising and compelling.  It reminded me of Denzin and Lincoln’s 
(2008) thoughts on the treatment of human beings using the ethics of the marketplace: “The 
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capitalist system, and globalization theory which speak of ethics, hide the fact that their ethics 
are those of the marketplace and not the universal ethics of the human person” (p. 1).  In other 
words, the ethics of capitalism does not coincide well with the ethics of humanness.  This 
narrative seems to show that when we circumvent our political affiliations and simply live as 
human beings, the importance of equality and equity becomes paramount.   
Mirkwood as a Story of Policy 
 When Mirkwood Middle School was slated to house a fine arts academy, a major 
renovation was completed in classrooms and other areas of the school.  New spaces were built 
including a dance studio and a black box theatre.  Like Yanow (1995) describes, Peregrin County 
Schools’ interpretation of educational policy triggered them to believe implementing an arts 
academy at Mirkwood would help the school succeed competitively.  But while the policy notion 
from the Florida legislature that competition will cause continual improvement in all schools 
seems to have worked at least in the beginning, generally in competition some succeed and some 
fail.  If interpreting this policy through a lens of accountability, Mirkwood is the loser in this 
scenario.  However, accountability is but one lens, albeit a dominant one in our educational 
climate.  Policies are misinterpreted, Yanow (1995) describes, when misread by implementers or 
because of ambiguous legislative language.  In this case, I do not believe Peregrin County 
Schools misread the policy; they added an arts program to compete with other schools.  On the 
other hand, the language of competition and continual improvement does not seem to be 
ambiguous either.  Whether or not the Florida legislature tested the hypothesis of competition 
leading to improvement in all schools is yet to be determined.  Nevertheless, policy was enacted 
and implemented.  Evaluation of the policy is current and ongoing.  Yanow (1995) believes that 
policy analysts should attend to contradictions when analyzing built space.  In this case, the 
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contradictory nature of this policy—competition is described positively and description of the 
negative effects of competition on certain schools is missing. 
 The other policy story that the Mirkwood building tells is one of race.  Although the 
Florida Statutes stipulate that charter schools must achieve racial balance with their 
communities, schools like Bree Academy, whether through negligence or naivety, have not 
attended to issues of racial equilibrium within their school and there seems to be no 
repercussions (Fla. Stat. § 1002.33, 2019).  Carroll and Gaztambide-Fernandez (2016) describe 
how students who attend charter schools are viewed and view themselves as a new type of elite.  
Not only are the students who attend Bree Academy mostly White, then, now they are even more 
privileged as elites.  The students at Mirkwood, on the other hand, attend a school that is legally 
required to accept them.  Although the arts academy added another layer of complexity to 
Mirkwood, the philosophy of equal education for all does not hold the same selective value of 
elite.  An (un)intended consequence of charter school policy is separation by race, class, and 
ideology.  The buildings that house Mirkwood students tell a policy story of exclusion for 
students that were not born into an already privileged status.   
Although a building has an apparent permanent quality, as Yanow (1995) discusses, the 
meaning of a building is in a condition of flux.  The meaning does not “depend on its physical 
features, contrasts, or similarities alone, but it reflects the social issues, problems, and concerns 
of the place and time” (Yanow, 1995, p. 7).  In the same way, Mirkwood Middle School does not 
live in a vacuum.  It is a product of its time and place.  The concerns that drove many schools in 
Lake Town to abandon their school district and form charter schools left Mirkwood on an elusive 
island in the city.  In order to preserve the school, Peregrin County Schools changed the direction 
of Mirkwood by adding an arts focus and renovating many areas of the building.  The 
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transformation provided otherwise forgotten students opportunities somewhat rare for a little 
town.  To this day, the other schools in Lake Town have not come close to offering the 
expansiveness and comprehensiveness of programs as Mirkwood Middle has offered.  All the 
participants in this inquiry spoke positively of the transformative arts program.  The passionate 
visual, musical, and performative arts the students have created was and is anything but a 
deficiency. 
Stories of Refusal 
 Thalhammer et al. (2007) describe collective resistance as occurring when a group of 
people choose to challenge perceived injustice together.  Communal resistance, one form of 
collective resistance, refers “to those cases where ongoing relationships are established or 
deepened, and individuals coordinate their efforts to confront injustice” (Thalhammer et al., 
2007, p. 92).  Whatever the reason for the refusal of and resistance to charter conversion and 
takeover, the teachers of Mirkwood have stood steadfast against what they perceive as injustice 
together.  Despite different periods of time, different sets of teachers and circumstances, the 
collective of Mirkwood have repeatedly refused charter conversion.  At the beginning of the 
resistance, it seems that the bulk of the reasoning for this collective resistance was apprehension 
of losing job security and collective bargaining rights.  As time went on, however, the resistance 
became less about teachers losing jobs and more about social justice; serving the needs of 
students of color and of lower socioeconomic status in an equitable way has become a mantra for 
those still resisting.  This shift in thinking represents a collective learning about the effects of 
charter schools.  In the early 2000s, the segregatory consequences of charter schools was likely 
unknown by a vast majority of the populous.  I wonder, then, if the above mantra is simply a 
simulated altruism aimed at supporting the original reason why teachers were resisting 
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conversion: to save their own jobs.  Now that the power of collective bargaining and teacher 
unions in traditional school districts is greatly diminished, conversely, this wonderment is likely 
myopic.  Once teachers realized that there was little they could do to protect their jobs, they 
shifted their focus to matters of social justice for their students. 
Stories of Organizational Adaptation 
 McCormack and Milne (2003) describe three layers of organizational adaptation; 
individual, organizational, and system.  In the case of Mirkwood Middle School, the system in 
place is based on a market-based capitalist notion of competition.  The organization is Mirkwood 
itself, surely with some direct input from the district, and the programs and curriculum in place, 
in this case, an emphasis on the arts.  The individuals, faculty, staff, and students are living 
through and adapting to changes.  Organizational adaptation, of course, is not unique to 
Mirkwood Middle School.  Stories of organizational adaptation are helpful in that they allow 
“evaluation of its development process, to identify what worked and what didn’t and apply those 
lessons to future implementations.  Such an evaluation allows the organisation [sic] to plan 
future developments in an informed and realistic way” (McCormack & Milne, 2003, p. 47).  As a 
result of market-based pressures in education, like in McCormack and Milne’s (2003) study, 
stories of adaptation are essential to communicate and distribute so that other organizations and 
schools can learn from the successes and failures of others.  As I presented participants’ stories 
of Mirkwood, I did so in a piecemeal fashion as a meta-narrative, like McCormack and Milne 
(2003) suggest, so that it could “be analysed [sic] to elucidate the collective learning as 
recommendations for future action” (p. 51).  The benefits of this sort of presentation of data is 
the ability to gather tacit knowledge and explain complex situations (McCormack & Milne, 
2003).  The case at Mirkwood Middle School is surely complex.  There are no easy explanations 
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or solutions to the issues that have arisen at the school.  It was my goal to candidly convey the 
feelings of some closest to Mirkwood Middle School.  I was fortunate to recruit four participants 
with vested interest and a significant amount of time in both Lake Town and Mirkwood Middle.  
Their passionate views and personal experience with the issues surrounding this inquiry helped 
me piece together an intriguing narrative that captures the ways in which Mirkwood adapted and 
continues to adapt to charter school encroachment in Lake Town.  Morgan (1998) speaks of 
organizations and environments producing each other.  In a cyclical iterative process, Mirkwood 
and its surrounding charter schools have produced phenomena indicative of an environment 
based on competition and vice versa.  It does not seem the cycle would end, however, if 
Mirkwood quit competing.  Rather, Mirkwood would cease to exist and another educational 
organization might rise to compete in its place.   
Settler Colonialism in Lake Town 
 Veracini (2011) describes the three necessary elements of settler colonialism as 
displacement, inequality, and disappearance.  As I discussed earlier, while the concept of settler 
colonialism can be applied metaphorically to school choice scenarios, for example the 
disappearance of the public sphere, there are concrete examples of the tenets of settler 
colonialism at work in Lake Town and its schools.  My participants told stories about the 
displacement of 20 employees of Lake Town Charter Schools within the first year of its 
existence.  While it may never be known whether or not Peregrin County Schools would have 
displaced the same teachers and paraprofessionals, that a finalist for Peregrin County Teacher of 
the Year was terminated seems to suggest at least some of the teachers were let go for reasons 
other than job performance.  Also, there are many students in Lake Town who applied to attend 
Bree Academy and were not accepted or were accepted and dismissed from the school at a later 
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time.  These students become displaced into their zoned school, Mirkwood.  My participants and 
the local newspaper described how the charter system wants to takeover Mirkwood Middle.  
Lucy was animate that Lake Town Charter Schools only want to takeover Mirkwood because 
they need the building, the land, and the resources.  Patel (2014) connects the land grabs of 
public spaces by charter schools as corresponding to settler colonialism.  There are already high 
school students in Lake Town who, for whatever reason, have been denied admittance or ousted 
from Lake Town High and must be bussed by Peregrin County Schools to high schools outside 
of Lake Town.  This is indicative of what might happen to some middle schoolers in Lake Town 
should Mirkwood be closed.  If Lake Town Charter Schools takes over Mirkwood, there would 
be some students within the town that would not have a middle and/or high school to attend in 
their hometown.  The displacement and scattering of Lake Town students represents a settler 
colonialist mentality.  In order to gain maximum profit out of the land and its school, those 
students deemed undesirable must be eliminated.  Metrics used in standardized testing and other 
accountability systems measure the intellect of students much in the same way that blood 
quantum laws impacted Indigenous people (Patel, 2014).  Students no longer seem to be flesh 
and blood human beings, rather, data and numbers used to measure value.  Even my participants 
were quick to refer to students by their test score numbers: ones, twos, threes, and so forth.  It is 
now the language of education. 
 Within the idea of displacement is the meaning of place.  Although the founders of Lake 
Town Charter Schools drew on a neoconservative idea of a return to an idyllic time of education, 
likely, their recollection of the schools of their youth forgot, among other issues, the segregated 
past of education.  The segretatory practices of charter schools in Lake Town ironically represent 
the neoconservative return.  The memory of the Lake Town elite, in this situation, is not serving 
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ostracized groups in the town.  Within the settler logic of elimination contains “the marginalizing 
and eroding of histories and place-based knowledges of communities” (Patel, 2014, p. 363).  
Using charter schools as a vehicle for this return to an ideal past, then, is eroding the history and 
place-based knowledge of the residents of Lake Town. 
Based on participant stories and my own recollection, inequality is the most obvious of 
the three settler colonialism tenets at work in Lake Town.  In the segregated system of Lake 
Town, especially in the dichotomy between Mirkwood and Bree, there are elite schools with 
larger White, middle and upper class, abled enrollment and inferior schools with larger of color, 
lower class, and special needs enrollments.  The sweeping racial imbalances in school choice 
scenarios reveal structural inequalities lodged in these policies (Rodriguez, 2017).  Rowe and 
Lubienski (2017) point out that schools are segregated because of larger patterns of residential 
segregation.  Because many self-segregate when it comes to residence and on Sunday mornings, 
it should make sense that schools serving segregated communities would themselves be 
segregated.  However, in the case of Lake Town, where much of the community is packed 
closely together and historically one middle school did serve the town, it seems that the racial 
makeup of its schools would reflect the larger community.  This reflection is mandated in the 
Florida statutes.  Before Bree Academy opened, there was at least resemblance of racial 
consistency between Lake Town and Mirkwood Middle.  After Bree opened, as I have 
mentioned in other places, neither Mirkwood nor Bree resemble the racial makeup of the 
community they serve.  The segregated past of Lake Town and the history of the Klu Klux Klan 
in the town seem to explain a continued discomfort with the intermingling of races.  The racial 
divide between Mirkwood and Bree appears to move the middle school education of Lake Town 
closer to pre-integration status.  However, the “forced bussing” of high school students not 
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accepted at Lake Town High to other areas of Peregrin County is counterintuitive to mainstream 
complaints during integration.  Jimmy spoke to the prejudice he found in Lake Town and noticed 
a racial and socioeconomic discrepancy between Mirkwood and Bree, yet still voted for charter 
conversion of Mirkwood Middle.  In 2003, however, when the first charter votes took place in 
Lake Town, those voting likely did not know of the segregatory effects of charter schools.  
Marybeth, for example, was resentful when she discovered that charter schools were both not 
living up to their promises and compounding inequality in Lake Town.  She voted for conversion 
and was hopeful that true change would come to education in the town she called home.  
Marybeth’s decision to return to Peregrin County Schools speaks to her belief that education 
should be equal and equitable to all children. 
Although the rise of neoliberalism has come with a promotion of deregulation, in 
education regulation has actually increased through accountability (Dougherty & Henig, 2016; 
Smrekar & Crowson, 2015).  The practice of neoliberalism pushes towards private control of 
public spaces.  The local control argument that some charter advocates advance that give rise to 
picturesque notions of the one room schoolhouses of a century ago, is faulty because locally 
controlled boards have little control over structural phenomena in education such as national 
standardization of curriculum and performance metrics (Smrekar & Crowson, 2015).  When the 
schools of Lake Town converted to charter schools, essentially, they began leaving the public 
sphere.  Within the idea of public, at least in my own understanding, is a foundational quality of 
serving all people equally and equitably regardless of race, class, ability, religion, gender, sexual 
orientation, etcetera.  While, again, this disappearance of public spaces appears to be metaphoric, 
the constant threat of the takeover and/or closure of Mirkwood Middle School is anything but 
imagery.  Schools like Mirkwood are put on probation by the state when their performance falls 
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below acceptable quality on flawed grading scales.  Generally, they are given two or three years 
to “turnaround” or face any number of consequences, including being closed, turned over to an 
outside educational management company (sometimes from other states), or converted into a 
charter school.  Although the school building would still be in existence in many scenarios, what 
was once valued and culturally relevant to the community it served would possibly no longer 
exist.  It is the setter colonist’s desire to take over the land and resources through whatever 
means necessary, including cultural genocide (Wolfe, 2006).  The disappearance of non-settler 
culture is a consistent distress in Lake Town.  Although my participants believe Mirkwood 
Middle School has been under scrutiny for decades, accountability and charter schools have only 
exacerbated attacks on the school.  It is only a matter of time, I fear, before the pressure becomes 
formidable and Mirkwood Middle succumbs to some fate other than serving its population in an 
equitable fashion.  Talks of expanding Mirkwood to serve high school aged students have been 
happening intermittently in Peregrin County and Lake Town for the past five years.  Together 
with the elementary school that did not convert, Mirkwood and its high school could potentially 
serve the students of Lake Town throughout their mandated public education.  A public K-12 
system in Lake Town could offer further power to resist takeover.  However, through a settler 
colonialism lens, all schools are systemically intertwined with choice and accountability. 
As an agent of the interventionist state, Mirkwood stands as a safety valve for the Lake 
Town charter district.  Olssen (1996) describes the importance of the state in creating and 
cultivating the necessary institutions for the market to flourish.  In this case, without Mirkwood 
serving the undesirables of Lake Town, Bree Academy would not thrive.  Bree Academy owes 
its success to the suffering of Mirkwood.  While images of a symbiotic relationship between the 
two institutions might come to mind, Mirkwood is not an equal beneficiary.  This type of 
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symbiotic relationship is parasitism.  Although the public school district grants charters to charter 
schools, hence the name, and, therefore, would seem to have the upper hand through a lens of 
authority, from a neoliberal standpoint, the public district serves as a mechanism to further the 
elite status and success of charter schools. 
Implications 
 The implications of this inquiry begin with expanding the literature on school choice and 
Indigenous Studies in order to provide scholars and students within the field of educational 
leadership and policy studies with an additional perspective on the phenomenon of educational 
accountability.  Additionally, educational policy makers and other researchers will have further 
perspective on the effects of choice and charter schools.  While there have been other inquiries 
and conceptual pieces on the structural bases of choice, little has been written examining 
education through a settler colonialism perspective.  It is my hope, if anything, to promote 
further dialog of education’s current state and its impact on Indigenous peoples and people of 
color. 
Another implication is that some educational leadership and policy literature is now 
grouped into Veracini’s (2011) three elements of settler colonialism.  Finding themes of 
displacement, unequal relationships, and disappearance was neither difficult nor novel, however, 
in order to view school choice through a settler colonialism lens, was necessary.  While I could 
have gone with other interpretations of settler colonialism, for example Wolfe (2006) which is 
probably the most well-known and significant in the discussion, I decided to utilize Veracini’s 
simple presentation of what elements are necessary for settler colonialism as the framework for 
my literature review. 
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Additionally, interpreting choice through an Indigenous framework, especially viewing 
charter schools through an ethnically connected perspective, is an implication.  As I presented in 
the literature review, some of the literature discusses ethnically focused charter schools as a 
place of culturally relevant learning.  Within the carefully mandated structure of educational 
choice, Indigenous and ethnically focused charter schools can practice self-determination of their 
values.  Like Indigenous reservations in the United States, these types of charter schools can be 
viewed as places of territorial concentration.  “From the settlers’ point of view, Indian 
reservations may have originated as holding pens for conquered peoples, but they also constitute 
unsurrendered, albeit diminished, repositories of Native sovereignty, focal points for survival and 
renewal” (Lloyd & Wolfe, 2016, p. 112).  While ethnically focused charter schools may be place 
of self-determination, they are still subjected to accountability measures.  It is only a matter of 
time until they must address standardization and centralization if they wish to continue existing. 
Another implication of this inquiry is that it promotes further understanding of confusing 
superficial phenomena that result from disguised structural fundamentals of the United States. 
On the periphery, the simplistic reasons given for school choice such as parental empowerment 
and the idea that competition promotes continual improvement in all schools seem 
straightforward enough to understand.  However, circumstances such as these reveal scars hidden 
deep beneath the surface.  Ultimately, an implication is that this inquiry continues to describe the 
story of discrimination against people of color for the end goal of learning from the past and 
persisting in the journey toward social justice for all. 
Limitations 
 There are a few limitations to this study worth mentioning.  Because of the mutual 
acquaintance between the four participants and myself, a possible limitation is participant 
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pandering to my views on charter schools.  Although I do not believe that was the case, because 
of my staunch vocal opposition to charter schools while I was at Mirkwood Middle my 
participants may have felt uncomfortable saying anything contrary to my views.  Additionally, a 
limitation is that all four of my participants are White.  Although I attempted to make contact 
with people of color, I was unable to secure interviews with any individual of color.  The 
worldview and experiences of people of color would have expanded the scope of this dissertation 
study.  Also, although there was a small sample size, I do not consider it a limitation due to the 
nature of narrative inquiry.  Results are not meant to be generalizable.   
Recommendations 
 The purpose of this inquiry was to present a narrative of a traditional neighborhood 
middle school that has remained public and refused charter conversion despite being surrounded 
by a charter school district in order to provide insight into the complexities of school choice and 
organizational adaptation (McCormack & Milne, 2003).  Based on a framework of settler 
colonialism, I have presented the findings as a story because stories represent Indigenous forms 
of understanding that weave together complex webs of truths (Bishop, 1995; Kovach, 2009; 
Smith, 2012).  In order to continue this inquiry, I have several recommendations. 
 My first recommendation is to continue the inquiry with an expanded participant 
pool.  Upon reflection, I was excessively specific about criteria for participation in this study.  I 
wanted participants who were eligible to participate in the 2003 Lake Town charter school 
conversion vote and who were employed at Mirkwood Middle School for at least five years.  As 
I would find out, this left administrators out of my potential participant pool as they were not 
eligible to vote.  Because I had one administrator, Lucy, who was willing to participate and 
employed at Mirkwood in 2003, I requested approval from my major professor and committee 
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and adjusted the IRB.  Lucy’s story was so significant to this study it made me reflect upon why 
I was initially interested in participants who actually participated in the vote.  The vote itself was 
a focusing event for this inquiry.  It was a drastic change to the dynamic of Lake Town and I 
really wanted to understand and present the story of this pivotal moment in the community. 
Although I discussed this in the limitations, I recommend finding participants of 
color.  Tight timelines in dissertation work sometimes prevent spending too much time gathering 
data.  Though I reached out to several people of color, they either did not fit my criteria for 
participation (not eligible to vote or not employed for at least five years at Mirkwood) or they did 
not respond to my emails and phone calls requesting an interview.  The longevity of potential 
participant experiences in Lake Town and Mirkwood trumped other considerations for the pool.  
Respecting the stories of elders kept closer to the values espoused in Indigenous Studies.  Other 
potential participants could be people currently or formerly employed with the charter school 
district, parents, especially those who participated in the conversion votes, and other community 
members. 
 My final recommendation is to continue to gather the stories of those affected by 
choice.  As McCormack and Milne (2003) posit, stories offer nuances into the complexity of 
organizational adaptation, in this case, school choice, that other types of data cannot.  It is 
essential that policymakers understand that school choice is more than numbers, dollars, and 
cents.  There are tangible consequences to educational accountability that negatively affect those 
in already trying circumstances. 
Inquirer Reflections 
 I have had much to reflect upon throughout the process of this dissertation.  It is hard to 
believe that I am here.  Being a creative person, my desire to do a truly unique inquiry almost 
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jeopardized my progress.  When I started this PhD program in 2014, I knew I wanted to do 
something involving charter schools or school choice as a dissertation project because of my 
pragmatic experience with the subject.  Indeed, every term paper I wrote during the program 
involved charter schools and choice in some form.  However, studying charter schools and 
choice is not unique in educational scholarship.  I knew the uniqueness would have to come in 
the angle I chose to study charter schools and choice.  The lens of Indigenous Studies was a 
difficult one for me to grapple and understand due to my positionality as a White man.  One of 
the first pieces I remember reading with an Indigenous Studies angle during this degree was 
Tuck and Gaztambide-Fernandez’s (2013) Curriculum, Replacement, and Settler Futurity.  To 
say the least, I was shocked, borderline offended, and just did not get it.  I literally wrote 
“WTF?” on one of the hard copy pages I printed out of the article and dismissed that 
perspective.  After all, I was a believer in equality for all; I was the enlightened bystander on the 
side of the oppressed.  Why was I being attacked?  After much tormenting contemplation, I made 
uncomfortable peace with Indigenous Studies and finally understood this particular lens 
explained so much of what I could not comprehend.  I am not making the case that looking at 
charter schools and choice through an Indigenous Studies perspective is unique.  It was 
exceptional to me.  Ultimately, this was about my comprehension of why certain things are the 
way they are. 
Another reflection has to do with the interview process.  Part of me did not know what to 
expect working with participants.  Part of me thought there was nothing my participants were 
going to tell me that I did not already know.  I mean, I am quite well read when it comes to 
charter schools and school choice.  How wrong I was!  There were so many things my 
participants said that overwhelmed me.  I was drawn into their stories and found myself emoting 
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along with them.  Part of that, I am sure, is because I have personally known my four participants 
for the past 12 years and worked closely with each of them in that difficult situation at Mirkwood 
Middle School.  I wonder, had I not known my participants so well, whether or not I would have 
connected so intensely with each of them.  I was not expecting such a connection.  Nor was I 
expecting to hear things from each of them that would take this story of Mirkwood in fascinating 
directions. 
Finally, I am still trying to make sense out of my contradictory stance on school 
choice.  Although I am an advocate of supporting traditional schools, I still want choice when it 
comes to my children.  My son, now in fifth grade, goes to a K-8 magnet school of the arts.  As I 
have said before, I want my children educated in the arts because that is something my wife and I 
value.  The kind of arts education offered at my son’s school is not offered at our zoned schools.  
I also appreciate the consistency of a K-8 school.  As I have said before, there may have been an 
ulterior motive in applying for the choice school.  The middle school we are zoned for has its 
name slandered regularly perhaps even worse than Mirkwood.  So many of the stories circulating 
in this city about our middle school are exaggerated or simply not true.  I am not entirely sure 
why I let such fear mongering affect me.  Like Bruce’s story about wanting to send his kids to 
Bree Academy despite knowing the community gossip about Mirkwood is false, I cannot fault 
him for that because otherwise I would be a hypocrite. 
Final Contemplation 
 I have attempted to weave the stories of my participants into one somewhat cohesive 
narrative.  My participants seem to tell a story of frustration; a story of naivety and hope.  Many 
people in Lake Town were distressed by the supposed lack of attention and funding the Peregrin 
County School District paid to their community.  Being a small town in a school district the size 
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of Rhode Island, that discontentment is understandable.  They sought a way to take the education 
of their children into their own hands.  That seeking led to charter schools.  Leaders within Lake 
Town pitched the idea of charter schools to their community.  The town quickly became divided.  
Some wanted to venture into new educational pursuits.  Some did not want to give up on their 
school district.  Whatever the case, both sides ended up with something in Lake Town.  Although 
most of the town’s schools converted, two outlier schools refused to convert and stayed under the 
direction of the county school district.  Those county schools would receive luxurious amounts 
of funding from Peregrin County Schools.  Competition between the county school district and 
the newly created Lake Town Charter Schools seemed to benefit all schools in the town, just like 
the Florida statutes on charter schools stipulate.  However, my participants were quick to identify 
the segregation of students by race, class, and ideals within Lake Town schools.     
Charter schools and choice are currently ingrained in the psyche of the United 
States.  Even small communities like Lake Town have multiple educational options to offer 
parents and students.  Schools are judged based on their clientele’s ability to score well on 
standardized tests.  When students cannot perform well, parents blame teachers and teachers 
blame parents.  The dehumanizing effects of standardization and competition have turned 
students into data.  These living beings are literally discussed as numbers in educational circles.  
Similarly, like other capitalist principles, competition in an unregulated educational marketplace 
is rooted in our colonial history.  It is my hope that in viewing choice and accountability through 
a settler colonialism lens and privileging people’s stories over degrading quantitative measures 
will ultimately bring change to the current system of education in the United States. 
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol 
Introduction:  Thank you for volunteering to be a part of this study.  Your personal involvement 
and knowledge of Lake Town will surely add value and comprehensiveness to my 
inquiry.  There are no right or wrong answers.  I am interested in your unique perspective on the 
community and seek simply to tell the story of Lake Town through your experience. 
Interview 1: 
1. Tell me a little about yourself (biographical, where were you born? Where did you go to 
school?, etc.) 
a. What is important to you? What do you value? 
1. Tell me the story of Lake Town--the community, the businesses, its history, etc. 
2. Tell me the story of the Lake Town charter school conversion. 
a. What was education in Lake Town like before charter schools? 
b. How were people talking about charter schools? What did people say? 
c. What is education in Lake Town like now that charter schools are operating? 
1. Is there any insight or stories you have about how the Lake Town community is fairing 
with two school systems operating in such a small area? 
2. How did you vote in the charter school conversion vote? How come? What were the final 
results at the school you were employed? 
Interview 2: 
1. Tell me an experience you had at or involving Mirkwood Middle School. 
2. How is Mirkwood viewed by the Lake Town community? 
3. What are the stories from Mirkwood you could share that have either helped or hurt its 
image in the community? 
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4. If all the schools had voted to convert, including Mirkwood and the elementary school 
that did not, what do you think things would be like in Lake Town? 
5. What do you think the framers of the charter school conversion foresaw in Lake Town?  
6. Had charter schools never come to Lake Town, do you think the community would be 
better or worse off?  Why or why not? 
7. After the charter conversion, did any students, families, or educators become displaced or 
disappear from the community? 
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Appendix B: Mirkwood Middle School and Bree Academy Demographic Information 
 
 
      Figure 1: Mirkwood Middle Demographics 2007-2017 
 
 
 
      Figure 2: Bree Academy Demographics 2008-2017 
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      Figure 3: Economically Disadvantaged Mirkwood & Bree 2007-2017 
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Appendix C: Mirkwood Middle School and Bree Academy School Grade Comparison 
 
 
Figure 4: Mirkwood Middle School and Bree Academy School Grade Comparison 1999-
2018                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
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Appendix D: Recruitment Letter 
 
Pro# 00038615 
Seeking participants for a study titled: Education in the Settler Colony: Displacement, Inequality, 
and Disappearance via Charter Schools.  The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the 
politics and policies behind a traditional neighborhood middle school that has remained public 
and refused charter conversion despite being surrounded by a charter school district in order to 
provide insight into the complexities of school choice and organizational adaptation. 
 
I am seeking former or current administrators and teachers at Mirkwood Middle School in Lake 
Town.  Potential participants need to have taught or administrated at Mirkwood for at least five 
years and have taken part in the original 2003 charter school conversion vote at any Lake Town 
school. 
 
Participation in this inquiry includes two interviews that will take approximately one to two 
hours each.  The identities of participants will be protected and kept confidential in any resulting 
presentations or publications. 
 
Individuals interested in participating should complete a questionnaire by clicking on this link: 
https://usf.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0U0N0qd5cmDbA9L 
 
For additional information or questions, please contact me, David Fisher, at: drfishe2@usf.edu 
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Appendix E: Chaos 
 
Figure 5: Chaos 
